
1 5S is defined as a housekeeping technique used to establish and maintain a productive and quality environment in an organization.

a)True b) False

2 In which country was 5S invented?

a) India b) Japan c) Norway d) Vietnam

3 What is the English equivalent of the Japanese word ‘Seiri’?

a) Sorting out b) Systematic arrangement c)Standardizing d)Self-discipline

4 What is the English equivalent of the Japanese word ‘Seiton’?

a) Sorting out b)Systematic arrangement c) Standardizing d) Self-discipline

5 Which of the following from the 5S technique means ‘to separate out all unnecessary things and eliminate them’?

a) Seiri b) Seiton c) Seiso d) Seiketsu

6 Which of the following from the 5S technique means ‘to arrange the essential things in order, so that they can be easily accessed’?

a) Seiri b) Seiton c) Seiso d) Seiketsu

7 What is the English equivalent of the Japanese word ‘Seiso’?

a) Sorting out b) Systematic arrangement c) Scrub, shine, sweep d) Self-discipline

8 What is the English equivalent of the Japanese word ‘Seiketsu’?

a) Sorting out b) Systematic arrangement c) Scrub, shine, sweep d) Self-discipline

9 What is the English equivalent of the Japanese word ‘Shitsuke’?

a) Sorting out b) Systematic arrangement c) Scrub, shine, sweep d) Self-discipline

10 Which of the following from the 5S technique means ‘to clean the workplace, everything, everyday, without fail’?

a) Seiri b) Seiton c) Seiso d) Seiketsu

11 To maintain cleanliness we need to standardize.

a) True b) False

12 Which of the following is not an advantage of implementing 5S technique?

a) To improve work efficiency b) To standardize work practicesc) To improve work disciplined) To create a dirty workplace

13 Which of the following is NOT one of the steps of the 5S method?

a) Shine b) Specialise c) sort d) sustain

14 The 5S method of process improvement was created to help _____

a) manufacturing companies learn workstation order and maximize efficiency.  b) health care companies establish earnings goals.c) service companies determine the most qualified candidates for hired) environmental companies with lean waste management. 

15 What is the purpose of the 5S system in the workplace?

a) organization b) cleanliness c) efficiency d) all of the above

16 Which one of these is not part of the 5s

a) system b) sort c) set in order d) standardize

17 This is Distinguishing between necessary and unnecessary things, and getting rid of what you do not need.

a) sort b) set in order c) sustain d) standardise

18 what is the full form of IMS in IMS cell

19 Integrted management system is basically integration of ….

a) ISO 90001,ISO 45001, ISO3834 b)ISO 45001, ISO 9001, ISO 14001c)b)ISO 45001, ISO 9001, ISO 50001d) ISO 45001, ISO 3834, ISO 50001

20 ISO standard related to health and safety is

a) ISO 14001 b) ISO 45001 c) ISO 9001 d) ISO 3834

21 which ISO standard replaced ISO 18001

a) ISO 45001 b) ISO 14001 c) ISO 3834 d) ISO 9001

22 ISO standard related to Environmental aspects is….

a) ISO 45001 b) ISO 3838 c) ISO 14001 d) ISO 18001

23 ISO standard related to fusion welding quality  is….

a) ISO 45001 b) ISO 3834 c)ISO 18001 d) ISO 14001

24 ISO standard related to Energy management is….

a) ISO 45001 b) ISO 14001 c) ISO 50001 d) ISO 3834

25 The five phases of 5S are Sort, Set-in-order, Shine, Standardize, and Sustain in that order.

a)Shine, Shut-Up, Sustain, Sort, Standardize b)Sustain, Sort, Standardize, Sushi mi, Shinec) Standardize, Sort, Sustain, Shine, Set-in-Orderd) Sort, Sustain, Sushi, Shine, Standardize

26 Set-In-Order reduces what wastes? 

1. Excess Motion 2.Excess Motion 3.Searching Waste 4.Productivity 5.Excess Inventory

a)1,2,3,4,5 b)1,2,3 c) 2,4,5 d)1,2,3,5

27 One of the great things about 5S is it can be implemented by the employees without the need for management support.

a) TRUE b) FALSE

28 Which phase of 5S are you in when you clean machines, windows, floors, etc.

a) Sort b) shine c) set in order d) sustain

29 Which item is not a part of the Sort phase?

a) Clear the area b)Use of red tags c) Putting tools at point of used)Disposition red tag items

30 Which one is NOT a benefit of Shine? 

a) Less production downtime b)Improved quality c)Inventory reduction d) Customer satisfaction

31 It is advisable to initiate the Sort and Set-In-Order phases at the same time.

a) True b) False

32 Permissible variations in wheel tread diameter for four-wheeled trolley (IRS-Non IRS) on the same axle on BG is

(a) 0.5 mm (b) 0.49 mm (c) 0.30 mm (d) 0.45 mm

33 Permissible variations in wheel tread diameter for four-wheeled trolley (Sehileren, ICF , BEML) in the same axle on BG is

(a) 0.45 mm (b) 0.50 mm (c) 0.60 mm (d) 0.48 m

34 Permissible variations in wheel tread diameter for six-wheeled trolley in the same axle on BG is

(a) 0.30 mm (b) 0.60 mm (c) 0.50 mm (d) 0.45 mm

35 The axle load of AC coaches is –

(a) 22.0 tons (b) 16.25 tons (c) 15.0 tons (d) 14.50 tons

36 The top & bottom flange thickness of 16.25 tons axle load bogie is –

(a) 14.0 mm (b) 16.0 mm (c) 15.0 mm (d) 20.0 mm

37 The use of 13 tons axle load bogie is –

(a) PVH (b) AC (c) Power Car (d) Non AC

38 What is the size of direct mounted roller bearing journal of ICF bogie?

(a) 125*111 mm (b) 120*113.5 mm (c) 125*130 mm (d) 130*100 mm

39 The top and bottom flange thickness of 13 tons load bogie is –

(a) 14.0 mm (b) 12.0 mm (c) 15.0 mm (d) 20.0 mm

40 High speed ICF coach condemning flange thickness is –

(a) 14.0 mm (b) 13.0 mm (c) 22.0 mm (d) 10.0 mm

41 Lateral movements of wheels are controlled by –

(a) Axle Guide (b) Journal center (c) roller bearing (d) Desh pot

42 Bogie wheelbase of ICF/ RCF all coil bogies are -

(a) 2896 mm (b) 2986 mm (c) 2886 mm (d) 2997 mm

43 What is the new wheel diameter of ICF/ RCF coach is –

(a) 910 mm (b) 915 mm (c) 930 mm (d) 925 mm

44 Min shop issue size of ICF solid wheel is –

(a) 837 mm (b) 870 mm (c) 854 mm (d) 8746 mm

45 The radius of the root of flange of new BG wheel is –

(a) 14.0 mm (b) 16.0 mm (c) 18.0 mm (d) 19.0 mm

46 Clearance between brake block and wheel tread of ICF coach is

(a) 5.0 mm (b) 6.25 mm (c) 6.75 mm (d) 5.75 mm

47 Capacity of air reservoir (AR) of the coach is –

(a) 150 Lit. (b) 200 Lit (c) 250 Lit. (d) 300 Lit.

48 In the passenger train, the diameter of brake pipe & feed pipe is –

(a) 20.0 mm b) 25.0 mm (c) 28.0 mm (d) 30.0 mm

49 In the passenger train, the diameter of branch pipe is –

(a) 15.0 mm (b) 18.0 mm (c) 20.0 mm (d) 22.0 mm

50 How many angle cocks are provided in a vehicle in twin pipe system

(a) Two (b) Three (c) Four (d) Six

51 What is the diameter of branch pipe attached to PEAV?

(a) 15.0 mm (b) 25.0 mm 30.0 mm (d) 20.0 mm

52 What is the diameter of branch pipe in between PEAV to PEASD?

(a) 10.0 mm (b) 25.0 mm (c) 30.0 mm (d) 20.0 mm

53 BP pressure in working train is –

(a) 6.0± 0.1Kg/cm2 ( (b) 5.5± 0.1 Kg/cm2 (c) 5.0± 0.1 Kg/cm2 (d) 5.2± 0.1 Kg/cm2

54 During charging position, Air pressure in Auxiliary reservoir is –

(a) 6.5 Kg/cm2 (b) 6.1 Kg/cm2 (c) 6.0 Kg/cm2 (d) None of the above

55 During full service application, Brake pipe pressure is dropped to –

(a) 2.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 1.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 3.0 Kg/cm2 (d) 1.5 Kg/cm2

56 The full form of BP is

(a) By pass (b) Brake pipe (c) Bent pipe (d) None of the above

57 In twin pipe system, the AR pressure should be –

(a) 5.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 6.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 7.0 Kg/cm2 (d) 8.0 Kg/cm2

58 Full form BC is

(a) Brake control (b) Beside coach (c) Brake cylinder (d) Branch cylinder

59 Cut off angle cock can be fitted to-

(a) FP (b) BP (c) BP&FP both (d) None of the above

60 The rate of air leakage in single car testing should not be more then –

(a) 0.02 Kg/cm2 /min (b) 1.0 Kg/cm2 /min (c) 0.2 Kg/cm2 /min (d) 0.1 Kg/cm2 /min

61 In emergency application the brake cylinder pressure rises from 0-3.6 kg/cm2 in

(a) 15-20 sec (b) 5-10 sec (c) 3-5 sec (d) 8-10 sec

62 Brake should not apply during insensitivity test with in -

(a) 50 sec (b) 60 sec (c) 40 sec (d) 30 sec

63 During release after full service application, release time of Mail/Express coach is

(a) 5 to 10 Sec (b) 10 to 15 Sec (c) 15 to 20 Sec (d) 20 to 30 Sec

64 Check valve with choke allows air from –

(a) BP to FP (b) FP to CR (c) FP to AR (d) AR to BC

65 When brake is manually released by QRV, which pressure will be vent out?

(a) BC pressure (b) AR pressure (c) BP pressure (d) CR pressure

66 The colour of brake pipe in coaching trains is

(a) Black (b) Yellow (c) Green (d) White

67 The colour of feed pipe in coaching trains is

(a) Black (b) Yellow (c) Green (d) White

68 Cut off angle cock fitted on the brake pipe is painted -

(a) Black (b) Yellow (c) Green (d) White

69 Cut off angle cock fitted on the feed pipe is painted -

(a) Black (b) Yellow (c) Green (d) White

70 How many dirt collectors are fitted with under frame mounted air brake system on every coach?

(a) Two (b) One (c) Three (d) None of the above

71 What is the thickness of roof sheet in ICF coach?

(a) 2.1 mm (b) 1.9 mm (c) 1.8 mm (d) 1.6 mm

72 Total no of berths in IInd class sleeper AC - 3 tier is –

(a) 64 (b) 68 (c) 75 (d) 56

73 Total no of berths in AC –II tier is

(a) 42 (b) 44 (c) 46 (d) 48

74 Thickness of coach flooring Ply is –

(a) 12 mm (b) 16 mm (c) 19 mm (d) 22 mm

75 Thickness of side well seat is –



(a) 1.0 mm (b) 3.0 mm (c) 2.0 mm (d) 4.0 mm

76 Sole bar of ICF coach consists of

(a) Z section (b) I section (c) Y section (d) U section

77 With what the lateral and longitudinal guides of ICF bogie is mounted?

(a) Dash pot (b) side bearer (c) CBC (d) Spring

78 What is the distance between side bearers of ICF coach?

(a) 1560 mm (b) 1590 mm (c) 1600 mm (d) 1610 mm

79 What types of brake block are used in coaching stock?

(a) ‘L’ type (b) ‘K’ type (c) ‘CI’ type (d) All type

80 What is the oil level in dashpot

(a) 50.0 mm (b) 40.0 mm (c) 75.0 mm (d) 90.0 mm

81 How many numbers of holes in guide cap hole in ICF/RCF bogie -

(a) 5 (b) 7 (c) 9 (d) 11

82 New dimension of side bearers wearing plate is -

(a) 10.0 mm (b) 12.0 mm (c) 14.0 mm (d) 16.0 mm

83 What is shop renewal dimension of side bearer wearing plate

(a) 10.0 mm (b) 9.0 mm (c) 8.0 mm (d) 7.5 mm

84 All the hangers should be tested to tensile load of

(a) 10 t (b) 8.0 t (c) 7.0 t (d) 6.5 t

85 If wheel diameter of an ICF coach is 887mm (889 –863), How much thickness of wooden packing is required for buffer height adjustment?

(a) 13 mm (b) 38 mm (c) 48 mm (d) 26 mm

86 If wheel diameter of an ICF coach is 860 mm (863 –839), How much thickness of wooden packing is required for buffer height adjustment?

(a) 13 mm (b) 38 mm (c) 48 mm (d) 26 mm

87 If wheel diameter of an ICF coach is 820mm (839 –819), How much thickness of wooden packing is required for buffer height adjustment?

(a) 13 mm (b) 38 mm (c) 48 mm (d) 26 mm

88 What is the position of equalizing stay rod, between what parts it is fitted

(a) SAB head to control rod (b) bolster and lower spring plank(c) Bolster and bogie transom(d) None of the above

89 Where anchor link is fitted in a bogie?

(a) Bolster and bogie transom (b) Bolster stay rod and plank.(c) Equalizing stay rod and plank.(d) None of the above

90 The color code of helical spring of ICF bogie is –

(a) Yellow, blue, green (b) Yellow, red, green (c) White, blue, green (d) Yellow, red, green

91 Between what, crown clearance “A” is measured -

(a) Between bolster & side frame (b) Between anchor ling and primary suspension(c) Between axle box crown and the crown bolt(d) None of the above

92 Which type of grease used in roller bearing in ICF coach?

(a) Servo –20 (b) Lithium base (c) Servo –40 (d) Graphite –20

93 What quantity of grease filled per axle box of SKF make bearing?

(a) 1.75 kg (b) 2.00 kg (c) 2.25 kg (d) 2.5 kg

94 What type of roller bearing is fitted in ICF bogie wheel?

(a) Single row self align spherical roller bearing. (b) Double row self align cylindrical roller bearing.(c) Double row self align spherical roller bearing.(d) Single row self align cylindrical roller bearing.

95 Manually operated pilot vent valve is –

(a) PEASD (b) PEAV (c) ACP (d) PEAMTD

96 The full name of ACP is –

(a) Air condition pipe (b) Air cooler pipe (c) Alarm chain-pulling (d) Air cylinder piston

97 After ACP, it is reset and brakes are released by-

(a) DV quick released valve (b) ISO lasting handle (c) PEAV (d) PEASD

98 What is the Transportation code of inspection carriage (Administrative)?

(a) AR (b) CR (c) IC (d) RA

99 which of the following are attended for corrosion repair 

(a) sole bar (b) head stock  c ) trough floor d) all of the above

100 trammelling of bogie is carried on which shop

a) bogie repair shop b) yard shop c) wheel shop d) air brake shop

101 which of the following components repairs are carried out  in bogie shop

a) BSS hangers b)anchor links c)equalizing stay rod d) all of the above

102 shot blasting is done on the following 

a) BSS hangers b)anchor links c)equalizing stay rod d) all of the above

103 attention of bogie frame done in which shop

a) bogie repair shop b) yard shop c) wheel shop d) air brake shop

104 BSS hangers inspected through which test

a) MPT b)_ DPT C) ZYGLO d) none of the above

105 Roller bearings are inspected through which test

a) MPT b)_ DPT C) ZYGLO d) none of the above

106  A SCHEDULE  of painting is how many days

a) 9 days b) 5 days c) 7 days d) 3 days

107 following are the ingredients of paint

a) binder b) solvent c) pigment d) all of the above

108 load test of spring is carried in which shop

a) spring shop b) wheel shop c) air brake shop d) bogie repair

109 which test is done on springs

a) DPT b) zyglo c) magna flux d) none of the above

110 MPT is a 

a) destuctive test b) non destructive c) all of the above d) none of the above

111 which of the following is a destructive test

a) DPT b) MPT C) IMPACT d) ZYGLO

112 Which part is not used in ICF trolley?

(a) Dashpot (b) Side bearer (c) Shock absorber (d) Drag link

113 Transportation codes of vestibule second class 3- tier sleeper coach fitted with self generating electrica

(a) WGSCNA (b) WGSCN (c) MGSCN (d) GSMGCN

114 In coach, the load transmission takes place through

(a) Center pivot (b) Bogie (c) Side bearer (d) Wheel

115 The ‘L’ type composite brake block should be changed, if worn out beyond-

(a) 10 mm (b) 15 mm (c) 20 mm (d) 22 mm

116 The ‘K’ type composite brake block should be changed, if worn out beyond-

(a) 10 mm (b) 12 mm (c) 20 mm (d) 22 mm

117 Std. packing pieces of ICF coach is

(a) 13,14,26 mm (b) 13,22,28 mm (c) 13,26,38,48 mm (d) 22,26,32 mm

118 Yellow strips on end body of ICF indicate is

(a) Antitclescopic (b) Dual brake (c) In built air brake (d) Non-Antitalescop

119 What defect is detecting UST test?

(a) Internal crack (b) external crack (c) Air flow crack (d) None of the above

120 The standard thickness of compensating rings is

(a) 2 mm (b) 4 mm (c) 6 mm (d) 8 mm

121 The length over buffer of ICF/ RCF coach is

(a) 22297 mm (b) 22299 mm (c) 21996 mm (d) 21030 mm

122 In ICF coach, replace Headstock if the thickness is reduce more than -

(a) 2 mm (b) 8 mm (c) 4 mm (d) 6 mm

123 The height from rail level of ICF/ RCF coach is -

(a) 3886 mm (b) 4025 mm (c) 3991mm (d) 3251 mm

124 Re painting of coaching stock as per “C” schedule is done at every

(a) 3.0 year B) 4 C) 5 6) 6

125 Rehabilitation of coaching stock is carried out between –

(a) 10 to 12 year (b) 12 to 15 year (c) 15 to 18 year (d) 18 20 year

126 What do you mean by FRP?

(a) Fibre recalling panel b) Fibre reinforced plastic (c) First reduction plastic (d) Fine reinforced panel

127 At what interval, the IOH of shatabdi coaches is?

(a) 12 months or four lake km which is earlier (b) 9 months or two lake km which is earlier(c) 6 months or one lake km which is earlier(d) None of the above

128 The maximum standard buffer height above rail level to center of buffer is –

(a) 1085 mm (b) 1100 mm (c) 1105 mm (d) 1030 mm

129 The minimum permissible buffer height above rail level to center of buffer is –

(a) 1085 mm (b) 1100 mm (c) 1105 mm (d) 1030 mm

130 Standard buffer projection from Headstock is –

(a) 650 mm (b) 635 mm (c) 620 mm (d) 660 mm

131 What is the distance between two buffers at one end?

(a) 1952 mm (b) 1976 mm (c) 1956 mm (d) 1992 mm

132 A train is travelling at the rate of 45km/hr. How many seconds it will take to cover a distance of 4 5 km ?

a.36 sec b .64 sec  c. 90 sec d.  120 sec

133 A man crosses a road 250 metres wide in 75 seconds. His speed in km/hr is :

a.10 b.12 c.12.5 d.15

134 An athlete runs 200 metres race in 24 seconds. His speed (in km/ hr) is :

a.20 b.24 c.28.5 d.30

135 A car goes 10 metres in a sec ond. Find its speed in km/hou

a.40 b.32 c.48 c.36

136 A man riding his bicycle covers 150 metres in 25 seconds. What is his speed in km per hour ?

a.25 b.21.6 c.23 d.20

137 A car travels at a speed of 60 km/ hr and covers a particular dis tance in one hour. How long will it take for another car to cover the same distance at 40 km/hr ?

a.2.5 b.2 c.1.5 d.1

138 A train passes two bridges of lengths 800 m and 400 m in 100 seconds and 60 seconds respectively. The length of the train is :

a.80 b.90 c.200 d.150

139 A train 300 metres long is run ning at a speed of 25 metres per second. It will cross a bridge of 200 metres in

a.5 b.10 c.20 d.25

140 . A train travelling at a speed of 30 m/sec crosses a platform, 600 metres long, in 30 seconds. The length (in metres) of train is

a.120 b.150 c.200 d.300

141 A train takes 18 seconds to pass through a platform 162 m long and 15 seconds to pass through another platform 120 m long. The length of the train (in m) is :

a.70 b.80 c.90 d.105

142 A train travelling with uniform speed crosses two bridges of lengths 300 m and 240 m in 21 seconds and 18 seconds respec tively. The speed of the train is :

a.72 b.68 c.65 d.60

143 . A train 180 m long moving at the speed of 20 m/sec. over-takes a man moving at a speed of 10m/ sec in the same direction. The train passes the man in :

a.6 b.9 c.18 d.27

144 A train 100m long is running at the speed of 30 km/hr. The time (in second) in which it will pass a man standing near the railway line is :

a.10 b.11 c.12 d.15

145 In what time will a train 100 metres long cross an electric pole, if its speed be 144 km/hour ?

a.2.5 b.5 c.12.5 d.4.25



146 A train is running at a speed of 90 km/hr. If it crosses a signal in 10 sec., the length of the train (in metres) is

a.150 b.324 c.900 d.250

147 . A train 150m long passes a km stone in 30 seconds and another train of the same length travel ling in opposite direction in 10 seconds. The speed ot the sec ond train is :

a.90 b.125 c.25 d.75

148 A train is 250m long. If the train takes 50 seconds to cross a tree by the railway line, then the speed of the train in km/hr is :

a.10 b.9 c.5 d.18

149 A train 100 metre long is running at a speed of 120 km/hr. The time taken to pass a person standing near the line is

a.1 b.3 c.5 d.7

150 Two trains of equal length, run ning in opposite directions, pass a pole in 18 and 12 seconds. The trains will cross each other in

14.4 b.15.5 c.18.8 d.20.2

151 Walking 6 /7 th of his usual speed, a man is 12 minutes late. The usual time taken by him to cover that distance is

a.60 b.72 c.75 d.80

152 A man covers half of his journey at 6km/hr and the remaining half at 3km/hr. His average speed is

a.9 b.4.5 c.4 d.3

153 A man goes from A to B at a uni form speed of 12 kmph and re turns with a uniform speed of 4 kmph His average speed (in kmph) for the whole journey is :

a.8 b.7.5 c.6 d.4.5

154 A cycle is bought for Rs.900 and sold for Rs.1080, find the gain percent?

A)16.6666666666667 B) 20 C )18 D) 25

155 An article is bought for Rs.675 and sold for Rs.900, find the gain percent?

A)  16.6666666666667 B)  30 C ) 33.333% D)  33.16667%

156 An article is bought for Rs.600 and sold for Rs.500, find the loss percent?

A) 17.33% B ) 100/3% C)  16% D)16.667%

157 The cost price of a radio is Rs.1500 and it was sold for Rs.1230, find the loss %?

A )18% B) 9% C)  15% D)  6%

158 A watch was sold at a loss of 10%. If it was sold for Rs.140 more, there would have been a gain of 4%. What is the cost price?

A. Rs.1000 B. Rs.1140 C. Rs.860 D. Rs.760

159 The sale price sarees listed for Rs.400 after successive discount is 10% and 5% is?

A. Rs.357 B. Rs.340 C. Rs.342 D. Rs.338

160 The list price of an article is Rs.65. A customer pays Rs.56.16 for it. He was given two successive discounts, one of them being 10%. The other discount is?

A. 3% B. 4% C. 5% D. 6%

161 A single discount equivalent to the discount series of 20%, 10% and 5% is?

A. 25% B. 30% C. 31.6% D. 33.5%

162 What profit percent is made by selling an article at a certain price, if by selling at 2/3rd of that price, there would be a loss of 20%?

A. 20% B. 25% C. 13 1/30% D. 12%

163 A trader bought a car at 20% discount on its original price. He sold it at a 40% increase on the price he bought it. What percent of profit did he make on the original price?

A. 10% B. 11% C. 12% D. 15%

164 A man sells a horse for Rs.800 and loses something, if he had sold it for Rs.980, his gain would have been double the former loss. Find the cost price of the horse?

A. Rs.900 B. Rs.875 C. Rs.850 D. Rs.860

165 . By selling a house for Rs.45000, it was found that 1/8 of the outlay was gained, what ought the selling to price to have been in order to have lost 5 p.c?

A. Rs.38750 B. Rs.38000 C. Rs.40000 D. Rs.42000

166 If a man lost 4% by selling oranges at the rate of 12 a rupee at how many a rupee must he sell them to gain 44%?

A. 7 B. 8 C. 9 D. 10

167 By selling 150 mangoes, a fruit-seller gains the selling price of 30 mangoes. Find the gain percent?

A. 20% B. 25% C. 18% D. 30%

168 The C.P of 10 pens is equal to the S.P of 12 pens. Find his gain % or loss%?

A. 16 2/3% profit B. 50/6% profit C. 16 2/3% loss D. 100/3% loss

169 The C.P of 15 books is equal to the S.P of 18 books. Find his gain% or loss%?

A. 16 2/3% loss B. 100/3% loss C. 50/3% profit D. 100/3% loss

170 By selling 12 pencils for a rupee a man loses 20%. How many for a rupee should he sell in order to gain 20%?

A. 8 B. 9 C. 12 D. 16

171 The cost price of 13 articles is equal to the selling price of 11 articles. Find the profit percent?

A. 15 5/15% B. 18 2/11% C. 16 2/3% D. 30%

172 . By selling 50 meters of cloth. I gain the selling price of 15 meters. Find the gain percent?

A. 35% B. 30% C. 40% D. 42 6/7%

173 . Ram sold two bicycles, each for Rs.990. If he made 10% profit on the first and 10% loss on the second, what is the total cost of both bicycles?

A. Rs.2000 B. Rs.1980 C. Rs.1891 D. Rs.1750

174 A tradesman by means of his false balance defrauds to the extent of 20%? in buying goods as well as by selling the goods. What percent does he gain on his outlay?

A. 20% B. 45% C. 44% D. 48%

175 A dishonest dealer professes to sell goods at the cost price but uses a weight of 800 grams per kg, what is his percent?

A. 20% B. 25% C. 30% D. 15%

176 Ram professes to sell his goods at the cost price but he made use of 900 grms instead of a kg, what is the gain percent?

A. 11% B. 11 2/9% C. 11 1/9% D. 10%

177 A man purchases 8 pens for Rs.9 and sells 9 pens for Rs.8, how much profit or loss does he make?

A. 20.98% profit B. 20.98% loss C. 20.89% profit D. 20.89% loss

178 A can do a piece of work in 4 hours; B and C can do it in 3 hours. A and C can do it in 2 hours. How long will B alone take to do it ?

a.10 b.12 c.8 d.24

179 A and B can do a piece of work in 72 days. B and C can do it in 120 days, A and C can do it in 90 days. In how many days all the three together can do the work

a.80 b.100 c.60 d.150

180 A and B together can do a piece of work in 10 days. A alone can do it in 30 days. The time in which B alone can do it is

a.10 b.12 c.15 d.20

181 . A and B together can complete a piece of work in 72 days, B and C together can complete it in 120 days, and A and C together in 90 days. In what time can A alone complete the work ?

a.80 b.100 c.120 d.150

182 A alone can complete a work in 12 days. A and B together can complete it in 8 days. How long will B alone take to complete the work ?

a.24 b.18 c.16 d.20

183 . A and B can do a piece of work in 12 days, B and C in 8 days and C and A in 6 days. How long would B take to do the same work alone ?

a.24 b.32 c.40 d.48

184 A and B can do a piece of work in 10 days, B and C in 15 days and C and A in 20 days. C alone can do the work in :

a.60 b.120 c.80 d.30

185 If A and B together can complete a piece of work in 15 days and B alone in 20 days, in how many days can A alone complete the work ?

a.60 b.45 c.40 d.30

186 . A, B and C individually can do a work in 10 days, 12 days and 15 days respectively. If they start working together, then the num ber of days required to finish the work is

a.16 b.8 c.4 d.2

187 . A work can be completed by P and Q in 12 days, Q and R in 15 days, R and P in 20 days. In how many days P alone can finish the work?

a.10 b.20 c.30 d.60

188 A and B together can do a piece of work in 12 days, while B alone can finish it in 30 days. A alone can finish the work in

a.20 b.25 c.15 d.18

189 A can do a piece of work in 20 days and B can do the same piece of work in 30 days. Find in how many days both can do the work ?

a.16 b.14 c.10 12

190 A, B and C can do a work sep arately in 16, 32 and 48 days respectively. They started the work together but B left off 8 days and C six days before the completion of the work. In what time is the work fin ished?

a.10 b.9 c.2 d14

191 A and B can do a work in 18 and 24 days respectively. They worked together for 8 days and then A left. The remaining work was finished by B in :

a.5 b.5.3 c.8 d.10

192 8 men can do a work in 12 days. After 6 days of work, 4 more men were engaged to fin ish the work. In how many days would the remaining work be completed?

a.2 b.3 c.4 d.5

193 A can finish a work in 24 days, B in 9 days and C in 12 days. B and C start the work but are forced to leave after 3 days. The remaining work was done by A in :

a.5 b.6 c.10 d.5.5

194 A and B working separately can do a piece of work in 10 days and 15 days respectively. If they work on alternate days begin ning with A, in how many days will the work be completed ?

a.18 b.13 c.12 d.6

195 45 men can complete a work in 16 days. Four days after they started working, 36 more men joined them. How many days will they now take to

a.6 b.8 c.6.6 d.7.75

196 If 12 carpenters working 6 hours a day can make 460 chairs in 240 days, then the number of chairs made by 18 carpenters in 36 days each working 8 hours a day is

a.92 b.132 c.138 d.126

197 . If 7 spiders make 7 webs in 7 days, then 1 spider will make 1 web in how many days ?

a.1 b.3.5 c.7 d.49

198 36 men together can build a wall 140 m long in 21 days. The num ber of men working at the same rate required to build the same wall in 14 days is

a.54 b.48 c.36 d.18

199 Sister can bake 50 cakes in 25 hours, Sister and Mummy togeth er can bake 75 cakes in 15 hours. How many cakes Mummy can bake in 15 hours ?

a.25 b.45 c.20 d.10

200 If 80% of A = 50% of B and B = x% of A, then the value of x is :

a.400 b.300 c.160 d.150

201 What is 20% of 25% of 300?

a.150 b.60 c.45 d.15

202 Half of 1 per cent, written as a decimal, is

a.0.2 b.0.02 c.0.005 d.0.05

203

a.2 b.2.5 c.4 d.5

204

a.450 b.400 c.300 d.150

205 What percent of 3.5 kg is 70 gms ?

a.3 b.4 c.5 d.2

206 0.001 is equivalent to

a.10% b.1% c.0.01% d.0.1%

207 What percent of 3.6 kg is 72 gms. ?

a.32 b.22 c.12 d.2

208 What is to be added to 15% of 160 so that the sum may be equal to 25% of 240 ?

a.24 b.84 c.60 d.36

209 Two numbers are respectively 25% and 20% less than a third number. What per cent is the first number of the second ?

a.5 b.75 c.80 d.93.75

210 1% of 1% of 25% of 1000 is

a.0.025 b.0.0025 c.0.25 d.0.000025

211 18% of which number is equal to 12% of 75 ?

a.50 b.100 c.2 d.1.5

212 When 75% of a number is added to 75, the result is the same number. Find the number :

a.225 b.270 c.300 d.325

213 The number that is to be added to 10% of 320 to have the sum as 30% of 230 is

a.37 b.32 c.23 d.73

214 x is 5 times longer than y. The percentage by which y is less than x is :

a.50 b.40 c.80 d.70

215 If x earns 25% more than y. What percent less does y earn than x ?

a.16 b.10 c.20 d.25

216 Which number is 40% less than 90 ?

a.36 b.54 c.50 d.60

217 A’s income is 25% more than B’s income. B’s income is what per cent of A’s income ?

a.80 b.75 c.50 d.25

218 Two numbers are less than a third number by 30% and 37% respec tively. How much percent is the second number less than the first ?

a.10 b.4 c.3 d.7

219 A man spends 75% of his income. His income increases by 20% and his expenditure also increases by 10%. Find the percentage in crease in his savings

a.25 b.50 c.15 d.10

220 If the income of Mohan is 150% higher than that of Mahesh, then by what percent the income of Mahesh is less than that of Mo han ?

a.40 b.50 c.60 d.45

221 A's salary is 25% more than B's salary. B's salary is how much less than A's salary ?

a.20 b.24 c.25 d.27.5

222 A saves 20% of his monthly sala ry. If his monthly expenditure is 6,000, then his monthly sav ings is

a.1500 b.1800 c.1200 d.4800

223 If Nita’s salary is 25 per cent more than Papiya’s salary, then the percentage by which Papiya’s sal ary is less than Nita’s salary is

a.15 b.20 c.25 d.32

224 The enhanced salary of a man becomes 24,000 after 20% in crement. His previous salary was

a.20000 b.21000 c.16000 d.18000

225 If the length of the diagonal AC of a square ABCD is 5.2 cm, then the area of the square is :

a.15.12 b.13.52 c.12.62 d.10

226 The ratio of the area of a square to that of the square drawn on its diagonal is :

a.1:01:00 AM b.1:02:00 AM c.1:04:00 AM d.1:04:00 AM

227 The diagonal of a square is 4 2 cm. The diagonal of another square whose area is double that of the first square is :

a.11.31cm b.16cm c.5.65cm d.8cm

228 . The perimeter of five squares are 24 cm, 32 cm, 40 cm, 76 cm and 80 cm respectively. The pe rimeter of another square equal in area to sum of the areas of these squares is :

a.31 b.62 c.124 d.961

229 The difference of the areas of two squares drawn on two line segments of different lengths is 32 sq.cm. Find the length of the greater line segment if one is longer than the other by 2 cm.

a.7 b.9 c.11 d.16

230 A street of width 10 metres sur rounds from outside a rectangu lar garden whose measurement is 200 m × 180 m. The area of the path (in square metres) is

a.8000 b.7000 c.7500 d.8200

231 The length of a rectangular hall is 5m more than its breadth. The area of the hall is 750m2. The length of the hall is :

a.15cm b.22.5cm c.25cm d.30cm

232 If the length and breadth of a rectangle are in the ratio 3 : 2 and its perimeter is 20 cm, then the area of the rectangle (in cm2) is :

a.24 b.48 c.72 d.96

233 the base of a triangle is 15 cm and height is 12 cm. The height of another triangle of double the area having the base 20 cm is :

a.9cm b.18cm c.8cm d.12.5cm

234 The diagonal of a right angle isos celes triangle is 5 cm. Its area will be

a.5 b.6.25 c.6.5 d.12.5

235 . The area of a right-angled isos celes triangle having hypotenuse 22.62 cm is

2 is what percent of 50?

. If 90% of A = 30% of B and B = 2x% of A, then the value of x is
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a.144 b.128 c.112 d.110

236 . The perimeter of a rhombus is 100 cm. If one of its diagonals is 14 cm, then the area of the rhombus is

a.144 b.225 c.336 d.400

237 Area of the square with side-length ‘a’ is:

a. 2a b. 4a c. a/2 d. a2

238 1 cm is equal to how many millimeters?

a. 10 b. 100 c. 1/10 d. 1/100

239  If the length and breadth of a rectangle are 15cm and 10cm, respectively, then its area is:

a. 100 sq.cm b. 150 sq.cm c. 115 sq.cm d. 200 sq.cm

240 1 m³ =

(a ) 1000000 cm³ (b) 100 cm³ (c) 10 cm³ (d) 11000 cm³

241 The area of the figure is

(a) 6 cm² (b) 12 cm² (c) 5 cm² (d) 10 cm²

242 The perimeter of the figure is

a)12 b)15 c)19 d)20

243 LHB coaches are provided withwhat type of bearing?

(a) Spherical type (b) Plain bearing (c) CTRB (d) None of the above
244 What quantity of grease filled per axle box of other than SKF make bearing?

(a) 1.75 kg (b) 2.00 kg (c) 2.25 kg (d) 2.5 kg
245 ICF coaches are provided with what type of bearing?

(a) spherical roller bearing (b) plain bearing (c) CTRB (d) none of the above
246 What type of roller bearing used in BLC wagon?

(a) Cartage type (b) tapered two-row cartridge roller bearing(c) Sparical type   (d) plan bearing
247 Torque value of Cartridge type roller bearing cap screw is –

(a) 42.0 kg-m.  (b) 40.0 kg-m. (c) 38.0 kg-m. (d) 44.0 kg-m.
248 What quantity of grease filled per axle box of SKF make bearing?

(a) 1.75 kg  (b) 2.00 kg (c) 2.25 kg (d) 2.5 kg
249 Roller bearings are extracted / dismounted by using 

(a)Pressing machine (b) Hammer (c) Hydraulic dismounting equipment(d)heaters
250 Roller bearing section should have clean surroundings and     free atmosphere.

(a) Water ( b)  Air   (c) AC   (d) dust
251 Mounting of roller bearing is done by heating the bearing on

(a)  Direct heating (b) Furnace (c) Water heater (d) Induction heating
252 The inner ring of roller bearing is provided by ______ type of bore for direct mounted bearing

(a)  Taper (b) Cylindrical (c) Spherical  (d) Square
253 Automatic roller bearing cleaning equipment to clean roller bearing requires ______

(a)  Pre wash (b)  Wash (c) Water rinsing (d)  All of the above
254 How the roller bearing is fit on the axle journal

(a)  Press fit (b) Slide fit (c) Shrunk fit (d) none
255 In ICF Design passenger coaches, how many bearings are used in each axle box

 (a)  1       (b)2     (c)  3     (d)  4
256 How many rollers are there in SKF roller bearing

(a)  28  (b)  29  (c) 30    (d) 32
257 What is the periodicity to dismount the roller bearing ?

(a) Once in 6 months (b)   Once in 12 months (c)  Once in 24 months (d) Once in 36 months
258 What will be happen if bearing clearance is not with in the prescribed limit ?

(a)  Excessive wear of roller (b) Excessive wear of races (c) Roller bearing failure (d) All of the above
259 Why only self aligning spherical roller bearings are used in coaches 

(a) Huge size (c) Requires no repairs d) suited to withstand  vibrations and shock loads
260 To dismount the bearing one should observe the following

A: Found Grease discoloured B: Contaminated with water, foreign particlesc)date of mounting isbeyond 2 years(d)All the above
261 To detect minute cracks in roller bearing ________ is required

(a)  Di penetration test (b)  Ordinary light        (c) Ultrasonic test (d) light with magnifying glass under ultra violate light
262 Spherical roller bearings have a large capacity for __________ loads

(a)  radial (b) axle (c) complex (d)  all of the above
263 While heating bearings, ensure that temperature of bearing does not exceed

(a)  150°C (b)     170°C (c) 120°C (d) none
264 The date, the month and the year of attention of roller bearing and the workshop code should be punched on ________

(a)Locking plate (b) axle box    (c)  bearing (d) none of the above
265 Over heating of roller bearing beyond 120 degree or repid heating may result _________

(A)  Dimensional instability (b)smoke (c) May initiate crack (d) All the above
266 Zyglo testing technique is employed for testing of _______

(a) roller bearings and pinions (b) axles   (c) wheels (d) all  the above
267 Which type of grease used in roller bearing in ICF coach?

(a) Servo –20 (b) Lithium base (c) Servo –40 (d) Graphite –20
268 _____________ size bolts are used for roller bearing mounting.

(a) M12     (b) M10 (c)M16     (D) M20
269 The bearing should be kept in induction heating system for a period of  minutes to attain 120°C

 A: 1 to 2 (b)  2 to 3 (c)  3 to 4 (d)  5 to 7
270 Bearing should be handled carefully avoiding ____ to the bearings

(a) Bruising  (b) Contact (c)  Rubbing (d) None
271 For roller bearing in mounted position, after removing the old grease, it should be thoroughly washed and cleaned with kerosene and then___ cleaning should be done

(a)  Oil  (b)  Chemical (c)  Petrol/White spirit  (d) none
272 Fresh grease should be packed between the rollers and space between rear cover and roller bearing  through ________

(A)  The gap provided to rear cover  (b) Front side of the bearing (C) Grease gun (D) None
273 What is the difference between axle journal size and the roller bearing inner ring size ?

(A)  Axle journal is always bigger than bearing (B) Both are of same size C) Roller bearing inner ring size is bigger than the axle(D)  None 
274 What is the function of mounting ring (ring for DMB) in roller bearing assembly ?

( A) To arrest rotation of bearing  (B)To give firm support to rear cover(C) It has to function D) None
275 What will be happen if bearing clearance is not with in the prescribed limit ?

(A)  Excessive wear of roller      (B) Excessive wear of races         (C)Roller bearing failure     (D) All of the above
276 When the D.P.test will be carried out compulsory on roller bearings ?

(A) If age of the bearing exceeds 4 years ( B)    If age of the bearing exceeds 5 years(C) If age of the bearing  6 years(D) None
277 What will happen if improper and/or excessive/inadequate grease is used in the roller bearing ?

(A) Excessive temperature (B) Seizing of bearing (C)Complete failure of bearing            (D) All of the above
278 Which instrument is used to examine axle box housing bore diameter at bearing seat

(A) Vernier calipers (B)   Insider calipers (C)  Outside micrometer (D)  Cylindrical gauge fitted
279 The spherical roller bearing have self aligning properties and therefore can automatically adjust to any deviation in the ____

A: Load (B)  Speed (C)  Centre line of the axle(D) None
280 What is the advantages of oil bath heating method to the bearings ?

(A)   Gradual and uniform heating (B) Several bearings can be accommodated(C)  Time saving (D) All of the above
281 What are the advantages of induction heating ?

(A) Quick (B) Safe (C) Energy saving Environment friendly(D) All of the above
282 The length of the bolt should be ______ than that of tapped axle end holes

(A) More (B) Equal ( C) Less (D) Double
283 Which instrument is used to examine axle box housing bore diameter at bearing seat

(A) Vernier callipers (B) Insider callipers (C) Outside micrometer (D) Cylindrical gauge fitted
284 How many rollers are there in FAG, NORMA, NBC make roller bearing

( A)28 ( B) 30 (C)  26 (D)24
285 In induction heating system, bearing is placed around ______

(A) Primary circuit (B)Yoke (C) Shaft
286 The collar should not be dismounted unless it is ________

A: Found OK  (B) Damaged  ( C) Rigid (D) None
287 The correct torque value for M16 end locking bolts is _______

(A) 10 to 11 kg m (C) 12 to 13 kg m (D) 13 to 14 kg m
288 46. Radial clearance should be measured in a mounted position with long feeler gauge inserted between

A: Inner ring and roller (B) Roller and roller (C) Outer ring and unloaded roller(D) Cages
289 Lybyrinth ring (collar) requires heating for shrink fit up to a maximum temperature of

A: 100 degree C (C) 120 degree C (D) 130 degree C
290 New felt ring should be soaked in worm cylinder oil to a temperature of ________for about____minutes

A) 25 to 30 degree C,  25 (B)  30 to 40 degree C,  30 (C) 40 to 50 degree C, 30(D)50 to 60 degree C, 30
291 Roller bearings are named according to the shape of

A: Inner ring (C) Roller (D) Cage
292 Roller bearing with spherical rollers are called as

(A) Spherical rollers (C) Roller bearing (D) None
293 Roller bearing mounting and maintenance work must be done by______ personnel as per laid down  procedures

(A) Any (C) Senior most (D) Qualified
294 How do you find that the filtering is compressed to the mounted position bearing

(A)By shaking the rear (B) By rotating the bearing (C) By measuring the size(D)None
295 What is the shrinkage allowance between bearing and journal ?

(A) 0.043 to 0.067 mm (B) 0.430 to 0.670mm (C) 0.435 to 0.675 mm (D) 0.445 to 0.680
296 What will happen if the felt ring is perished during run

(A) Bearings gets jammed (B) Wheel skidded (C)Grease may ooze (D)None
297 Visual inspection of dismounted roller bearing requires ____

(A) Magnifying glass with light (B) Only light (C) Only magnifying glass(D) None
298 What happens if journal finish and diameter are not as per the drawing 

(A)  Bearing may become loose (B) Rear cover and other parts damage(C)bearing runs freely (D) Nothing  happens
299 What is an integrated portion of the axle?

(A) Cap (B) Roller bearing (C) Journal (D) None of the above
300 Wagons are provided with what type of bearings?

(A) Spherical type (B) Plain bearing (C) CTRB (D) None of the above
301 The bearing parts are made of

(A) nickel - chromium alloy steels (B)  brass alloy (C) aluminium alloy (D) none
302 What is the size of inner ring bore of roller bearing no. 22326/C3

(A) 125mm (B) 130mm (C) 135mm (D) 140mm
303 The codal life of spherical roller bearings type 22326 (16.25 t) used on BG main line  coaches is fixed as

(A) 30 years (B) 20 years (C) 25 years (D) 35 years
304 which is not the defect of bearing

(A) Excessive or less radial clearance (B) Brinelling or false brinelling(C) Cracked inner or outer ring(D) shelled tread
305 premature failure could be caused by

(A) EXCESSIVE LOAD    (B) EXCESSIVE HEATI (B) EXCESSIVE HEATING (C) CONTAMINATION (D)All of the above 
306 what is the full form of CTRB?

(A) Catridge tapered roller bearing (B) catridge tapped roller bearing(C) Cartilage tapered roller bearing(D) None of the 
307 Journal/shoulder dia measured by

(A) outside micrometer (B) inside micrometer (C) Vernier callipers (D) none
308 what is the material used in cage of SKf bearing ?

(A)Steel (B)brass (C)copper (D)bronze
309 what is the material used in cage of FAG made spherical roller bearing ?

(A) Steel (B) brass (C) copper (D) bronze 

310 Modified form of MKS System?

(A) SI (B) CGS (C) FPS (D) None 
311 Two types of Units are?

(A) Fundamental Units (B)Derived units (C) Both (D)None
312 Fundamental units can be expressed in 3 kinds of measuring systems such as?

(A)MKS (B) CGS (C)FPS (D)All of the above 
313 what is  "c" in cgs ?

(A) centimeter (B) centigrade (C) centipoise (D) None 
314 what is "g" in cgs ?

(A)grade (B) gravity (C) gram (D) group
315 what is "s" in cgs?

(A) seconds (B) system (C) sigma (D)None 
316 what is meaning of "M" in MKS system ?

(A)meter (B) mass (c) momentum (D) None 
317 what is the meaning of "K" in MKS System?

(A) Kelvin (B) kilogram (C) kilometer (D) kilowatt
318 to calculate weight of the man, which of the following parameter used?

(A) length (B) mass (C)time (D) none 
319 which of the following quantity measured in kelvin?

(A) length (B) mass (C) Mass (D) temperature
320 The unit of force in C.G.S is ......

(A) pound force (B) Newton (C) kg force (D) dyne 
321 the unit of work is 

(A) Newton-meter (B) Newton (C)Joule/s (D)kilogram-meter
322 which of the following is not a fundamental quantity?

(A) length (B) time (C) mass (D) speed
323 which of the following is a fundamental quantity?

(A) density (B) pressure (C) momentum (d) time 
324 which of the following is not a fundamental unit?

(A) meter (B) kilogram (C) newton (D)second
325 which of the following is derived unit?

(A) meter (B) kilogram (C) Second (D) joule 
326 the unit of length, mass and time are centimetere,gram and seconds which are used in the ...........system 

(A) CGS (B) MKS (C) FPS (D) SI
327 the unit of area M.K.S system is ....

(A) hectare (B) meter square (C)guntha (D) square feet
328 centimeter per second is the unit of speed in .......

(A) S I system (B)F.P.S. System (C)M.K.S system (D)C.G.S. system
329 CGS means .......

(A) cm-g-sec (B) m-g-sec (C) cm-kg-sec (D) cm-g-m
330 MKS means ........

(A) m-kg-s (B) m-g-s (C) cm-kg-s (d) m-cm-g
331 FPS means .......

(a) ft-lb-s (B) ft-p-s (C) ft-d-m (d) foot-p-s
332 the CGS unit of force is .....

(a) dyne (b) newton (C) dyne (d) poise 
333 what is standard unit of measure of force.....?

(a) newton (b) joule (c) meter (d) newton -meter 
334 what is the unit of length?

(A) meter (b)  kilogram (c)ampere (d) kelvin
335 what is the unit of mass?

(a) meter (b) kilogram (c) seconds (d) kelvin
336 what is the unit of time ?

(b) kilogram (b) meter (c) kelvin (d) mole 
337 what is the unit of  electric current?

(A) Kelvin (b) meter (c) ampere (d) mole 
338 what is the unit of temperature?

(a) mole (b) kelvin (c) ampere (d) candela 
339 what is the unit of luminous intensity?

(a) candela (b) mole (c) ampere (d)meter 
340 what is the unit of plane angle ?

(a) ampere (b) candela (c) meter  (d) radian 
341 what is the angle of solid plane ?

(a) radian (b) steradian (c) angle (d) mole 
342 what is the SI unit of area ?

(a) m³ (b) m² (c) m (d) m⅔
343 what is the SI unit of  density?

(a) kg/m³ (b) kg/m (c) kg/m² (d) none 
344 what is the SI unit of  pressure ?

(a)N/m² (b) pascal (c) both (d) none 
345 what is the value of MEGA

(a) 10⁴ (b)10⁶ (c) 10⁵ (d) 10⁷
346 what is the value of GIGA in terms of 10 exponent?

(a) 10⁸ (b) 10⁷ (c) 10⁹ 10⁵
347 1 quintol is how many kgs?

(a) 1000 kgs (b) 100kgs (c) 10 kgs (d) 500 kgs 
348 1 metric tonn how many kgs ?

(a) 100kgs (b) 10000kgs (c) 1000kgs (d) none 
349 what is the unit of velocity?

(a) m/s (b) m/s2 (c) m²/s³ (d) m/s3
350 which of  the following is unit of length?

(a) lunar month (b)kelvin (c)candela (d) light year
351 which of the following is the unit of energy ?

(a) newton (b) N/sec (c) N-sec (d) None of the above 
352 which of the following is not a unit of power?

(a) watt (b)joule/hr (c)Nm/sec (d)N/sec
353 what is the ratio of 1 micron to 1 nano meter ?

(a) 10⁴ (b) 10³ (c) 10¹⁶ (d) 10⁶
354 the unit of  energy in MKS system is ?

(a) Volt (b) erg (c) ohm (d) joule 
355 joule is the unit of energy.....?

( a) temperature (b) pressure (c) energy (d) heat

356 what capacity is the equilizing stay of Shatabdi express

(a) 22 ton (b) 20 ton (c) 16ton (d)14 ton
357 The condemning size of sand casting brake block is ?

(a) 30mm (b)10mm (c)20mm (d)15mm



358 The clearance between pin and bushes should not exceed-

(a)1mm (b)0.5mm (c)1.5mm (d)none of the above
359 After indo-German modification in coaching stock, What type of bushes to be used for brake gear

(a)nylon 55 (b)steel 46 (c)nylon 66 (d)copper coated 55
360 What is amount of the oil per side bearer in ICF coaches?

(a) 1.2 letter (b) 1.6 letter (c) 2.5 letter (d) 2.2 letter
361 With what the lateral and longitudinal guides of ICF bogie is mounted?

(a) Dash pot (b) side bearer (c) CBC (d) Spring
362 What should be the maximum distance between safety loop and axle in ICF bogie?

(a) 32.0 mm (b) 35.0 mm (c) 40.0 mm (d) 44.0 mm
363 What is the distance between side bearers of ICF coach?

(a) 1560 mm (b) 1590 mm (c)1600 mm (d) 1610 mm
364 After indo- German modification, the crown clearance bolt to be fitted with-

(a) Steel bush (b) Rubber washer (c) Nylon bush (d) Rubber packing
365 What types of brake-block are used in coaching stock?

(a) L' type (b) 'K° type () CI' type (d) All type
366 In released position, the gap between brake block and wheel is -

(a) 3 mm (b)4mm (c)5mm (d)7mm
367 What is the oil level in dashpot?

(a) 50 mm (b)40mm (c)75mm (d)90mm
368 What should be the interval of check the dashpot oil in mail/Express train?

(a) 15 days b) 25 days (c) one month (d) two month
369 What is the amount of oil per dashpot in 40-mm depth in modified guide arrangement ?

(a) 1.6 litter (b) 2.5 litter (c) 2.2 litter (d) 1.9 litter
370 What is the interval of check the side bearer oil?

(a) One month (b) 25 days (c) 15 days d) 10 days
371 In bogie mounted air brake systems, the No of brake cylinder are -

(a) 8 (b) 6 (c) 2 (d) 4
372 In ICF & RCF bogie, the total height of primary spring and compensating ring should not

(a) 285 mm (a) 290 mm (C) 295 mm (d) 300 mm
373 The minimum clearance between the axle box using lugs and their safety straps is -

(a) 36.0 mm (b) 40.0 mm (c) 44.0 mm (d) 43.0 mmn
374 The crown clearance "A" between the axle box crown and the bogie frame of GS, SPC,SCN,VPH coaches is

(a) 40:2 mm (b) 43+-0/3 mm (c) 42+0/4 mm (d) 45+2 mm
375 In WGACCW, WGACCN coaches, the crown clearance between the axle box crown and the bogie frame js

(a) 30+2 mm (b) 30+ 5 mm (c) 27+-0/3 mm (d) 25+ 0/3 mm
376 What is the bolster weight of ICF bogie?

(a) 0.234t b) 0.400t (c) 0.486 t (d) 0.513t
377 in all four-corner height of the bogie must be less then or equal i

(a) 5.0. mm (b) 10.0 mm (c) 15.0 mm (d) 18.0 mm
378 Weight of each non AC RCF bogie is -

(a) 4.90t (b) 5.9t (c) 6.20t (d) 6.898 t
379 The weight of the coach is transferred through

(a) Side bearer (b) Equalizing stay (c) Helical spring (d) Bolster
380 How many numbers of holes in guide cap hole in ICF/RCF bogie-

(a)5 (b)7 (c)9 (d)11
381 What is the diameter of guide cap hole in ICF/RCF bogie?

(a)4mm (b)3mm (c)5mm (d)7mm
382 Center pivot pin does not transmit any -

(a) Horizontal load (b) Tractive (c)Breaking force d) Vertical force
383 New dimension of side bearers wearing plate is -

(a)10 mm (b) 12mm (c) 14mm (d) 16mm
384 What is shop renewal dimension of side bearer wearing plate?

(a)10 mm (b)9mm (c)8mm (d)7.5mm
385 Condemning size of side bearer wearing plate is -

(a)10 mm (b)9mm (c)8.5mm (d)7.5mm
386 Newly dimension of side bearer wearing pieces is -

(a) 45.0 mm (b)44.5mm (c)43.5mm (d)42.5mm
387 Shop renewal size of side bearer wearing piece is

(a)45mm (b)44mm (c)43mm (d)42mm
388 What is the condemning size of side bearer wearing piece?

(a)45mm (b)44mm (c)43mm (d)42mm
389 Length of the anchor link is -

(a) 445+ 1mm (b) 450+Imm (c) 451+- 1mm (d) 455+Imm
390 What mechanism is provided to control the speed of the coach by transferring thebreaking Force from break cylinder to he wheel tread?

(a) Brake rigging (b) Push rod (c) Anchor link d) Brake cylinder
391 How many brake head & block complete in coach under frame mounted brake rigging-

(a)8 (b)12 (c)16 (d)18
392 How many adjusting links in coach under frame mounted brake rigging?

(a)2 (b)4 (c)3 (d)6
393 New size of hanger block (top & bottom) is -

(a) 9.5 mm (b) 10.5 mm (c) 8.5 mm (d) 9.0 mm
394 What is shop issue size of hanger block (top & bottom)?

(a) 9.5 mm (b) 9.0 mm (c) 8.5 mm (d) 8.0 mm
395 What is the wear limit of hanger block (top & bottom)?

(a) 1.0 mm (b) 2.0 mm (c) 1.5 mm (d) 3.0 mm
396 Wear limit of BSS brackets is -

(a) 0.5 mm (b) 1.0 mm (C) 1.5 mm (d) 2.0 mm
397 Longitudinal gauge for BSS bracket of 13-t bogie is -

(a) 1400+-1.0 mm b) 1300 1.0 mm (c) 1500+ 1.0 mm (d) 14500+ 1.0 mm
398 Longitudinal gauge for BSS bracket of 16.25-t bogie is

(a) 1400+ 1.0 mm (b) 1500+-1.0 mm (c) 14500+ 1.0 mm (d) 13000+ 1.0 mmm
399 Diagonal gauge for BSS bracket of 13t bogie is -

(a) 2687+ 1.0 mm b) 2573+-1.0 mm (c) 2159+ 1.0 mm (d) 2159 1.0 mm
400 Diagonal gauge for BSS bracket of 1 16.25 t bogie is -

(a) 2573 1.0 mm (b) 2687 1.0 mm (c) 2629+-1.0 mm (d) 3612+ 1.0 mm
401 Longitudinal gauge for axle guide of 13 t bogie is -

(a) 570 1.0 mm (b) 580+ 1.0 mm (c)590+ 1.0 mm (d) 595+ 1.0 mm
402 Longitudinal gauge for axle guide of 16.25t bogie is -

(a) 580+ 1.0 mm (b) 570+ 1.0 mm (c) 590 1.0 mm (d) 575+ 1.0 mm
403 Longitudinal gauge for axle guide of 13 t & 16.25 t bogie is -

(a) 3912+ 1.0 mm (b) 3812+ 1.0 mm (c) 3712+ 1.0 mm (d) 3612+ 1.0 mm
404 Distance between BSS bracket and adjust axle gauge of 13 t bogie is -

(a) 463+ 1.0 mm (b) 453+ 1.0 mm (c) 455 1.0 mm (d) 413 1.0 mm
405 Distance between BSS bracket and adjust axle gauge of 16.25 t bogie is -

(a) 463+ 1.0 mm (b) 451 1.0 mm (c) 423 1.0 mm (d) 413 1.0 mm
406 New diameter of pin for BSS hanger is -

(a) 35 mm (b) 37 mm (c) 38 mm (d) 40 mm
407 What is the hole diameter of level hanger bracket?

(a) 30 mm b) 31 mm (c) 32 mm (d) 35 mm
408 Inside diameter of anchor link silent block in is -

(a) 25.0 mnm (b) 30.0 mm (c) 32.0 mm (d) 35.0 mm
409 Outer diameter of anchor link silent block is -

(a) 85.5 mm (b) 87.5 mm (c) 90.5 mm (d) 91.5 mm
410 New diameter for pins for 16.25 t load bearing capacity equalizing stay is

(a) 31+-05/0.2 mm (b) 33+0.5/0.3 mm (c) 35 1.0 mm (d) 30+ 1.0 mm
411 New diameter for pins for 13-t axle load bearing capacity equalizing stay is -

(a) 31+ 1.0 mm (b) 25+ 1.0 mm (c)24+0.2/0.1 mm (d) 20+ 0.51 mm
412 All the hangers should be tested to tensile load of -

(a) 10t b) 8.0t (c) 7.0t (d) 6.5t
413 Inside distance between horizontal bearing arms of BSS hanger is -

(a) 374 mm (b) 378 mm (c) 381 mm (d) 384 mm
414 Thickness of vertical arm of BSS hanger is -

(a) 20.5 mm (b) 25.5 mm (C) 30.5 mm (d) 23.5 mm
415 Horizontal bearing surface of BSS hanger is -

(a) 42.0 mm (b) 44.0 mm (c) 45.0 mm (d) 48.0 mm

416 The arrangement for transferring braking force is called_______

a)brake sagging b)brake hogging c)brake rigging d)none

417 Full form of BMBC_____

a)bogie mounted brake cylinder b)brake mounted bogie cylinderc)bogie modification brake cylinderd)none

418 The coefficient of friction of K type brake block is ______

a)0.12 b)0.14 c)0.5 d)0.3

419 The size of brake cylinder in BMBC arrangement is_____

a)10 inch b)8inch c)12inch d)14inch

420 Total number of brake cylinders per bogie is____

a)2 b)4 c)1 d)not fixed

421 Total number of brake cylinder per coach is___

2 b)4 c)1 d)3

422 Length of piston stroke is_____

a)42mm b)32mm c)53mm d)95mm

423 The clearance between wheel and brake blockm is____

a)6 to 8 mm b)3 to 4mm c)10 mm d)9mm

424 The maximum piston stroke in BMBC is limited to_____

a)78mm b)65mm c)95mm d)100mm

425 The constant clearance between brake block and wheel is maintainted by____

a)slack adjuster b)brake block c)piston d)none

426 The adjusting screw used in BMBC is of______start thread _________

a)single b)double c)triple d)none

427 The pitch of adjusting screw is ____mm

a)3.15mm b)2mm c)5mm d)4.13mm

428 The angle of roller plate should be ____ to have a piston stroke of 32mm

a)10.5 b)9.5 c)5.5 d)8.5

429 The ratchet used in BMBC has ____ no of teeth

a)20 b)15 c)22 d)18

430 The maximum adjustment possible due to the provision of adjusting tube is____

a)265mm b)250mm c)305mm d)295mm

431 The maximum adjustment is indicated by a ___ mark  on the adjusting tube

a)red b)blue c)yellow d)green

432 The capacity of slack adjuster is____

a)275mm b)295mm c)305mm d)450mm

433 The brake force available at brake head is______

a)2tonne b)1tonne c)4tonne d)0.5 tonne

434 Thickness of K TYPE  brake block is ______

a)40mm b)50mm c)45mm d)38mm

435 Weight of K type brake block is___

a)3.7kg 3kg c)2.5kg d)4kg

436 The diameter below which the brake gear connection is shifted to next inner hole of of connecting link is_____

a)890mm b)864mm c)850mm d)839mm

437 Last shop issue wheel diameter of ICF coach is____mm

a)825 b)863 c)837 d)890

438 The slack adjuster used in BMBC is of _______type

a)double acting b)single acting c)multiple acting d)none

439 The connecting link used in BMBC arrangement is of length______for AC coaches

a)385mm b)420mm c)412mm d)400mm

440 The length of connecting link for NON AC coaches is_______

a)405 b)400mm c)412mm d)385mm

441 Straight lever,Z shaped lever,lever hanger,connecting link are the parts of_____

a)Brake rigging b)brake sagging c)brake hogging d)All 

442 Straight or vertical lever for NON AC coaches is of length_______mm

a)430 b)420 c)450 d)460

443 Vertical lever for AC coaches is of length________mm

a)530 b)550 c)540 d)560

444 Z SHAPED lever used for NON AC coaches is of length ______mm

a)390 b)370 c)380 d)400

445 Z SHAPED lever used for AC coaches isn of length _____mm

a)485 b)459 c)490 d)450

446 When wheel diameter is reduced below 839 mm the thickness of packing used is of _____mm

a)38 b)26 c)13 d)0

447 The increase in clearance between wheel and brake block is compensated during _____stroke 

a)forward b)backward c)both a&b d)none

448 Corresponding to wheel and breake block clearance of 6 to 8mm the piston stoke is 

a)30 t0 40mm b)40 to 45 mm c)25 to 32 mm d)45 to 50mm

449 Adjusting screw and tube,rocker arm,rocker plate,plunger pin,pawl &pawl housing,ratchet are the parts of_______

a)bmbc b)wheel c)centre pivot d)anchor link

450 In BMBC the size of brake cylinder is_________mm

a)203 b)215 c)210 d)212

451 HPPA  bushes are  used in workshop.HPPA stands for_________

a)High performance polyamide b)Heavy performance polyamidec)none d)highly plastic polyammonia

452 Function of SAB is____

a)to maintain slack between pull rod and wheel b)to maintain slack between piston and BCc)to maintain slack between brake block and wheel treadd)none 

453 In a SAB,double acting means

a)braking action is on both the brake shoe b)correct the clearance on both the shoec)brake shoe clearance is adjusted both the waysd)none

454 Cut off angle cock is provided on _____

a)BP b)FP c)both BP & FP d)none

455 For releasing brake,SAB is rotated to______

a)clock wise b)anticlockwise c)towards trolley in anticlockwiseD)towards trolley in clockwise

456 Which type of dirt collectors are used in Bogie mounted passenger coaches

a)centrifugal b)recriprocating c)linear d)none

457 Which type of grease is used after cleaning and inspection all parts of slack adjuster

a)Servo gem 4 b)graphite c)servo gem RR3 d)none

458 Side frame thickness of 16 ton coach bogie is___

a)16mm b)12mm c)10mm d)15mm

459 Side frame thickness of 13 ton coach bogie is___

a)16mm b)12mm c)13mm d)15mm

460 If BMBC is painted yellow then piston stroke length is____

a)40mm b)32mm c)45mm d)50mm

461 If BMBC is painted green then piston stroke length is____mm

a)40 b)32 c)45 d)50

462 The wheel base for icf coach is ______mm

a)2896 b)2500 c)3612 d)none

463 Bogie tramelling means______

a)checking the squareness of bogie b)fitting the necessary components to bogie framec)welding of axle box guided)none

464 The leverage ratio for 16 ton capacity axle is_____

a)1:1.376 b)1:1.23 c)1:1.256 d)1:1

465 The leverage ratio for 13 ton capacity axle is_____

a)1:1.376 b)1:1 c)1;1.256 d)1:1.23

466 The mechanical advantage for 13 ton axle capacity is ______

a)8.4 b)7.8 c)7.644 d)5.7

467 The mechanical advantage for 16 ton axle capacity is _____



a)8.4 b)7.644 c)6.98 d)5.9

468 BMBS is introduced due to____

a)malfunctioning of SAB enroute b)to increase brake power c)both a&b d)none 

469 The piston stroke is maintained 32 mm due to____

a)In built slack adjuster b)brake block c)vertical lever d)connecting rod 

470 GS & SLR coaches use brake cylinder which is of yellow colour has stroke length of _____mm

a)40 b)35 c)45 d)50

471 The tests performed on Brake cylinders are ________&_________

a)Rig test &leakage test b)load test & tension test c)Both a&b d)none

472 The static bogie load testing machine is of _______capacity.

a)40T b)50T c)70T d)35T

473 The diameter of 13T axle is_____

a)120mm b)145mm c)165mm d)152mm

474 The diameter of 16T axle is______

a)145mm b)125mm c)152mm d)160mm

475 Which type of belt is used in alternator and pulley arrangement

a)u belt b)v belt c)flat belt d)any one of the given option

476 Where are the brake cylinders mounted?

a)Between longitudinal members and transom b)only between longitudinal membersc)none d)on bogie transom

477 BMBS is easy to maintain,because____

a)more no of brake fittings b)less no of brake fittings c)none d)less friction of brake block

478 K type brake block is made ______material

a)cast iron b)aluminium c)composite d)both a & b

479 The movement of pawl housing ring bisb done by

a)piston b)adjusting tube c)rocker arm and roller plated)none

480 Pawl in the pawl housing mechanism is of ______type

a)spring loaded b)gravity loaded c)any one these type d)none

481 _______moves the pawl housing ring downward during return stroke

a)plunger pin b)piston pin c)lock pin d)none

482 The pawl housing turns the ratchet by _____no of tooth during return stroke.

a)3 b)2 c)1 d)4

483 U/F mounted brake system contais the slack adjuster which is of ______type

a)internal &single acting b)internal &double acting c)external &double acting d)none

484 The adjusting tube is turned _______to decrease the effective length of piston road.

a)clockwise b)anticlockwise c)any direction d)45 degree to right 

485 The rocker arem should always face 

a)non gauge face b)wheel tread side c)gauge d)none

486 Jamming of the piston with the cylinder will lead to _____

a)brake binding b)brake rigging c)brake sagging d)none

487 The RDSO specification for the asbestos based K type brake blocks for bogie mounted mainline coaches is_______

a)C-9805 b)C-9810 c)C-9807 d)C-9808

488 The RDSO specification for the non asbestos based K type brake block for bogie mounted mainline coaches is________

a)C-9809 B)C-9807 C)C -9808 d)C-9810

489 The RDSO specification for the instructions for the maintenance of the brake system with K type composition blockis______

a)C-9704 b)C-9703 c)C-9702 d)C-9602

490 The coefficient of friction of L type brake block is _________

a)0.16 to 0.18 b)0.28 to 0.30 c)0.40 to 0.45 d)none

491 Under whom/ which agency NeutralTrain Examiner works

a) PCME b)CRS c) IRCA d) IRCTC

492 calculate the weight of square steel bar having one meter length and its side length is 50mm

(a) 18.62kg (b) 19.62kg (c) 20.62kg (d) 21.62 kg

493 The outside and inside diameters of a hollow steel sphere are 150mm & 70 mm respectively . calculate its mass if the density of the material is 7.5 gm/cm^3

(a) 12kg (b) 13kg (c) 14kg (d) 15kg

494 calculate the mass in kg of a rectangular steel plate of dimensions 220*330*15mm^3 .density of a steel 7.82 gm/cm^3

(a) 8.516kg (b) 9.516kg (c) 10.516kg (d) 11.516

495 calculate the weight of 60meters long ,12mm, diameter steel bar ,density of  a steel bar is 7850kg/m^3

(a)53kg (b)63kg (c)73kg (d)83kg

496 calculate weight of 100m long ,16mm diameter  steel bar ,density of steel is 7850kg/m^3

(a)148kg (b)158kg (c)168kg (d)178kg

497 Determine unit weight of ms flat bar of width 40mm and thickness of 20mm,density of steel is 7850kg/m^3

(a)6.28kg/m (b)7.27kg/m (c)8.28kg/m (d)9.28kg/m

498 Determine unit weight of steel bar of width 20mm and thickness 40mm,density of steel is 7850kg/m^3

(a)8kg/m (b)9kg/m (c)10kg/m (d)6.28kg/m
499 Determine the unit weight of 10mm Diameter steel bar

(a)0.616kg (b)0.716kg (c)0.816kg (d)0.916kg
500 Determine the unit weight of 12mm steel bar 

(a)0.8874kg (b)0.9874kg (c)0.6874kg (d)0.580kg
501 Determine the weight of a steel rod beam  having 8 rod of 6m length having 16mm diameter 

(a)75.851 (b)85.951 (c)65.751 (d)45.451
502 Determine the weght of a steel rod beam having 10 rod of 12m length having 14mm diameter

(a)145.185 (b)155.18 (c)165.18 (d)175.18
503 calculate the weight of a steel pipe having internal diameter 14cm , external diameter,density of steel 7859kg/m^3 16cm ,length 6m

(a)219.8kg (b)225.8kg (c)319.8kg (d)119.8kg
504 calculate the weight of steel pipe having internal diameter 18cm,external diameter 16cm,length 8m,density of steel 7850kg/m^3

(a)335.22kg (b)345.22kg (c)355.22kg (d)364.22kg
505 calculate weight of a steel having cylinder shape, radius 3cm,and height of cylinder is 8cm, density of steel is 7850kg/m^3

(a)1.7747kg (b)1.8847kg (c)1.9947kg (d)1.6647kg
506 calculate the weight of cylinder having diameter 14cm and height 13cm ,density of steel 7850kg/m^3

(a)15.70kg (b)16.70kg (c)17.70kg (d)18.70kg
507 calculate weight of a square steel bar having one meter length and its side  length is 100mm

(a)78.5kg (b)88.5kg (c)98.5kg (d)68.5kg
508 calculate weight of a steel bar having one meter length and its side length is 200mm

(a)214kg (b)314kg (c)414kg (d)514kg
509 The outside and inside diameters of a hollow steel sphere are 300mm & 140 mm . calculate its mass if the density of the material is 7.5 gm/cm^3

(a)65.20kg (b)75.20kg (c)85.20 (d)95.20kg
510 The outside and inside diameters of a hollow steel sphere are 60mm & 40 mm and density of steel 7.5gm/cm^3  calculate its weight mass if the density of the material is 7.5 gm/cm^3

(a)0.596kg (b)0.696kg (c)0.796kg (d)0.896kg
511 calculate the mass in kg of a rectangular steel plate of dimensions 3300*440*60mm^3 .density of a steel 7.82 gm/cm^3

(a)44.06kg (b)34.06kg (c)24.06kg (d)54.06kg
512 calculate the mass in kg of a rectangular steel plate of dimensions 440*550*60mm^3 .density of a steel 7.82 gm/cm^3

(a)213.54kg (b)113.54kg (c)313.54kg (d)300kg
513 calculate the weight of steel cube having side 50cm and density 7850kg/m^3

(a)981.25kg (b)881.25kg (c)681.25kg (d)581.25kg
514 calculate weight of a cube having volume 8cm^3 and density 7.85gr/cm^3

(a)65.8kg (b)66.8kg (c)62.8 (d)73.8kg
515 calculate the weight of a steel having cylindrical shape with radius 3cm and having height 10cm,density of steel is 7.85gr/cm^3

(a)2.218kg (b)3.218kg (c)4.218kg (d)5.218kg
516 calculate the weight of a cone  shape  having radius 3cm and height 10cm,density of steel cone is 7.85gr/cm^3

(a)839.4gr (b)739.4gr (c)939.4gr (d) 539.4gr
517 calculate weight of steel bar 5 bundle having length 1m,width 30mm,thickness 40mm,density of steel is 7850kg/m^3

(a)57.1kg (b)47.1kg (c)37.1kg (d)27.1kg
518 calculate unit weight of 10mm steel bar of 1meter length 

(a)0.617kg/m (b)0.717kg/m (c)0.817kg/m (d)0.517kg/m
519 calculate the unit  weight  of a 12mm steel bar of 1meter length 

(a)0.789kg/m (b)0.889kg/m (c)0.989kg/m (d)0.689kg/m
520 calculate the unit weight of a 16mm steel bar of 1meter  length

(a)1.580kg/m (b)1.680kg/m (c)1.780kg/m (d)1.880kg/m
521 calculate the unit weight of  20mm steel rod  of 1 meter length

(a) 1.489kg/m (b)2.469kg/m (c)3.480kg/m (d)4.480kg/m
522 calculate weight of  8mm steel rod  per meter

(a)0.39kg (b)0.49kg (c)0.59kg (d)0.69kg
523 calculate weight of 8mm steel rod  for 12m

(a)4.74kg (b)5.74kg (c)6.74kg (d)7.74kg
524 calculate weight of 8mm steel rod having length 12meter in  a bundle of 10 numbers

(a)47.407kg (b)57.407kg (c)67.407kg (d)77.407kg
525 calculate the unit weight of 10mm steel rod  per meter

(a)0.617kg (b)0.717kg (c)0.817kg (d)0.917kg
526 calculate the weight of a 10mm steel rod of 12m long 

(a)7.407kg (b)8.407kg (c)9.407kg (d)5.407kg
527 calculate the weight of a 10mm steel bar of 12m long having 7 number of steel in a bundle

(a)61.85kg (b)51.85kg (c)71.85kg (d)41.85kg
528 calculate the weight of size of 16mm steel bar having 12m and 3 number of steel bar in a bundle 

(a)66.889kg (b)56.889kg (c)76.889kg (d)86.889kg
529 calculate the weight of size of 20mm steel bar having length 12meter and 2 number of steel bar in bundle

(a)55.259kg (b)45.259kg (c)59.259kg (d)69.259kg
530 calculate the weight of steel pipe having outer diameter pipe 168.3mm,pipe thickness 7.11 mm, density of pipe  7850kg/m^3

(a)28.26kg (b)38.36kg (c)48.46kg (d)18.16kg
531 calculate the weight cs pipe having inner diameter 154.08mm, thickness 7.11mm,density 7850kg/m^3

(a)22kg (b)32.24kg (c)28.26kg (d)38.26kg
532 calculate the weight of 10meter cs pipe having outer diameter 168.3mm,pipe thickness, 7.11mm,density of pipe 7850kg/m^3

(a)282.6kg (b)322.4kg (c)442kg (d)50kg
533 calculate the weight of 1meter of cs pipe having outer diameter 150mm,pipe thickness 5mm,density of cs pipe 7850kg/m^3

(a)17.56kg (b)27.56 37.56kg (d)57.56kg
534 calculate the weight of 10meter of cs pipe having outer diameter 150mm,pipe thickness 5mm, density of cs pioe 7850kg/m^3

(a)175.6kg (b)185.6kg (c)195.6kg (d)165.6kg
535 calculate the weight of 1meter of cs pipe having outer diameter 120mm,pipe thickness 4mm,density of cs pipe 7850kg/m^3

(a)11.23kg (b)21.23kg (c)31.23kg (d)41.23kg
536 calculate the weight of 10 meter of cs pipe having outer diameter 120mm,pipe thickness 4mm, density of cs pipe 7850kg/m^3

(a)112.3kg (b)122.3kg (c)132.3kg (d)142.3kg
537 calculate bthecweight of steel pipe having internal diameter 10cm, external diameter  14cm,length of pipe 5m

(a)295.93kg (b)305.93kg (c)285.93kg (d)275.93kg
538 calculate the weight of steel plate having width 20mm,thickness 30mm,length 1meter 

(a)4.71kg (b)5.71kg (c)6.71kg (d)7.71kg
539 calculate weight of a steel plate having width 20mm,thickness 30mm,length 2meter

(a)9.42kg (b)15.42kg (c)20.42kg (d)25.42kg
540 calculate the total weight of two steel plates having width 20mm,thickness 30mm,2meter length

(a)18.84kg (b)28.84kg (c)38.84kg (d)8.84kg
541 calculate the weight of square steel bar of one  side 10mm

(a)0.79kg (b)0.29kg (c)1.79kg (d)2.79kg
542 calculate the weight of 10meter square steel bar of one side 10mm,

(a)2.85kg (b)3.85kg (c)5.85kg (d)7.85kg
543 calculate the weight of 1meter square steel bar of one side 40mm 

(a)12.56kg (b)15.56kg (c)20.56kg (d)25.56kg
544 calculate the weight of 10meter square steel bar of one side 40mm

(a)125.6kg (b)135.6kg (c)145.6kg (d)155.6kg
545 calculate the weight of a meter square steel bar of side 30mm

(a)7.07kg (b)9.07kg (c)5.07kg (d)17.07kg
546 calculate the weight of of a 30meter square steel bar of side 30mm

(a)211.95kg (b)311.95kg (c)111.95kg (d)411.95kg
547 calculate the weight of a hollow square structure of  30mm side and having thickness 1.5mm ,one meter length 

(a)1.3kg (b)2.3kg (c)3.3kg (d)4.3kg
548 calculate the weight of a hollow square structure of  30mm side and having thickness 1.5mm ,10 meter length 

(a)13.1kg (b)23.1kg (c)33.1kg (d)43.1kg
549 calculate the weight of a one meter length of  hollow square plate of 40mm side and having thickness of 1.5mm

(a)1.78kg (b)2.78kg (c)3.78kg (d)4.78kg
550 calculate the weight of a 10 meter length of hollow square structure of  40mm side and having thickness 1.5mm ,

(a)17.8kg (b)27.8kg (c)37.8kg (d)47.8kg
551 calculate the weight of one meter hollow rectangular section having sides of length and width  30mm,20mm respectively.And thickness 1.5mm

(a)1.08kg (b)2.08kg (c)3.08kg (d)4.08kg
552 calculate the weight of 10 meter hollow rectangular section having sides of length and width 30mm,20mm respectively.And having thickness 1.5mm

(a)10.7kg (b)20.7kg (c)30.7kg (d)40.7kg
553 calculate the weight of one meter length of hollow rectangular section of length and width 40mm,30mm respectively. And having thickness 1.5mm

(a)1.55kg (b)2.66kg (c)3.55kg (d)4.55kg
554 calculate the weight of 10 meter length of hollow rectangular section having sides length and width  40mm ,30mm respectively.And having thickness 1.5mm

(a)15.4kg (b)25.4kg (c)35.4kg (d)45.4kg
555 calculate weight of round steel bar having diameter 8mm and length 1meter

(a)0.39kg (b)0.69kg (c)0.59kg (d)0.89kg
556 calculate the weight of  round steel bar having diamater 8mm and length 10meter

(a)3.95kg (b)5.95kg (c)7.95kg (d)8.95kg
557 calculate the weight of a one meter  round steel bar having diameter 16mm 

(a)1.58kg (b)3.58kg (c(5.58kg (d)7.58kg
558 calculate the weight of a 10 meter long round steel bar having diameter 16mm

(a)15.78kg (b)20.78kg (c)25.78kg (d)30.78kg
559 calculate the weight of one meter long  hollow circular section having diameter 21.3mm,thickness 2mm

(a)0.95kg (b)1.95kg (c)2.95kg (d)3.95kg
560 calculate the weight of ten meter long hollow circular section having diameter 21.3mm,thickness 2mm

(a)9.51kg (b)19.51kg (c)29.51kg (d)39.51kg
561 calculate the weight of a one meter  hollow circular section having diameter 10mm,thickness 2mm

(a)0.49kg (b)0.69kg (c)0.89kg (d)0.39kg
562 calculate the weight of a 10meter hollow circular section having diameter10mm,thickness 2mm

(a)3.94kg (b)4.94kg (c)5.94kg (d)6.94kg
563 calculate the weight of a 20meter hollow circular shape  section having diameter  10mm,thickness 2mm

(a)4.89kg (b)5.89kg (c)6.89kg (d)7.89kg
564 calculate the weight of flat steel bar having side 10mm,thickness 3mm,length 1meter 

(a)0.54kg (b)0.64kg (c)0.24kg (d)0.44kg
565 calculate the weight of flat steel bar having side 20mm,thickness 6mm,2meter length

(a)3.88kg (b)1.88kg (c)2.88kg (d)4.88kg
566 calculate the weight of flat steel bar having side 10mm,thickness 3mm,length 2meter

(a)0.47kg (b)0.67kg (c)0.77kg (d)0.97kg
567 calculate the weight of flat steel bar having side 40mm,thickness 6mm,2meter length

(a)3.77kg (b)5.77kg (c)7.77kg (d)9.97kg
568 calculate the weight of flat steel bar having side 15mm,thickness 3mm,one meter length 

(a)0.35kg (b)0.55kg (c)0.75kg (d)0.95kg
569 calculate the weight of one meter seamless circular steel pipe having diameter 8mm,thickness 1.5mm,

(a)0.24kg (b)0.48kg (c)0.72kg (d)0.96kg
570 calculate the weight of 10 meter seamless circular steel pipe having diameter 8mm,thickness 1.5mm

(a)2.4kg (b)4.4kg (c) 6.4kg (d)8.4kg
571 calculate the weight of one meter  seamless circular steel pipe having diameter 16mm,thickness 1.5mm

(a)0.54kg (b)0.87kg (c)1.54kg (d)2.54kg
572 calculate the weight of 10 meter seamless steel circular steel pipe having diameter 16mm,thickness 1.5mm

(a)5.36kg (b)8.36kg (c)10.36kg (d)7.86kg
573 calculate the weight of  one meter seamless steel circular steel pipe having diameter 4mm,thickness 1.5mm

(a)0.09kg (b)2.09kg (c)4.09kg (d)6.09kg
574 calculate the weight of 10 meter seamless circular steel pipe having diameter 4mm,thickness 1.5mm

(a)0.92kg (b)1.92kg (c)3.92kg (d)5.92kg
575 calculate the weight of one meter length of  hollow rectangular section having sides of length and width  8mm&6mm respectively.And thickness 1.5mm

(a)0.23kg (b)0.45kg (c)0.78kg (d)0.98kg
576 calculate the weight of the 10 meter length of hollow rectangular section having sides of length and width 8mm&6mm respectively. And having thickness 1.5mm

(a)3.39kg (b)2.29kg (c)4.49kg (d)6.69kg
577  calculate the weight of one meter  hollow square section having side 18mm and thickness of 1.5mm

(a)0.75kg (b)1.5kg (c)2.5kg (d)3.5kg
578 calculate the weight of 10 meter length of hollow  square section having side 18mm and thickness 1.5mm

(a)7.47kg (b)9.47kg (c)12.47kg (d) 15.47kg
579 calculate the weight of square steel bar having side 21mm and having 2 meter  length 

(a)6.92kg (b)9.92kg (c)12.92kg (d)16.92kg
580 calculate the weight of 20 meter  square steel bar having side 25mm 

(a)98.13kg (b) 108.13kg (c)88.13kg (d)68.13kg
581 calculate the weight of 4 meter length of square steel bar having side 5mm

(a)0.79kg (b)0.89kg (c)0.29kg (d)0.49kg
582 calculate the weight of steel plate having thickness 4mm, width 35mm,length 26mm

(a)0.06kg (b)0.08kg (c)0.12kg (d)0.03kg
583 calculate the weight of 10 number steel pieces ,having thickness 4mm,width 6mm,length 8mm

(a)0.02kg (b)0.05kg (c)0.09kg (d)1.5kg
584 calculate the weight of a steel plate  having volume 0.01m^3 and density 7850kg/m^3

(a)78.5kg (b)98.5kg (c)105.5kg (d)68.5kg

585 calculate the weight of a steel plate having volume 0.112m^3 and steel density 7850kg/m^3

(a)879.2kg (b)779.2kg (c)579.2kg (d)979.2

586 calculate the weight of one meter  seamless circular steel plate  having diameter 34mm,thickness 8mm,



(a)5.13kg (b)7.13kg (c)8.13kg (d)10.13kg

587 Density of 5 liter of water having mass 5 kg is:

A)  100kgm−3  B)  1000kgm−3 C)  250kgm−3    D)  7500kgm−3 
588 Mass of an object can be measured easily by using

A)  screw gauge B)  physical balance C)  beam balance or 

calibrated electronic 

balance

D)  spring balance/compression balance

589 If the mass of a ball is 5 kg on earth, then what would be its mass on Jupiter?

A)  5 kg      B)  5000 kg C)  40000 kg     D)  50 kg
590 Mass is property of a body that cannot be changed by its

A)  location  B)  speed C)  shape     D)  all of above
591 Greek alphabet for density is

A)  II                                 B)  rho C)  Ohms               D)  mho
592 What is the mass of an object whose weight on earth is 196 N?

A)  20 kg                B)  0.20 kg

C)  1960 

kg                        D)  2 kg
593

A)  16 N                      B)  100 N C)  32 

N                           

D)  50 N

594 How much would a man, whose mass is 60 kg weight on the moon

A)  9.8 N               B)  600 N C)  60 N                D)  98 N
595 Mass of oil is 11040 kg and volume is 12 m3, its density would be

A) 92kgm−3 B)920kgm−3 C) 9.2kgm−3 D)  1.08×10−3
596 Newton is unit of

A)  Weight  B)  Mass C)  Energy              D)  Power
597 Force due to pull of gravity is called

A)  Weight  B)  Force

C)  Mass                      

      D)  Tension
598 Beam balance or calibrated electronic balance is used to measure

A)  Mass                            B)  Time C)  Weight              D)  acceleration
599 Due to Earth's gravitational pull, 1 kg mass experiences force of

A)  5N                              B)  100 N C)  50N                        

   

D)  10 N

600 Difference between mass and weight is

A)  mass is a force and weight is a quantity B)  mass and weight both 

are force

C)  mass and weight 

both are quantities

D)  mass is quantity and weight is force

601 For an object of mass 4 kg, incorrect statement is

A)  Weight of object on earth=10Mass of object on earth B)  Mass of object on earth=Mass of object on moonC)  Weight of object on earth=1/6*Weight of object on moonD)  Weight of object on moon = 1/6*Weight of object on earth
602 As we gain altitude density of air

A)  increases B)  decreases C)  remains constant D)  none of above
603 What is volume?

A)  The amount of space an object takes up

B)  The amount of matter in 

an object

C)  The pull of gravity 

on an object D)  Mass divided by volume
604 What is Mass?

A)  The amount of space an object takes up

B)  The amount of matter in 

an object

C)  The pull of gravity 

on an object D)  Mass divided by volume
605 What is weight?

A)  The amount of space an object takes up

B)  The amount of matter in 

an object

C)  The pull of gravity 

on an object D)  Mass divided by volume
606 Regular volume is measured in

A)  Pounds (Ibs)                  B)  Grams (g) C)  Milliliters (mL)   D)  Cubic centimeters
607 Mass and weight

A)  Both measure the same thing. B)  Are exactly equal. C)  Are two different 

quantities. D)  Are both measured in kilograms.
608 The law of______ of mass states that the mass of a loosed system must remain constant over time

A)  Weight              B)  Density

C)  Consistency           

        D)  Conservation
609 What is the weight of a 1kg mass object on planet Earth?

A)  9.8 pounds                    B)  1 Newton

C)  5 New 

tons                    D)  9.8 New tons
610 Which method of determining mass involves measuring how much an object resists acceleration?

A)  Inertial mass                  B)  Atomic mass

C)  Gravitational 

mass         D)  Newton mass-
611 Weight is the measure of the force of___ on an object.

A)  Density             B)  Mass C)  Matter              D)  Gravity
612 If the density of planet is doubled without any change in its radius, how does g change on the planet?

A)  It remains the same        B)  It is tripled

C)  It 

reduces                      D)  It is doubled.
613 The mass of the moon is nearly 10% of the mass of the earth. What will be the gravitational force of the earth on the moon, in comparison to the gravitational force of the moon on the earth?

A)  Both of the force will be equal B)  Gravitational force of the 

earth on the moon is much 

lesser

C)  Gravitational force 

of the moon on file earth 

is much lesser

D)  There is no effect

614 If earth loses its gravity, then for a body

A)  A weight becomes zero, but not the mass

B)  Mass becomes zero but 

not weight

C)  Neither mass nor 

weight becomes zero D)  Both mass and weight are zero
615 A ball is dropped from a spacecraft revolving around the earth at a height of 120 km. What will happen to the ball?

A)  It will go very far in space B)  It will move with the same 

speed tangentially to the 

spacecraft

C)  It will fall down to the 

earth gradually

D)  It will continue to move with the same speed along the original orbit of spacecraft
616 Aman waves his arm, while walking. This is

A)  To keep constant velocity B)  To ease the tension C)  To increase the 

velocity D)  To balance the effect of earth's gravity.
617 Kepler's second law is based on

A)  Newton's first law B)  Newton's second law C)  Special theory of 

relativity D)  Conservation of angular momentum
618 The density of aluminum is 2.7 g/cm3. Its density in kg/m3 is

A)27kg/m3         B)2700kg/m3 C)270kg/m3                     D)27000kg/m3
619 When water is heated, it expands and

A)  rises upward B)  moves downward

C)  remain at the same 

place D)  None of these
620 When air is cooled, its density

A)  increases           B)  decreases C)  remains same    D)  None of these
621 The density of wood is0.65gcm−3 in CGS system.Its density in SI system is

A)  65kgm−3         B)  6.5kgm−3 C)  650kgm−3 D)  0.65kgm−3
622 To determine the density of a Solid, we have to determine its

A)  mass and area   B)  weight and area

C)  mass and 

volume           D)  weight and volume
623 Which of these has the lowest density?

A)  cork                             B)  glass C)  water                D)  aluminum
624 The density of water at room temperature is about

A) 10g/cm3        B) 1g/cm3 C) 0.1g/cm3     D) 0.01g/cm3
625 An alloy has a relative density of 10. If the density of water is 1000kg/m3, the density of the alloy is:

A) 100kg/m3                     B) 0.01kg/m3 C) 10,000kg/m3 D) 1010kg/m3
626 The size, mass & density of which of the planets is very near to those of Earth?

A)  Venus               B)  Mercury C)  Jupiter              D)  Saturn
627 The ratio of specific weight of liquid to specific weight of water is

A)  specific gravity   B)  specific weight C)  specific volume  D)  all the above
628 Specific weight of water at 20∘C is

A) 9810kg/m3     B) 9810N/m3 C) 9.81kg/m3                 D) all the above
629 It is a product of mass density and gravitational acceleration

A)  mass density                 B)  specific weight C)  specific volume  D)  specific gravity
630 Specific weight of mercury is

A)  13.6kg/m3         B)  13600kg/m3 C)  136kg/m3           D)  all the above
631 Which has the most mass?

A)  Pluto                B)  A Pencil C)  Earth                D)  The Moon
632 Sum of amount of matter in a substance is called its

A)  mass                            B)  weight C)  length               D)  volume
633 Which of the following statements are true of both weight and mass?

A)  Mass depends on gravity, weight does not B)  Heavier objects weigh 

more than light objects.

C)  Gravity is necessary 

to measure both weight 

and mass

D)  Weight is a force, mass is a measure of inertia

634 In Newton's second law of motion, what is the relationship between acceleration and mass? Acceleration

A)  Is directly proportional to mass. B)  Is inversely proportional 

to mass.

C)  Does not depend on 

mass.

D)  It is dividing by mass

635 The weight of an object of mass 15 kg at the centre of the earth is ___.

A)  147 N               B)  147 kg

C)  zero                       

       D)  150 N
636 Mass remains ____ throughout the universe

A)  varies               B)  zero

C)  constant                 

      D)  negative

637 If you didn’t know the recipient’s name in formal letter, how would you address the person

      a. Dear Mr/Mrs.       b. Dear Sir or Dear Madam      c. My dear       d. Hello
638  How would you address the recipient of an informal letter?

     a. Dear Mr.      b. My dear.      c. Dear Sir/Madam.      d. Hello Sir/Madam.
639 What would you say in the opening part of a formal letter?

    a. Ask how good the weather is in the recipient's city.     b. Talk about how good the weather is in your city.    c. Ask the recipient if he is hale and hearty.    d. Inform the recipient why you are writing the letter.
640 In order to have the desired effect on the recipient what should a formal letter be?

    a. In the proper format.     b. To the point and relevant.    c. Grammatically correct.    d. All the above.
641 How do you end the main body of a formal letter?

    a. By telling the recipient what he should be doing next.     b. By talking about the weather in your city.    c. By talking about the weather in the recipient's city.    d. By expressing your love for the recipient. 
642 In a formal letter what is the name given to the address and date at the top?

    a. Starting.     b. Closing.     c. Body.     d. Heading. 
643 The main point is written in which part of a formal letter?

    a. Post script.     b. Closing.     c. Opening.     d. Body. 
644 In an informal letter you should do what?

    a. Scribble.     b. Ignore grammar.     c. Leave out the date.     d. Write legibly in simple english.
645 With love' is used in which part of an informal letter?

    a. Heading.     b. Opening.     c. Closing.     d. Body.
646 This is the part of the letter that includes a word like sincerely and your name:

    a. Closing     b. Opening     c. Body     d. Heading
647 How do you close an informal letter?

    a. Sincerely,     b. Yours sincerely,     c. Warm wishes,     d. Yours faithfully,
648 When you write a letter to your officer - 

    a. it is a formal letter     b. it is an informal letter     c. it is a personal letter     d. it is a semi-formal letter
649 A letter to the editor of a newspaper is a -

    a. semi-formal letter     b. formal letter     c. informal letter     d. personal letter
650 How should you NOT start a formal letter?

    a. I am writing to inquire about ….     b. I am writing in connection with…    c. I am writing to inform you…    d. Hope this letter finds you in good health...
651 Which of the following is not a situation when you write a formal letter?

    a. Apply for a job     b. Complain about a product    c. Invite a neighbour to a party     d. Book an event
652 Which one of the following is a formal expression? 

    a. I am so sorry.     b. I am writing to say sorry.     c. Please, accept my sincere apology.     d. I am very sorry
653 It's great ...... hear ........ you 

    a. TO / OF     b. TO / ABOUT     c. TO / FROM     d. - / FROM
654 18. ...... me know if my help has been useful

    a. LET     b. TELL     c. ALLOW     d. SAY
655 To finish an informal letter: ALL THE ......

    a. BETTER     b. WISHES     c. LOVE     d. BEST
656 To finish an informal letter: TAKE .....

    a. CARE     b. CONTACT     c. YOU     d. IT EASY
657 Which statement is more formal?

    a. This movie is the worst!     b. I do not enjoy this movie.    c. Both of the above     d. None of the above
658 What is the difference between letters and memos?

    a. Letters are informal, whereas Memos are formal.     b. Letters are formal, whereas memos are informal.    c. There is essentially no difference.    d. None of the above.
659 Text messages are ideal for:

    a. legal notifications.     b. urgent notifications.     c. formal reports.     d. none of the above.
660 In inquiring information, regarding admission and equipment costs, etc, a type of letter used is known as:

    a. Informal letter     b. letter to a friend     c. Inquiry letter     d. complain letter

Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions:

Passage 1:

Nehru’s was a many sided personality. He enjoyed reading and writing books as much as he enjoyed fighting political and social evils or residing tyranny. In him, the scientist and the humanist were held 

in perfect balance. While he kept looking at special problems from a scientific standpoint. He never forgot that we should nourish the total man. As a scientist, he refused to believe in a benevolent power 

interested in men’s affairs. But, as a self proclaimed non-believer, he loved affirming his faith in life and the beauty of nature. Children he adored. Unlike Wordsworth, he did not see them trailing clouds 

of glory from the recent sojourn in heaven. He saw them as a blossoms of promise and renewal, the only hope for mankind.

Answer the following questions:

661 Nehru thought that children

    a. were tailing clouds of glory     b. held promise for a better future    c. were like flowers to be loved and admired    d. held no hope for mankind

662 Nehru enjoyed

    a. reading and writing books     b. fighting political and social evils    c. resisting tyranny     d. doing all the above and much more

663 Which of the statements reflects Nehru point of view?

    a. Humanism is more important than science     b. Science is supreme and humanism is subordinate to it    c. Science and Humanism are equally important    d. There is no ground between science and humanism

664 In this passage, ‘a benevolent power interested in men’s affairs’ means

    a. a supernatural power of god     b. beauty of nature     c. the spirit of science     d. the total man

665 A ‘many-side personality’ means

    a. a complex personality     b. a secretive person     c. a person having varied interests     d. a capable person

Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions:

Passage 2:

There were four of us – George, and William Samuel Harris, and myself, and Montmorency. We were sitting in my room, smoking and talking about how bad we were – bad from a medical point of view 

I mean, of course. We were all feeling seedy, and we were getting quite nervous about it. Harris said he felt such extraordinary fits of giddiness come over him at times, that he hardly knew what he was 

doing; and then George said that he had fits of giddiness too, and hardly knew what he was doing. With me, it was my liver that was out of order. I knew it was my liver that was out of order, because I 

had just been reading a patent liver-pill circular, in which were detailed the various symptoms by which a man could tell when his liver was out of order. I had them all. It is a most extraordinary thing, but I 

never read a patent medicine advertisement without being impelled to the conclusion that I am suffering from the particular disease therein dealt with in its most virulent form. The diagnosis seems in 

every case to correspond exactly with all the sensations that I have ever felt.

Answer the following questions:

666 The four felt down and out because

    a. the room was too smoky     b. they could never read a patent medicine advertisement     c. they thought they were ill     d. they had experienced a most extraordinary thing

667 Whenever the speaker read a liver pill circular

    a. he suffered from an extraordinary surge of giddiness      b. he felt sure that he had a liver disorder     c. he felt the urge to smoke     d. All of the above

668 The author of the above passage seems to be suffering from

    a. fits of morbid depression without real cause     b. an abnormal anxiety about his health     c. melancholia      d. an unnecessarily dark, gloomy and pessimistic attitude to life

669 Harris was troubled by 

    a. Fits of giddiness     b. garrulity      c. tribulation      d. frailty

670 The word which is closest in meaning to virulent is 

    a. fantastic      b. vital     c. viral      d. hostile

Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions:

Passage 3:

Two hundred years after Malthus predicted that population growth would overtake food production by a margin of 256 to 9, the simple fact is that food production had always been ahead of the population 

growth. Malthus’ doomsday prediction simply did not come true due to two major reasons: first, population did not grow geometrically and birth rates in all Western countries fell during the 20- Century, 

resulting in very slow population growth. Over the past quarter century, birth rates have been falling in the developing countries too. Second, modern agricultural practices and better irrigation have 

resulted in tremendous growth in food production in almost all parts of the globe, with the notable exception of sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, at the global level, the Malthusian doomsday never befell on 

us. India’s population grew by about two and a half times in the past 45 years — from 361 million in 1951 to an estimated 916 million in 1995. But during the same period, India’s food grain production 

grew by nearly four times — from 51 million tonnes in 1951 to 191 million tonnes in 1995. As a result, the per capita food grain availability in India has gone up considerably since the Independence. 

That is, the Malthusian prediction has not come true even in India.

Answer the following questions:

671 Malthus doomsday prediction did not come true due to two major reasons. They are

    a. rapid growth in population and industrial development     b. very slow growth in population and modern agricultural practices and better irrigation    c. increase in per capita income and economic progress    d. better facilities in health and hygiene

672 In the past forty five years, India’s population has grown about

    a. three and a half times      b. one and a half times      c. five times     d. two and a half times

673 The food production has always been……………..of  population growth.

    a. slow     b. ahead     c. adequate     d. stagnant

674 In the developing countries, the birth rate is

    a. increasing     b. doubling     c. falling     d. static

675 India’s food production from 1951 to 1995 grew nearly

    a. five times     b. four times     c. three times     d. two times

Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions:

Passage 4:

     The world’s oil reserves are expected to run out by the middle of the next century unless oil consumption is reduced, according to a leading petroleum geologist from the U.S. Dr. Craig Bond Hatfield, 

who is at the University of Toledo, Ohio. He says the 1,000 billion barrels of known global oil reserves are expected to run out by 2036 unless the current 69 — million-barrels-per-day consumption of oil 

is brought down.

If acceleration of a free fall on Moon is 1.6ms−2 and on Earth is 10ms−2 .A rock has a mass of 10 kg on Earth. Its weight on Earth will be



Reserves may last for an extra 21 years if estimates of an additional 550 billion barrels of oil yet to be discovered are taken into account. But “a permanent decline in global oil production is virtually 

certain to begin within 20 years.” Hatfield believes, “Serious planning is needed to deal with the economic consequences”.

Hatfield’s comments, which appear in an article in the latest issue of the weekly science journal Nature are likely to provoke controversy. The oil industry, while acknowledging that oil reserves are finite, 

says Hatfield’s comments are too alarmist. Mr. Julian Chisholm, a spokesman for the World Energy Council in London, a consortium of the world’s leading energy suppliers, says the oil industry is 

bullish. “The general view of the industry and of energy experts is that there is plenty of oil, and real concern about the level of reserves, at least until 2050 if not beyond is unduly alarmist.”

Answer the following questions:

676 Unless consumption is reduced, that oil reserve will run out by the middle of

    a. 19th century     b. 21st  century     c. 25rd century     d. 24th  century

677 To deal with economic consequences

    a. there should be a cut in the use of oil     b. serious planning is needed    c. oil exploration should be geared up    d. manufacture of vehicles should be controlled

678 The current consumption of oil is…………million barrels.

    a. forty nine     b. fifty nine     c. sixty nine     d. seventy nine

679 19. According to industry and energy experts, there is 

    a. short supply of oil     b. adequate supply of oil     c. plenty of oil     d. increase in oil use

680 Hatfield’s comment on oil reserve is 

    a. not to be taken seriously     b. to be taken seriously      c. to be made public in oil countries    d. to be circulated in all oil producing countries.

Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions:

Passage 5:

Indian airlines had no positive response to the incident occurred in the failure of aeroplane engine.It was 1989 ,Indian airline B059 got crashed in the middle of the Indian ocean,205 passengers were 

died.There were no clues about the B059 , some says that it got crashed but some said it got lost.Passengers relative were worried about their dear ones. Government declared the issue of B059 as a 

priority,Indian navy were given responsibility to find the B059 but nothing was found .After a year some fishermen found the black box of B059, which confirms about the crash of Indian aeroplane B059 

due to engine failure.

Answer the following questions:

681 What was the reason for the crash of B059?

    a. Engine failure.     b. Crashed with  bird.     c. B059 catches Fire.     d. Pilot failure.

682 Who got the responsibility to find out clues about B059?

    a. Indian Coastal Guard.     b. Indian Army.     c. Indian Navy.     d. Indian Air Force.

683 B059 got crashed at which place?

    a. Atlantic Ocean.     b. Indian Ocean.     c. Bay of Bengal.     d. Coastal area.

684 What could be assumed from the passage?

    a. It was an airline mistake.     b. Government did not take any step.    c. Indian Navy did not work properly.    d. None of these.

685  How many passengers were died?

    a. 200.     b. 210.     c. 205.     d. 219.

Passage 6:

On the day of the Christmas concert the entire orchestra entered the gymnasium where a large throng of pupils and parents were gathered. The school choir had gathered on the balcony with candles 

and the orchestra began “Silent Night”. Slowly the lights dimmed, leaving us in darkness except for the hundred glimmering candles held by the choir as they softly sang the carol. Slowly, and just as 

dramatically, the orchestra began to falter – in direct proportion to the dimming of the lights, when the lights faded out completely, so did the orchestra, because no one could read his music. Except for 

me, for my music was in my head. From a corner of the stage, the sound of my violin filled the gymnasium. The choir and I went through verse after verse. When it was all over, the ovation was positively 

thunderous.

Answer the following questions:

686 The narrator is

     a. A priest      b. the leader of pupils       c. An instrumentalist      d. a singer

687 Why did the orchestra begin to falter?

      a. The orchestra was not led properly.       b. The dimming of lights caused it.      c. The violin dominated the other instruments.      d. There was no coordination in the chorus.

688  How could the choir sing when the lights dimmed?

      a. They had memorised the songs.        b. They could sing in candle lights.      c. There was some natural light at the choir side      d. The narrator helped them sing.

689  The statements that ‘the ovation was positively thunderous’ means that

      a. There was a joyful expression of appreciation by people.       b. The audience joined the singers and sang aloud.      c. The audience made circles and danced in ecstasy.      d. The audience made a noise resembling thunder.

690  How was it possible for the narrator to continue with his music?

      a. He was at the corner of the stage where he could get light.       b. His instrument did not need electric power.      c. He played in candle light.      d. He did not need to read his music.

Directions (663-672): In the following question, in the following  passage, some of the words have been left out. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer to each question out of the four alternatives and fill in the blanks.

My parents ………. (663) ………… to Canada in 1990 in order to escape the ……… (664) ……….. of the Chinese Government and to build a better ………… (665) ………… in Canada. After listening to their stories of …………. (666) …………. and frustrations. I realized how …………. (667) ………… I was to be living in the country now called …………. (668) ……………. of the country. When the day came to ………………. (669) ……………my homeland. I felt uncertain and ………… (670) ………….. There were many ………….. (671) …………….. racing through my ……… (672) 

663 (a) invited       (b) invaded      (c) immigrated      (d) infiltrated

664 (a) tyranny      (b) democracy      (c) republic       (d) monarchy

665 (a) livelihood      (b) living      (c) life       (d) income

666 (a) doubts       (b) hardships      (c) travels       (d) distances

667 (a) forgotten      (b) Forewarned      (c) forgiven       (d) fortunate

668 (a) property       (b) Citizen      (c) house       (d) residence

669 (a) revisit       (b) revise      (c) return       (d) reverse

670 (a) Calm       (b) stable      (c) nervous       (d) furious

671 (a) connections      (b) concerns      (c) converts       (d) conditions

672 (a) feelings       (b) ideas      (c) mind       (d) thoughts

Directions (673-682): In the following question, in the following  passage, some of the words have been left out. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer to each question out of the four alternatives and fill in the blanks.

The Solar System has been a complicated wonder for the astronomers. This is a….(673)….to which we may never have the exact answer. Man has wondered….(674)….the age of the Earth….(675)….ancient times. There were all kinds of….(676)….that seemed to have the….(677)…. But man could not begin to….(678)….about the question scientifically until about 400 years….(679)….When it was proved that the….(680)….revolved round the Sun and the Earth was a….(681)….of our Solar System, then scientists knew where to….(682)….

673 (a) problem  (b) question (c) matter  (d) query

674 (a) around  (b) out (c) about  (d) on

675 (a) since  (b) during (c) around  (d) from

676 (a) ideas  (b) opinions (c) stories  (d) matters

678 (a) solution  (b) novel (c) book  (d) answer

679 (a) read  (b) think (c) open  (d) guess

680 (a) now  (b) time (c) then (d) ago

681 (a) Moon  (b) time (c) Earth  (d) Mars

682 (a) part  (b) closing (c) opening  (d) centre

683 (a) end  (b) begin  (c) think (d) work

Directions (682-691): In the following question, in the following  passage, some of the words have been left out. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer to each question out of the four alternatives and fill in the blanks.

684 (a)  derived (b) investigated (c) seen (d) shown

685 (a) decided (b) behave (c) proved (d) appear

686 (a) highly (b) positively (c) rarely (d) consistently

687 (a) under (b) through (c) in (d) to

688 (a) formulated (b) built (c) did (d) building

689 (a) ignored (b) made (c) started (d) not

690 (a) against (b) by (c) from (d) for

691 (a) because (b) while (c) since (d) but

692 (a) deciphered (b) before (c) talked (d) used

693 (a) closely (b) before (c) like (d) similarity

694 WHAT IS SMOTHERING ?

a.LIMITATION OF FUEL b.LIMITATION OF OXYGEN c.LIMITATION OF TEMP d.NONE 

695 THE CONTENT OF SMALL FIRE EXTINGUISHER MAY LAST AS LITTLE AS_______ SECOND?

a.15 b.20 c.8 d.100

696 WHAT IS SPECIFIC HEAT OF WATER?(KJ/KG/C)

a.4.2 b.3.2 c.5.2 d.6.5

697 WHAT IS FULL FORM OF "AFFF"

a.QUEOUS FILM FORMING FOM b.AQUEOUS FORM FORMING FORMc.ARTIFICIAL FORM FORMING FORMd.NONE 

698 WHAT IS STARVATION?

a.LIMITATION OF FUEL b.LIMITATION OF OXYGEN c.LIMITATION OF TEMP d.NONE 

699 WHAT IS OFTEN BY THE NAME PURPLE K?

a.POTASSIUM BI CARBONATE b.SODIUM BI CARBONATE c.CALCIUM COARBONATEd.NONE

700 THE CUP BURNER APPARATUS IS USED FOR?

a.FLANE EXTINUISHING CONC. b.COMBUSTIBILITY OF BUILDING MATERIALc.FLASH POINT d.NONE 

701 WHICH IS THE FOLLOWING DETECTOR IS BEST IN CELLULOSIC FLAMING

a.IONIZATION DETECTOR b.LIGHT EXTINCTION DETECTOREc.LIGHT SCATTRING DETECTOREd.NONE

702 LOW SENSITIVITY PERFORMANCE DETECTOR ?

a.ULTRA VILOT DETECTOR b.INFRARED DETECTOR c.FIXED TEMP DETECTORd.PARTICULATE MATTER DETECTOR

703 TERM PASS IS USED IN?

a.FIRE EXTINGUISHER METHOD b.FIRE EXTINCTION METHODc.FLAME METHOD d.NONE

704 MOST COMMON FIRE SPRINKLER?

a.WET PIPE SYSTEM b.DRY PIPE c.DELUGE SYSTEM d.PRE ACTION SYSTEM

705 STATNDERD FIRE BUCKETS HOLD?

a.6LT b.8LT c.10LT d.12LT

706 WHICH IS NOT A TYPE OD OPTICAL SMOKE DETECTOR?

a.LIGHT SEA TIER TYPE b.LIGHT AMPLIFIED TYPE c.OBSTRUCTION TYPE d.SASMPLING TYPE    

708 WHICH SPRINKLER SYSTEM IS USED IN PLACES WHERE ACCIDENTAL ACTIVATION IS UNDISIRED ?

a.WET PIPE SYSTEM b.DRY PIPE c.DELUGE SYSTEM d.PRE ACTION SYSTEM

709 WHICH WATER SPRAY SYSTEM IS USED IN XYLENE BUTENE AND BENZENE FIRE?

a.HIGH VELOCITY b.LOW VELOCITY' c.MEDIUM VELOCITY d.NONE

710 PHOTOELECTRIC SMOKE DETECTOR RESPOND QUICKLY TO PARTICLES ______ MICRONS?

a.1 b.3 c.5 d.10

711 WHICH TYPE OF EXPLOSION IS BLEVE

a.CHEMICAL b.PHYSICAL c.NUCLEAR d.DUST

712 WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING FACTOR INFLUENCE DUST EXPLOSION?

a.OXY CONC b.DUST CONC c.IMPURITIES PRESENT d.TURBULENT DEFUSSION

713 WHICH FIRE IS TURBULENT DIFFUSION FIRE?

a.JET FIRE b.FLASH FIRE c.POOL FIRE d.BOIL FIRE

714 WHAT IS THE REASON OF BOIL OVER?

a.DIFF IN DENSITY b.DIFF IS TEMP c.DIFF IN VOL d.DIFF PRESSURE    

715 WHICH FIRE HAS SHORT DURATION AND A RAPIDLY MOVING FLAME FRONT?

a.POOL FIRE b.JET FIRE c.FLASH FIRE d.DEEP SEATED FIRE

716 WHAT AT  TEMP IS NASAL BEREATHING DIFFUCULTY CAUSED ?

a.80 b.100 c.95 d.125

717 WHAT AT  TEMP IS NASAL MOUTH DIFFUCULTY CAUSED ?

a.100 b.125 c.140 d.150

718 SCAR IN LUNGS IS CAUSED BY?

a.ALLUMINOSIS b.SILICOSIS c.ABSTESOSIS d.BENZENE

719 WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING IS NOT ONE OF THE STEPS OF THE 5' S METHOD?

a.SHINE b.SUSTAIN c.SPECIALIZE d.SET 

720 ERGONOMIS IS RELATED TO HUMAN ......?

a.COMFORT b.SAFETY c.BOTH A & B d.NONE

721 HOW MANY LEVEL OF PPE ARE?

a.4 b.5 c.6 d.3

722 A STANDARD MSDS CONTAINS ....NUMBER OF SECTIONS?

a.11 b.14 c.16 d.24

723 A BURNING VELOCITY OF ACETELEYNE FLAME IN (M/S)

a.0.25 b.3.5 c.1.58 d.2.4

724 FUNCTION OF TRIFER IS TO ?

a.BREAKING THE DOOR b.CUTTING THE SLAB c.PULLIMG AND LIFTING d.NONE

725 W IN NFPA HAZARD DIAMOND INDICATE ?

a.USE OF WATER b.WASTE SEGRETAION c.USE NO WATER d.RADIATION HAZARD

726 INDENTIFY THE RATE OF DETONATION OF TNT IN M/S ?

a.2800 b.8900 c.260 d.6950

727 WHICH EXPELLENT GAS IS USED IN THE DRY CHEMICAL SYSTEM?

a.HELIUM b.CHLORINE c.HYDROGEN d.NITRIGEN 

728 WHICH ONE OF THE PART IS NOT RELATED TO DCP EXTINGHUISHER?

a.PLUNGER b.SIPHON TUBE c.GAS CARTAGE d.THERMAL STRIP 

729 WHICH ONE THE FOLLOWING IS NOT A PART OF INFRARED DETECTOR?

a.TIMER b.INTEGATOR c.BIMETTALIC STRIP d.FILTER

730 WHICH FIRE EXTINGUISHER IS NOT SUITABLE FOR CLASS B FIRE ?

a.WATER b.FOAM c.DCP d.CO2

731 WHICH FIRE EXTINGUISHER IS NOT SUITABLE FOR CLASS D FIRE?

a.WATER b.FOAM c.CO2 d.DCP

732 WHICH TYPE OF FIRE EXTINGHUISHER IS SUITABLE FOR MRTAL FIRE?

a.WATER b.FOAM c.DRY CHEMICAL POWDERd.CO2

733 WHICH TYPE OF FIRE EXTINGUISHER IS MOST SUITABLE FOR GASEOUS FIRE?

a.WATER b.CO2 c.DRY CHEMICAL POWDER d.HALON

734 WHICH TYPE OF FIRE EXTINGHUISHER IS MOST SUITABLE FOR INFLAMMABLE LIQUIDS FIRE?

a.WATER b.FOAM c.CO2 d.DRY CHEMICAL POWDER

Recent discoveries have .....(682)..... that Indians of the early days .....(683)..... to have been .....(684)..... civilized ......(685)..... many ways. They had massive public buildings and comfortable dwelling houses .....(686)..... mostly of brick. They had .....(687).....arrangements(688) good sanitation, and an elaborate drainage system. They knew how to write .....(689)..... their language, which has not yet been .....(690)..... was not alphabetic but syllabic .....(691)..... the Sumerian language.



735 WHICH TYPE OF FIRE EXTINGHUISHER IS SUITABLE FOR CARBONEOUS CLASS OF FIRE?

a.WATER b.FOAM c.DRY CHEMICAL POWDERd.CO2

736 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF HYDROGEN GAS ?

a.1 b.2 c.3 d.4

737 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF METHANE ?

a.4 b.5 c.6 d.8

738 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF AMMONIA GAS ?

a.9.5 b.10.5 c.11.5 d.8.5

739 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF AIR?

a.15.4 b.14.4 c.16.4 d.17.4

740 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF  CHOLRO-BROMO-METHANE GAS?

a.4.5 b.4.6 c.4.7 d.4.8

741 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF CARBON DI OXIDE?

a.30 b.32 c.34 d.36

742 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF CHLORINE GAS ?

a.25.5 b.30.5 c.35.5 d.40.5

743 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF METHYL ALOCHOL LIQUID ?

a.2.1 b.1.1 c.3.1 d.4.1

744 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF EHTL ALOCHOL LIQUID ?

a.1.6 b.2.6 c.3.6 d.4.6

745 WHAT IS VAPOUR DENSITY OF ACETONE LIQUID ?

a.3 b.2 c.6 d.8

746 WHAT IS THE FLAMMABLE LIMITS % IN AIR OF n -HEXANE LIQUID?

a).003-1.1 b)10.2-13.3 c)1.2-7.4 d)7.5-9.04

747 WHAT IS THE FLAMMABLE LIMITS % IN AIR OF ETHELEYENE?

a.28.3-30.1 b.30.1-32.2 c.33.3-35.5 d.2.7-28.6

748 WHAT IS THE FLAMMABLE LIMITS % IN AIR OF PROPYLENE?

a.2 TO 11 b.11TO 13.5 c.14.2 TO 16.1 d.18.1 TO 21.1

749 WHAT IS THE FLAMMABLE LIMITS % IN AIR OF THE BUTYLENE?

a.13.3- 13.9 b.14.9-16.9 c.1.7 -10.0 d.10.7-12.1

750 WHAT IS SPECIFIC CAPACITY OF IRON?

a.160 b.260 c.360 d.460

751 WHAT IS SPECIFIC CAPACITY OF ALUMINIUM ?

a.800 b.900 c.1000 d.1100

752 WHAT IS SPECIFIC CAPACITY OF COPPER?

a.420 b.390 c.400 d.410

753 WHAT IS SPECIFIC CAPACITY OF MERCURY?

a.140 b.150 c.160 d.170

754 WHAT IS SPECIFIC CAPACITY OF GLASS?

a.640 b.650 c.660 d.670
755 WHAT IS SPECIFIC CAPACITY OF ICE ?

a.2100 b.1900 c.1890 d.2090

756 the distrubtion of fire alarm sounders should be such that they have a minimum sound level of...

a.100 db b.40db c.65db d.none

757 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OPERATING TEMP OF THE DEVICE AND ACTUAL AIR TEMP OF THE DEVICE IS COMMON AS... 

a.SENSITIVITY b.THERMAL BLOCKAGE c.THERMAL LAG d.FLAMING AREA

758 WHAT IS FULL FORM OF OBHS?

a.ON BOARD HOUSE KEEPING STAFF b.ON BOARD HOME STAFF c.ON BEING HOME STAFF d.NONE

759 FIRE TRIANGLE  DOESNOT CONSISTS OF ?

a.FUEL b.OXIDIZER c.ENERGY d.WIND

760 CLASS A TYPE OF FIRE EXTINGHUISHERS ARE GENERALLY DEALS WITH?

a.WATER b.SAND c.FOAM d.INERT GAS

761 TYPES OF EXTINGUISHER USED FOR ELECTRICAL FIRE?

a.DCP b.FOAM TYPE c.DRY POWDER d.NONE

762 WATER IS CANNOT USED AS WARER EXTINGUISHER FOR WHICH TYPE ?

a.CLASS A b.CLASS B c.CLASS C d.CLASS D

763 PASS DOESNOT INCLUDE ?

a.PRESS b.AIM c.SWEEP d.SWIFT

764 DCP TYPE OF FIRE EXTINGUISHER IS NOT USED FOR WHICH TYPE ? 

a.CLASS A b.CLASS B c.CLASS C d.CLASS D

765 ABRASIONS IS WHICH TYPE OF WOUND?

a.OPEN WOUND b.CLOSED WOUND c.BOTH d.NONE 

766 BURNS CAUSED BY HOT STEAM IS CALLED AS?

a.DRY BURNS b.COLD BURNS c.SCALDS d.CHEMICAL BURNS

767 BURNS CAUSED BY FIRE FLAMES IS CALLED AS?

a.DRY BURNS b.COLD BURNS c.SCALDS d.CHEMICAL BURNS

768 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF WATER ?

a.369 b.371 c.373 d.374

769 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF SULPHUR DI OXIDE ?

a.157 b.158 c.159 d.160

770 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF CHLORINE ?

a.143 b.144 c.145 d.146

771 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF AMMONIA ?

a.130 b.131 c.132 d.133

772 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF NITROUS OXIDE ?

a.36 b.37 c.38 d.39

773 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF CARBON DI OXIDE ?

a.29.1 b.30.1 c.31.1 d.32.2

774 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF OXYGEN ?

a.MINUS 111 b.MINUS113 c.MINUS115 d.MINUS119

775 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF NITROGEN ?

a.MINUS 147 b.MINUS148 c.MINUS149 d.MINUS 254

776 WHAT IS CRICTICAL TEMP IN DEGREE CENTIGRADE OF HYDROGEN ?

a.MINUS 236 b. MINUS 238 c.MINUS 240 d.MINUS 242

777 Maximum days of leave on average pay that can be accumulated is:

A) 120                        B) 180 C) 190              D) 300
778 LAP shall be credited to a Railway servant at the rate of :

A) 2.5 days per month B) 1.5 days per month

C) 3 days per 

month           D) 4 days per month
779 How many days of LHAP can be accumulated to an employee in his service life?

A) 300 days B) 400 days C) Unlimited D) 150 days
780 A male railway servant may be granted Paternity leave having surviving children

A) Less than two         B) Three C) Four D) Five
781  A Trade Apprentices may be granted leave on full stipend for a period not exceeding----------- days per year

A) 15           B) 12 C) 10                       D) 8
782 When no leave is admissible under any other rule, the leave granted is known as

A)Special Casual Leave       B) LAP

C) Extra oridnary 

leave        D) LHAP
783 Maximum encashment of leave on average pay is…….

A) 150        B) 300 C) 500         D) 450
784 What is the maximum period of Leave on Average pay at time that a Railway servant may be granted?

A) 100              B) 300 C) 180      D) 30
785 Within max which period, Paternity Leave can be granted

A) 1 month B) 6 months C) 2 months D) 30
786 Maximum number of Leave not due that can be availed in service

A) 100              B) 360 C) 320    D) 400
787 A female Railway employee shall be entitled to maternity leave for

A) 30 days B) 90 days C) 180 days D) 300 days
788 How many days of LHAP in a year, can be credited to an employee

A) 30 days           B) 20 days

C) 10 days     

                  D) 45 days
789 How many days of LAP in a year, can be credited to an employee

A) 15 days B) 20 days C) 30 days D) 10 days
790 For miscarriage, including abortion, what amount of Maternity leave may be granted

A) 45 days              B) 30 days C) 15 days      D) 20 days
791 Apprentice Mechanics in Railway Workshop may be granted leave on full stipend for a period not exceeding

A) 12 days B) 16 days C) 20 days D) 30 days
792 Apprentice Mechanics in Railway Workshop may be granted leave on half stipend on medical certificate for a period not exceeding

A) 15 days B) 20 days C) 30 days D) 50 days
793 Special Class Railway Apprentices may be granted leave on full stipend for a period not exceeding-----in any year

A) 1 month B) 6 months C) 2 months D) 3 months
794 Commuted leave not exceeding half the amount of ---------- due may be granted on medical certificate to railway servant

A) LAP              B) LHAP C) Casual Leave      D) Extraordinary leave
795 No Railway servant shall be granted leave of any kind for a continuous period exceeding----- years

A) 3 years B) 5 years C) 1 year D) 2 years
796 Adoptive mother with less than two surviving children may be granted leave of ------- days as 'Child Adoption Leave'

A) 100              B) 305 C) 180      D) 30
797 Woman railway servant having minor children below the age of------ years may be granted Child care leave

A) 1 year B) 5 years C) 16 years D) 18 years
798 Child Care Leave may be granted by an authority competent to grant leave, for a maximum period of

A) 1 years              B) 2 years C) 90 days      D) 3 years
800 Child Care Leave shall not be granted in more than ----- spells in a calendar year

A) 3              B) 5 C) 1     D) 3
801 Joining time with reference to the distance between the old headquarters and the new headquarters if less than 1000kms 

A) 3 days           B) 5 days

C) 10 days     

                  D) 15 days
802 Hospital leave granted to a non-Gazetted Rly. Servant should not exceed a total of ……..when combined with other leave

A) 24 months  B) 26 months C) 28 months D) 18 months
803 Maximum of study leave that can be granted to an employee other than Medical officer during his entire service period is ……..

A) 10 months B) 24 months C) 6 months     D) 12 months
804 Which of the following leave may be granted to a Rly. Servant, Volunteered to donate blood in Govt./Rly. Hospitals for railway employees

A) Casual Leave B) Special Casual Leave C) LAP D) LHAP
805  In case of ‘Cut in pension’, for compulsory retirement as a measure of punishment, leave encashment is admissible for…

A) 360 days B) 150 days C) 120 days    D) Not Eligible
806 If a railway servant resigns from service during study leave, and it is converted into regular leave as LAP/LHAP leaving balance, such a balance shall be treated as….

A) Unauthorized absence          B) Extra ordinary leave C) Study leave  D) Leave not due
807 _____additional CL shall be granted to persons with disability

A) 2 days         B) 3 days C) 4 days D) 5 days
808  Whom does the Compensatory Casual leave is admissible

A) Supervisory staff          B) Group ‘D’ staff

C) Group ‘C’ & Group 

‘D’ staff but not 

supervisor D) Stenographer & Confidential Assistant
809 Commuted leave is admissible on

A) Medical Certificate          B) Request of an employee

C) Discretion of 

competent authority D) None
810 Leave not due is debited from--------

A) LAP              B) LHAP C) Casual Leave  D) Special Casual Leave
811 LHAP up to a maximum of ------ days shall be allowed to be commuted during the service where such leave is utilized for an “APPROVED COURSE OF STUDY"

A) 90 days        B) 200 days C) 300 days D) 180 days
812  The amount of LHAP that can be availed of in one spell irrespective of its being combined with any other kind of leave or not shall be limited to----

A) 24 months  B) 12 months C) 18 months D) 28 months
813  LHAP shall be credited  at the rate of ----------

A) 2/3 days per month B) 5/3 days per month C) 2 days per month   D) 1 day per month
814 Compensatory casual leave should be availded within _____ working days

A) 30 B) 15 C) 20 D) 10
815  Maternity Leave  may be combined with any other kind of leave including leave not due, up to a maximum of ------- in continuation, if applied, without medical certificate

A) 4 years B) 1 years C) 6 months     D) 2 years
816 For first ------- days Full pay is available for Hospital leave

A) 360 days B) 150 days C) 120 days    D) Not Eligible
817 Special disability leave can be availed upto

A) 12 months B) 24 months C) 36 months  D) 6 months
818 Max extraordinary leave available for temporary staff without medical certificate

A) 1 month B) 2 months C) 3 months D) 4 months
819 No: of Casual leaves available for workshop Staff

A) 10 days B) 8 days C) 12 days    D) 15 days
820 No:of times LAP can cashed in entire service

A) 2 times B) 4 times C) 5 times D) 6 times
821 Max LAP that can be encashed in an year

A) 10 days B) 15 days C) 12 days    D) 5 days
822 Minimum year gap between LAP encashments

A) 1 year B) 2 years C) 3 years D) 5 years
823 Limit for commutation of leaves other than for study purpose

A) 10 days B) 15 days C) 12 days    D) No limit
824 Limit for commutation of leaves for study purpose

A) 100 days B) 180 days C) 120 days    D) 300 days
825 Extra ordinary leave can be combined with any other leave other than

A) LAP              B) LHAP C) Casual Leave D) Leave not due
826 Extra ordinary leave can be granted upto ------ months for studies

A) 10 months B) 12 months C) 18 months D) 24 monts
827 For availing study Leave minimum -------- years of service is required

A) 3 years B) 5 years C) 2 years D) 1 year
828 Study Leave can be availed if minimum -------- years is remaining for superannuation

A) 2 years B) 3 years C) 5 years D) 4 years
829 For study leave an undertaking (bond) to be executed to serve the organisation for a minimum period of --------- after the expiry of leave

A) 1 year B) 2 years C) 3 years D) 4 years
830 Maximum study leave shall be --------------months at any one time

A) 24 months  B) 6 months C) 36 months  D) 12 months
831 For Special disability leave for the first --------- days full pay and allowances  are given

A) 120 days B) 90 days C) 240 days D) 30 days
832 Casual leave can be combined with

A) LAP              B) LHAP C) Special casual leave D) Not combinable
833 One who joins in the middle of the year is entitled for --------- qauntum of casual leave

A) full B) half C) 1/4th D) 3/4th
834 For participation in national and international important sports events, SCL upto ------- days may be sanctioned

A) 30 B) 40 C) 60 D) 90
835 All the Railway servants appointed on or after ----------- are governed by Liberalized Leave Rules. (LLR)

A) 01.02.1948 B) 01.02.1949 C) 01.03.1949 D) 01.02.1947
836 For every -------- days of absent, one day of LAP will be debited while giving credit.

A) 5 days B) 10 days C) 15 days      D) 20 days
837 Which months of the year LAP & LHAP are credited

A) February & August B) March & September C) January & June     D) January & July  
838 Leave not Due can be granted to temporary railway servant with ----------- of service suffering from contagious disease

A) 1 year B) 2 years C) 6 months     D) 3 years
839 Extra ordinary sanctioned for  -------- months when suffering from TB, leprosy, cancer etc 

A) 12 B) 18 C) 16   D) 24 monts
840 Max extraordinary leave available for temporary staff with medical certificate

A) 3 months B) 6 months C) 1 year      D) 2 years
841 Temporary employee may be sanctioned extraordinary leave when he has completed  ---------- years of service.

A) 2 years B) 4 years C) 1 year      D) 3 years
842 Child care Leave granted to female railway servant to take care of her children upto ---------- years of age.

A) 12 B) 10 C) 21 D) 18
843 Child care Leave can be availed only when female railway servant is not having ----------- at credit

A) LAP              B) LHAP C) Casual Leave D) Maternity Leave
844 Child care Leave Admissible to ----------- oldest surviving children only.

A) one     B) two C) three D) four
845 SCL not exceeding ------- days in a calendar year may be granted to employees participating in cultural activities.

A) 15     B) 20 C) 30 D) 40



846 Joining time with reference to the distance between the old headquarters and the new headquarters if between 1000 -2000 kms 

A) 10 days             B) 12 days C) 15 days      D) 8 days
847 Joining time with reference to the distance between the old headquarters and the new headquarters if more than 2000 kms 

A) 10 days            B) 15 days C) 18 days D) 20 days
848 Extension of joining time can be granted up to a maximum of -------- by the Head of the Department/Divisional Railway Manager in the case of non-gazetted Railway servants

A) 20 days B) 30 days

C) 10 days     

                  D) 45 days

849 How many sets of P.T.O. issued to the Railway employees?

A) 6 sets both for Gazetted and Non-Gazetted every year from the date of appointment

B) 4 sets both for Gazetted 

and Non-Gazetted every 

year from the date of 

appointment

C)  3 sets both for 

Gazetted and Non-

Gazetted every year 

from the date of 

appointment.

D) 6 sets for Gazetted and 4 sets for Non-Gazetted.

850 How many sets of School Pass issued to Railway employee?

A) 6 sets per year.         B) 4 sets per year. C) 3 sets per year. D) 2 sets per year.
851 Maximum validity for a Privilege Pass?

A) 3 months B) 2 months C) 5 months D) 1 month
852 Attendants of Pass Holder is

A) Part time servant B) Full time paid servant C) Any person D) None
853 Pass to widows/widower of Railway employee was implemented with effect from

A) 12.03.1987 B) 12.03.1990 C)12.03.1989 D) 12.03.1988
854 Full form of P.T.O

A) Personnel Ticket Order B) Privilege Ticket Order C) Pass & Ticket Order D) Permanent Ticket Order
855 How much service (minimum) is required for Post Retired Complimentary Pass

A) 25 years B) 15 years C) 33 years D) 20 years
856 Split Passes are issued to which Railway Servant

A) Only Group ‘A’ service B) All Officers

C) All Railway Servants 

(Group A, B, C & D) D) Only GM/AGM.
857 Gold Pass is issued by

A) Railway board B) General Manager C) PHOD D) Division
858 Gold Pass entitles the holder to travel over Indian Railways with family members in--------

A) 2nd AC B) First AC C) 3rd AC D) Sleeper class
859 Silver Pass is issued to

A) Senior Administrative Grade Officers

B) Junior Administrative 

Grade Officers C) Group C D) Senior Scale officers
860 Silver Pass is issued by

A) Railway board B) General Manager C) PHOD D) Division
861 Silver Pass entitles the holder to travel over Indian Railways with family members in--------

A) 2nd AC B) First AC C) 3rd AC D) Sleeper class
862 Bronze Pass is issued by

A) Railway board B) Zonal Railways C) Division D) None
863 Bronze Pass entitles the holder to travel in the ------------ jurisdiction

A) All India B) Zonal Railways C) Division D) None
864 _______ Issued to the staff to travel on duty occasionally

A) Card pass B) Cheque pass C) Privillege D) PTO
865 _________  issued to all Group ‘C’ & ‘D’ employees who are required to travel frequently for Duty

A) Card pass B) Cheque pass C) Privillege D) PTO
866 For Group A privellege pass ---------------- attendant is permitted to travel in II class

A) 1 B) 2 C) 3 D) 4
867 For Group C employees how many set of Privillege  pass is available for first 5 years of service.

A) 3 B) 4 C) 1 D) 2
868 For Group C employees how many set of Privillege pass is available after 5 years of service.

A) 3 B) 4 C) 1 D) 2
869 Color of First Class Privillege  Pass

A) Green B) Yellow C) White D) Pink
870 Color of First A Class Privillege  Pass

A) Green B) Yellow C) White D) Pink
871 Color of Second Class Privillege  Pass

A) Green B) Yellow C) White D) Pink
872 Color of Second A Class Privillege Pass

A) Green B) Yellow C) White D) Pink
873 For Group D employees how many set of pass is available for first 5 years of service.

A) 3 B) 4 C) 1 D) 2
874 II nd class (Pink color) Privillege pass holders are entitled to travel in

A) First AC B) 2 tier AC C) 3 tier AC D) Sleeper class
875 Maximum number of persons permitted to be included in the pass as dependents

A) 3 B) 4 C) 5 D) 2
876 School pass issued from the place of the institution to the place of the residence of either of the parent when the vacation is more than ----------days

A) 3 B) 10 C) 7 D) 15
877 How many sets of Post retirement pass issued to Group A & B employees having service between 20-25 years

A) 2 sets per annum B) 3 sets per annum C) 5 sets per annum D) 1 sets per annum
878 How many sets of Post retirement pass issued to Group A & B employees having service more than 25 years

A) 2 sets per annum B) 3 sets per annum C) 5 sets per annum D) 1 sets per annum
879 How many sets of Post retirement pass issued to Group C employees having service between 20-25 years

A) 2 sets per annum B) 3 sets per annum C) 5 sets per annum D) 1 sets per annum
880 How many sets of Post retirement pass issued to Group C employees having service more than 25 years

A) 2 sets per annum B) 3 sets per annum C) 5 sets per annum D) 1 sets per annum
881 How many sets of Post retirement pass issued to Group D employees having servicemore than 20 years

A) 2 sets per annum B) 3 sets per annum C) 5 sets per annum D) 1 sets per annum
882 How many attendants is allowed in Residential Card Pass

A) No attendent B) 1 C) 2 D) 3
883 The section in which Residential Card pass could be issued is declared by --------

A) Railway board B) General Manager C) PHOD D) Division
884 Pass issued for Sports activities, Scout & guides activities etc is

A) Privillege pass B) PTO C) Special Pass D) Metal pass
885 Who is not a "dependent relative" as per pass rule:

A) Unmarried or widowed sister B) Invalid brother of any age C) Legally divorced 

sister D) Brother above 21 years & not a bonafide student
886 Who is not a "Family" as per pass rule:

A) Spouse of a railway servant B) Widowed daughters C) Married daughter D) Son or sons of the age of 21 and above who are bonafide student 
887 Definition of "Set" as per pass rule is :

A) Two Pass or P.T.0 for return journey

B) Two Pass or P.T.0 for 

outward journey

C) one Pass or P.T.0 

for outward and return 

journeys D) None
888 Chief Commissioner for Railway safety is entitled for

A) Bronze pass B) Gold pass C) Silver pass D) First A pass
889 The year-ending passes on privilege or PRC account, can be issued during the next -------------months of the following year

A) 4 B) 5 C) 3 D) 2
890 Penalty for Loss of privilege passes I class

A) Rs.5 B) Rs.15 C) Rs. 10 D) Rs.20
891 Privilege Pass/PTO is admissible to Railway servants during -----------kinds of leave

A) All B) Casual leave C) LAP/LHAP D) No
892 Details of family members/dependent relatives should be furnished to the Pass issuing authority at least once in ----------- years

A) 3 B) 2 C) 5 D) 4
893 Passes are not admissible over the Nilgiri Railway during the months of----------------- except to Gazetted Officers of Railways

A) December ,January, February B) March,April,May C) April, May and June D) September, October, November
894 If the attendant is the guardian in a School Pass he/she will be issued only a --------

A) II Class Pass B) First A pass C) First Class pass D) Same as that of Pass holder

895 The Railway Servants (Discipline and Appeal) Rules,1968 came into force on

A) 1st October 1968 B) 1st August 1968 C) 1st January 1968 D) 1st February 1968
896 Which No. of standard form is used for issuance of Major penalty charge sheet on disciplinary proceedings?

A) SF11 B) SF5 C) SF1 D) SF2
897 Which of the following Rules of DAR 1968 does specify the penalties

A) Rule 13 B) Rule 14 C) Rule 6 D) Rule 7
898 Board of enquiry appointed by the Disciplinary authority should contain

A) Not more than 5 members B) Not less than 2 members

C) Not less than 3 

members D) Not more than 4 members
899 Railway Servants (D&A) Rules will not apply to 

A) Inspector of RPF B) Senior Section engineer C) Technician D) Office Superintendent
900 Extension of suspension after review shall not be for a period exceeding

A) 90 days at a time B) 180 days at a time C) 30 days at a time D) 60 days at a time 
901 Railway servant under suspension is entitled to subsistence allowance as per

A) Rule 5 of RS (D&A) Rules, 1968 B) Rule 1342 of R.II 

C) Rule 5 RS (Conduct) 

Rules, 1966 D) None
902 Period of suspension on the death of employee during pendency of the Disciplinary Proceedings shall be treated as 

A) Dies-non B) Period not spent on duty C) Period spent on duty D) Extraordinary Leave 
903 Compassionate allowance in case of removed employee may be granted under

A) Rule 20 of pension rules,1993

B) Rule 64 of pension 

rules1993

C) Rule 65 of pension 

rules1993 D) None
904  How many types of standard forms that are used while initiating action against any Railway employee under D&A Rules, 1968.

A) 1 B) 5 C) 7 D) 11
905 A Railway servant shall be deemed to have been placed under suspension if he has been  put in police custody for a period

A) exceeding 12 hours B) exceeding 24 hours C) exceeding 48 hours D) None
906 50% of subsistence allowance granted under

A) Rule 1342 R-II B) Rule 1343 R-II C) Rule 1345 R-II D) None
907 Review of suspension cases is done after

A) 4 months B) 3 months C) 6 months D) 1 month
908 What amount shall be taken into account for calculating subsistence allowance in case of running staff

A) 40% of basic pay B) 50% of basic pay C) 30% of basic pay D) 60% of basic pay
909 Compulsory deduction from subsistence allowance

A)  PF subscription B) LIC premium C) House rent D) None
910 Gr C' and 'Gr.D' employees under suspension may be given

A) 3 sets of pass B) 2 sets of pass C) one set of pass D) None
911 Which of the standard form is required to be used for issuing the order of deemed suspension

A) SF-1 B) SF-2 C) SF-3 D) SF-4
912 When a Rly. Employee placed under suspension but only a minor penalty is imposed, the treatment of the suspension period as

A) Dies non B) Duty C) Not duty D) None
913 Under which Rule is permissible for consideration of appeal?

A) Rule 20 B) Rule 22 C) Rule 23 D) Rule 25
914 Who is the competent authority to consider the appeal without restriction of time limit

A) PHOD B) GM C) HOD D) DRM
915 Who is the competent to review under Rule 25 A the Railway servants (D&A) Rules,1968

A) GM B) Railway Board C) President D) DRM
916 Which of the following person is not allowed to be engaged as defence counsel

A)  serving Rly. Employee B) retired Rly. Employee C) legal practitioner D) trade union official
917 Appeal should be given within a period of ------------- days from date of order of punishment

A) 10 days B) 30 days C) 45 days D) 60 days
918 Revision should be given within a period of ------------- days if appeal is rejected

A) 10 days B) 30 days C) 45 days D) 60 days
919 Which penalty is not recorded in the service sheet

A) Stoppage of increment B) Stoppage of passes C) Censure D) Warning
920 The following are not in penalty under D&A Rules

A) Censure B) Warning C) Stoppage of passes D) Stoppage of increment
921 Reduction to a lower stage in a time scale of pay for a period not exceeding 3 years without calculation effect and not adversely affecting his pension

A) Major penalty B) Minor penalty C)Not a penalty D) None
922 D&A Rules 1968 will not apply to

A) Permanent employee B) Apprentice

C) Casual lab our with 

temporary status D) Probationers
923 Penalty of compulsory retirement, removal or dismissed from service should be imposed only by

A) Controlling officer B) Disciplinary authority C) Appointing authority D) Higher than control officer

924 What is the full form of LHB?

a. Lower heavy Bogie b) Linke Hofmann-Busch c.low height Bogie  d) None of these
925 What is the length over body of LHB coaches?

a) 23570 mm b) 23545 mm c) 23540 mm d) 23565 mm
926 What is the maximum width over body of LHB coaches?

a) 3260 mm b) 3240 mm c) 3456 mm d) 2356 mm
927 Height of compartment floor from rail level under tare condition of LHB coaches?

a) 1320 mm b) 1389 mm c) 1305 mm d) 1345 mm
928 What is Maximum height of centre line of side CBC above rail for empty vehicle?

a)1108 mm b) 1107 mm c) 1105 mm d) 1103 mm
929 What is minimum height of centre line of CBC above rail level for loaded vehicle ?

a)1030 mm b) 1039 mm c )1025 mm d) 1029mm
930 What is the higher speed potential of LHB coaches?

a) upgradeable to 180 Kmph b) upgradeable to 200 Kmph c) upgradeable to 140 Kmphd) upgradeable to 150 Kmph
931 What is the wheel gauge of LHB wheel?

a. 1676 mm b) 1600±1 mm c) 1620 mm d) 1676 ±1 mm
932 What is the new wheel diameter of LHB wheel?

a ) 910mm b ) 911 mm c ) 912 mm d ) 915 mm
933 What is the condemning limit of LHB wheel diameter?

a) 845 mm b ) 862 mm c ) 912 mm d ) 852 mm
934 How many brake disc on one wheel?

a )1 b ) 2 c ) 3 d) 4
935 Which type of Roller bearing is used in LHB coaches?

a)Spherical Roller bearing b) Plain Roller bearing c)Cartridge Tapered Roller bearingd ) None of the above
936 What is the thickness of wheel flange in LHB coaches?

a ) 28mm b ) 29.4 mm c) 26mm d ) 25 mm
937 What is the thickness of brake disc.?

a. 100 mm b) 110 mm c) 105 mm d) 108 mm
938 What is the diameter of brake disc?

a. 650 mm b) 630 mm c) 640 mm d) 645 mm
939 What is the name of shock absorber connected between bogie and car body?

a. Primary b) Secondary c ) Yaw damper d ) None of the above
940 Trip Maintenance Schedule i.e. D1 of LHB Coach is done -

a.7±1 days b) 15 days c)Every Trip d) 30 days
941 D2 Maintenance Schedule of LHB Coach is done -

a) 30 days ± 1days b) 30 days ± 3days c) 30 days ± 5days d) 30 days ± 7days
942 D3 Maintenance Schedule i.e. of LHB Coach is done -

150 days ± 1days b) 120 days ± 3days c)180 days ± 15 days d) 90 days ±7days
943 ‘SS-I’ (Shop Schedule-1) of LHB coach is done -

a) 1 year b) 2 years c) 1.5 year or 6 laks Kms d)3 years or 6 laks Kms 
944 ‘IOH’ of LHB coaches is done -

a) 18 months b) 12 months c) 9 months d) 14 months
945 Codal life of LHB coaches is

a. 30 years b) 25 years c)None of the above d) 35 years
946 wheel base of LHB bogie?

a) 2440 mm b) 2696 mm c)2560 mm d) 2570 mm
947 Cross members of under frame of LHB Coaches are manufactured from

a) Austenitic steel (SS 304) b) IRSM-41 c)Ferritic steel (SS-409) d) IRSM-44
948 Thickness of Roof sheets of LHB coaches are -

a) 2mm & 2.75 b) 1.25 mm & 1.7 mm c) 3mm & 3.25 mm 2.75 mm & 2.5 mm
949 Thickness of Corrugated sheets of LHB coaches are -

a)2mm b ) 3 mm c)1.25 mm d) 2.5 mm
950 Thickness of side wall sheets of LHB coaches are -

a) 2 mm b) 3 mm c) 1.25 mm d) 2.5 mm
951 Sole bar of LHB Coaches are manufactured from -

a) Austenitic steel (SS 304) b) IRSM-41 c)Ferritic steel (SS-409) d) IRSM-44
952 Thickness of sole bar of LHB coaches is -

a) 2 mm b) 3 mm c) 4mm d) 6mm
953 Thickness of Roof flange of LHB coaches is -

a) 2 mm b) 3 mm c) 4mm d) 6mm
954 Material of yaw damper bracket of LHB Coaches is -

a) Austenitic steel (SS 304) b) IRSM-41 c)Ferritic steel (SS-409) d) Cast steel
955 The Fire Extinguisher used in AC LHB coaches is

a) Foam type b) DCP Type c) CO2 type d) none 
956 Fire Extinguisher should be refilled -

a) Every month b) Every 3 months c) After 1 year d) On every trip
957 Which type of CBC is fitted in LHB Coaches?

a. E b) H c) EH d) None of these
958 The CBC fitted on LHB coaches’ has feature

a. Anti slipping b) Anti rotation c) Anti climbing d) None of these
959 The tensile stroke of CBC is

a. 53-58 mm b) 45-50 mm c) 60-65 mm d) 35-40 mm
960 The maximum buffing stroke of CBC is -

a. 58 mm b) 75 mm c) 80 mm d) 85 mm
961 What is the means of Anti climbing?

a. Protection against climbing of one coach to another in case of accident.
962 b. Protection against telescopic of one coach to another in case of accident.

c )Both a & b d) None of these
963 Vertical gathering range of CBC is -

a) 90mm b ) 100mm c ) 110mm d ) 65 mm
964 The anti toll bar must be checked for -

a. Any wear ness b) Any cracks c. Free movement d) All the above
965 Wheel tapping is done to detect

a. Any hair crack b) Any material flow c. Any wheel shelling d) All the above
966 What is the purpose of supporting device?

a. To support CBC weight. b)To equalize vertical forces of CBCc. Both a & b. d) None of these
967 During coupling operation the speed of vehicle should be -

a. 3-5 kmph b) 2-3 kmph c) 5 kmph. d) 6-7 kmph
968 The coupler should be checked by help of gauge at -

a. Every 4 months b) Every 6 months c) Every 3 months d)Every 5 months
969 ‘Jaw gap gauge test’ is performed when knuckle in -



a. Closed position b) Open position c) a & b d) None of above
970 During check of Jaw gap the gauge should be -

a. Pass through the gap. b) Must not pass through the gapc. None of above. d) Can not say
971 Gauging of CBC is done when -

a. Knuckle in closed position. b) Knuckle in open position. c. Either a or b d) None of above
972 The max height of supporting device should be

a. 190 mm b) 187 mm c) 187.5 mm d) 189.5 mm
973 To keep the coupler in level, the maximum distance between centre of coupler and lower edge of socket should be

a. 250mm b) 260mm c) 240mm d) 255 mm
974 Maximum torque is required for supporting device bolts.

a. 400 NM b) 200 NM c) 500 NM d) 550 NM
975 Maximum torque is required for base plate bolts.

a. 45 NM b) 180-200NM c) 500 ±25 NM d) 55±50 NM
976 Max. thickness of shim required for increase of buffer height

a) 2 mm b) 3 mm c) 4mm d) 6mm
977 How many brake cylinders are uses in a LHB type coaches.

a. 1 b) 6 c. 12 d) 8
978 Outer diameter of main BP & FP pipe line is -

a. 20mm b) 32 mm c) 28 mm d) 40 mm
979 Outer diameter of main BC pipe line is -

a.20 mm b) 18 mm c) 28 mm d) 40 mm
980 Brake caliper unit mounted on

a)Bogie cross beam b)Bogie side frame c)Wheel axle d)Any of above
981 By pass system is used in brake system when -

a) F.P pipe broken b)B.P Pipe broken c)Hose pipe broken d)Any of these
982 What will you do when one end BP angle cock leakage enroute –

a) By pass the coach b)Single pipe the train c) Isolate the line from T- jointd. Any of above
983 . What can do to prevent brake caliper unit jamming 

a. Regular clean & lubricate middle pin b.Regular clean & lubricate mounting boltc. Clean & lubricate brake pad pind) Any of above
984 With respect to Kms, Frequency of SS-III is

a.10 Lakh Kms c. 10 Lakh Kms c) 20 Lakh Kms d. 24 Lakh Kms
985 Frequency of SS-III is -

a. 2 years b) 3 years c. 6 years d) 5 years 
986 With respect to Kms, Frequency of SS-II is -

a. 5 Lakh Kms b) 6 Lakh Kms c. 10 Lakh Kms d) 12 Lakh Km
987 Frequency of SS-II is -

a. 1 year b) 2 years c. 3 years d) 5 years
988 With respect to Kms, Frequency of SS-I is -

a. 5 Lakh Kms b) 6 Lakh Kms c. 10 Lakh Kms d) 12 Lakh Kms
989 Frequency of SS-I is -

a. 18 month ± 30 days b) 20 months± 7 day c. 24 months± 15 day d) D3 Schedule
990 Where shop schedule is carried out -

a. In primary depot b) In sick line c. In work shops d) none
991 What is SS-I?

a. Shop Superintendent-I b) Shop Schedule-I c. None of these d) All
992 Lubrication of door seals with silicon paste is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
993 Inspection of Leaf of sliding door is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
994 Inspection of seats, Luggage rack etc. is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 & D3 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
995 Draining of Air tank is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
996 Cleaning of Air Filter is done in

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D2 and D3 Schedule
997 Checking of tell tale recess for ensuring proper coupling is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
998 Inspection of coupler head, knuckle for damage is checked in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
999 Lubrication of all pins and bushes is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b)D3 & D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1000 Inspection of grease oozing out of anti roll bar bearing is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1001 Checking of wheel profile gauge is done in

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1002 Checking of bearing for hot and grease leakage is done in 

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1003 Checking of crack, damage of spring is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1004 Inspection of earthing equipment for wear of carbon bars -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D2 &D3 Schedule
1005 . Checking of air hoses is done in

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1006 Carrying out of functional test on pneumatic brake system in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1007 Checking of functionality of brake equipment and hand brake equipment in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1008 Washing of bogie frame thoroughly with water jet in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1009 Checking of bogie bolster assembly and bracket etc in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1010 Touching up damaged paint inside and outside in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1011 Examination of sole bar for corrosion is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1012 Thoroughly cleaning and removing dust, rust accumulated at pillars is done in -

a. D1 Schedule b) D2 Schedule c. D1, D2 & D3 Schedule d) D3 Schedule
1013 The main function of anti roll bar is -

a. To allow rolling action of the coach b. To prevent Rolling action of the coachc. To provided strength for bogied. To negotiate the track curve
1014 The anti toll bar must be checked for -

a. Any wear ness b) Any cracks c. Free movement d) All the above
1015 Wheel tapping is done to detect

a. Any hair crack b) Any material flow c. Any wheel shelling d) All the above
1016 How much shelling on a wheel can be allowed -

a.50 mm b) 30 mm c.20 mm multiple d) No shelling allowed
1017 The NRV is provided in

a. BC line b) BP line c. FP line d) All above
1018 If the silent block of traction link shifted to one side the traction link -

a. Must be replaced b. Not required replacing c. Can be allowed for one tripd. None of these
1019 What is the purpose to provide primary dampers -

a. To minimize primary damping b. To support primary springs c. To improve primary suspensiond. All of above
1020 What is the purpose to provided yaw dampers?

a. To minimize rolling motion b. To minimize scattering action of coachc. To improve riding indexd. All the above 
1021 Why only one lateral damper is provided on each bogie -

a. To reduce the total cost of coach b. To reduce total weight of coachc. To improve lateral damping of one sided. It can control both side lateral movements
1022 The movement of sliding doors can be adjusted by

a. Adjusting of cylinder b) Adjusting of belt c. Adjusting of cylinder screwd) All of above
1023 For free movement of sliding and vestibule doors

a. Oil should be provided on shaft b. Grease should be provided on shaftc. Vaseline should be provided on shaftd. Any of above
1024 Curtains and Rexene seats provided on LHB coaches are

a. Fiber made b) Fire retardant c. Fire proof d) All of above
1025 What is the purpose to provide sensor on water tank?

a. Availability of water b. Capacity of water tank c. Location of water tank d. To provide signal to pump contro
1026 Full form of W.S.P

a. Whole System Process b. Whole system procedure c. Wheel sliding protectiond. None of these.

1027

a) Circular b) Rectangular c) Square d) Triangular

1028

a) 45 degree b) 120 degree c) 90 degree d) 180 degree

1029

a) Measuring jaws b) Holder c) Rod clamp d) Base

1030

a. Accuracy b. Precision c. Standard d. Sensitivity

1031 Which of the following is a type of direct measuring instrument?

A. Scriber  B. Divider C. Vernier calliper  D. Oddleg calliper 

1032

a. Accuracy b. Precision c. Standard d. Sensitivity

1033

a. Direct comparison b. Indirect comparison c. both ‘a’ and ‘b’ d. None of the above

1034

A : Button spinning on a loop of string B : Principle of interference
C : Optical 

magnification
D : Principle of transformer

1035 How many divisions are graduated on thimble?

A : 20 B : 25 C : 45 D : 50

1036 A positive allowance will always result in a _____ fit.

A : Clearance B : Interference C : Allowance D : None of the above

1037 The following is an internationally recognized and accepted unit system

A : MKS B : FPS C : SI D : All of the above

1038 To compare an unknown with a standard through a calibrated system is called

A : Direct comparison B : Indirect comparison C : both ‘a’ and ‘b’ D : None of the above

1039 An objective of quality circle team is to ______ errors and _______ quality.

A : reduce, enhance B : increase, enhance C : reduce, demean D : increase, demean

1040 Circular scale on micrometer is marked on

A : anvil B : barrel C : thimble D : ratchet

1041 Which of the following is true for the multiple start screw threads

A : It is produced by a single helical groove
B : Grooves should be 

different in spacing

C : It gives a quick 

transverse
D : It is formed in a transverse section on a cylinder

1042 The following is a line standard of measurement

A : Measuring tape B : Slip gauge C : Micrometer D : End bars

1043 A negative allowance will always result in a _____ fit.

A : Clearance B : Interference C : Allowance D : None of the above

1044 The frequency distribution of a numerical data can be graphically represented by a ______

A : Histogram B : Plan Do Study Act C : Scatter Diagram D : Fishbone Diagram

1045 Which formula is used to calculate quality of performance

A : Quality of performance = quality of design + quality of conformance

B : Quality of performance = 

quality of design – quality of 

conformance

C : Quality of 

performance = quality 

of design + availability

D : None of the above

1046 The following is used to check the diameters of holes

A : Plug gauge B : Ring gauge C : Slip gauge D : Standard screw pitch gauge

1047 Which of the following is not determined by the functional type of inspection

A : Lead B : Noise level C : Variation in action D : Vibration

1048 Which of the following is not a name of the major diameter of an external thread

A : Outside diameter B : Crest diameter C : Full diameter D : Cone diameter

1049 The amount by which the actual size of a shaft is less than the actual size of mating hole in an assembly

A : Clearance B : Interference C : Allowance D : None of the above

1050 The degree of closeness of the measured value of a certain quantity with its true value is known as

A : Accuracy B : Precision C : Standard D : Sensitivity

1051 The following is not used to measure angles

A : Bevel protectors B : Calibrated levels C : Clinometers D : Optical flats

1052 The thickness of light gauge sheet steel can be best checked with a

A : Finely divided steel scale B : Depth gauge C : Hermaphrodite caliperD : Micrometer

1053 The principle of ‘Interchangeability’ is normally employed for

A : Mass production
B : Production of identical 

parts

C : Parts within the 

prescribed limits of 

sizes

D : All of the above

1054 What is the advantage of mechanical comparator over others?

A : Less moving parts B : No need of external supply C : No error due to parallaxD : Large range of instrument

1055 What is the range of bevel protractor?

A : 90-270° B : 0-90° C : 0-180° D : 0-360

1056 What is the sine center?

A : Center of the sine bar
B : Sine bar with block 

holding centers

C : Sine bar with a hole 

in center
D : Sine bar with hollow rod in center

1057 Measuring instrument which conforms to all the specified statutory provisions is called

A.Ordinary measuring instrument
B.Measuring instrument 

acceptable for verification

C.Auxiliary measuring 

instrument
D.Legal measuring instrument

1058 The study of scientific metrology deals with

a. accuracy and methods of measurement b. standard specifications
c. theories related to 

nature
d. all of the above

1059  Which of the following processes is used to monitor space signals of a space craft?

a. Stroboscope b. Telemetry c. Pyrometer d. None of the above

1060 Which of the following is not a type of direct measuring instrument?

a. micrometer b. vernier caliper c. divider d. All of the above

1061 Johansson mickrocator is a type of

a. mechanical optical comparator b. mechanical comparator c. optical comparator d. electrical comparator

1062  Which method is used to test the straightness of an object?

a. Indicator method b. Interference method c. Wedge method d. All of the above

1063 What is a least square line?

a. A line which has sum of errors minimum

b. A line which has sum of 

difference of errors 

minimum

c. A line which has sum 

of squares of errors 

minimum

d. None of the above

1064 Which of the following is not a fundamental quantity?

A. length B. angle C. time D. luminous intensity

1065 Which of the following error is caused by poor calibration of the instrument?

A. random error B. gross error C. systematic error D. precision error

1066 Which of the following is not among the methods of linear measurements?

A. direct measurements
B. measurements by optical 

means

C. indirect 

measurements
D. electromagnetic methods or edm

1067 Instrument for registering the number of revolutions of a wheel is            

A. odometer B. pedometer C. pedometer D. chaining

1068 Which of the following option is incorrect about interchangeability?

A. increase output
B. increase cost of 

production

C. useful in mass 

production
D. assembly time increases

1069 Scriber is made of 

a) Copper  b) High carbon steel  c) Mild steel  d) Cast iron 

1070 Which one of the following parts of a universal surface gauge helps to draw parallel lines along a datum edge ? 

a) Fine adjusting screw  b) Guide pins  c) Base  d) Rocker arm 

1071 Which of the following is not the part of a combination set ? 

a) Stock  b) Protractor head  c) Square head  d) Centre head 

1072 A divider is used for 

a) Scribing circles  b) Scribing arcs 
c) Transferring and 

stepping of distances 
d) All of the above 

1073 ’V’ blocks are available in grades of 

a) 0 and 1  b) 1 and 2  c) A1 and A2  d) A and B 

What is the shape of the tool maker’s flats?

What is the angle between the two surfaces of an angle plate?

Which of the following is not a slip gauge accessory?

The degree of closeness of the measured value of a certain quantity with its true value is known as

The ability by which a measuring device can detect small differences in the quantity being measured by it, is called its

To compare an unknown with a standard through a calibrated system is called

What is the principle of ‘The Johansson Mikrokator’?



1074 The slots are provided on angle plate for 

a) Accommodation bolts  b) Hanging with hooks  c) Reducing weight  d) Aligning the work 

1075 During Marking, the reference surface is provided by 

a) Sketch of the job  b) Workpiece 
c) Marking off table 

surface 
d) Surface gauge 

1076 The point angle of centre punch is 

a) 30°  b) 60°  c) 90°  d) 120°

1077 The point angle of Scriber is 

a) 30°  b) 60°  c) 5° to 10°  d) 12° to 15° 

1078 ’V’ block is used to hold round bars. It has a Vee groove which is usually 

a) 30°  b) 60°  c) 90°  d) 120° 

1079 Which type of rule is used for marking and measuring patterns and hot jobs handled by blacksmith ?

a) Narrow rule  b) Shrink rule  c) Hook rule  d) Short rule 

1080 The tool which is used for laying out large circles is 

a) Trammel  b) Divider  c) Jenny caliper  d) Scriber

1081 Which head is used and set to any required angle in the combination set?

a) Square head b) Protractor head c) Centre head d) Rule

1082 The surface roughness on a drawing is represented by

a. Square B. Curves C. Triangles D. Zig-zag lines

1083 Wear allowance is provided on

a. Go gauge B. No go gauge
C. Both Go and No Go 

gauge
D. When both are combined in one gauge

1084 The term “Allowance” in limits and fits is usually referred to

a. Minimum clearance between shaft and hole
B. Maximum clearance 

between shaft and hole

C. A difference of 

tolerance of hole and 

shaft

D. Difference between maximum size and minimum size of the hole

1085 _______ is an example of transition fit.

a. Running fit B. Expansion fit C. Wringing fit D. Shrinkage fit 

1086 Clearance between the mating parts is measured using

a. Dial gauge B. Go - gauge C. No – go gauge D. Feeler gauge

1087 Which of the following can be used to scribe lines parallel to the edges of a part?

a. Vernier calipers B. Screw gauge C. Divider D. Hermaphrodite

1088 What is the most commonly standard length of a feeler gauge blade?

a. 25 mm B. 65 mm C. 100 mm D. 50 mm

1089 The length of the sine bar is the distance between

a. Center-to-center distance between rollers
B. Out-of-distance distance 

between rollers.

C. Diagonal cross-

length of sine bar
D. One end at the other end of the sign bar

1090 The diameters of the hole and shaft are specified respectively as 50
±0.05

 mm and 50
–0.04

 mm. The fit is a:

a. Interference fit B. Transition fit C. Clearance fit D. Data insufficient to decide

1091 In order to have an interference fit, it is essential that the lower limit of the shaft should be:

a. Greater than upper limit of the hole
B. Lesser than upper limit of 

the hole

C. Greater than lower 

limit of the hole
D. Lesser than lower limit of the hole

1092 In a hole basis system, the lower deviation for the hole ‘H’ is 

a. 0 mm B. 0.1 mm C. 1 mm D. 0.01 mm 

1093 What is measured by the vernier bevel protractor?

a. Angle B. Outer diameter C. Thickness D. Inner diameter

1094 A feeler gauge is used for 

a. Checking accuracy of holes
B. Checking gap between 

the mating parts

C. Checking radii of 

jobs
D. Adjusting the parts for play

1095 One micron is equal to ______ Centimetre.

A. 1/1000 B. 1/100 C. 1/10 D. 1/10000

1096 The number of threads per inch can be checked with a ____.

A. slip gauge B. ring gauge C. metric rule D. screw pitch gauge

1097 Which of the following compass is used to scribe a circle or an arc with a large diameter?

a. Trammel compass B. Ordinary compass C. Wing compass D. Spring compass

1098 Which one of the gauges are used to check the accuracy of an external thread?

a. Thread ring gauges B. Snap gauges C. Taper ring gauges D. Vernier gauges

1099 Hardness of slip gauges should be,

1. 55 HRC B. 58 HRC C. 64 HRC D. 50 HRC

1100 The difference between the maximum and the minimum limit of size is known as

A. Deviation  B. Tolerance C. Fit D. Interference

1101 Lubrication oil used for........

A. Minimised friction  B. Away dirt
C. Cooling automobile 

parts 
D. All of above 

1102 Which of the following is important properties of lubrication ?

A. Viscosity  B. Density  C. Thermal conductivity  D. Melting point

1103 Which types of lubricant oil used for railway tracks ?

A. Coconut oil B. Graphite  C. Vegetable oil  D. All of above 

1104 Graphite is .............. lubricant. 

A. Solid  B. Semi solid  C. Liquid  D. None of these 

1105 The micrometer principle of measurement is also applied to:

(a) Inside measurement (b) Depth measurement (c) Screw threads measurement(d) All of the above

1106 Instrument used for angular measurement.

(a) Protractors (b) Vernier level protractors (c) Dial level protractors (d) All of the above

1107 Engineer’s steel rule is a precision measuring instruments and must be treated as such, and kept in a:

(a) Polished condition (b) Fine condition (c) Corrosion condition (d) None of the above

1108 The scale can be manufactured in different sizes and scales, the scale is available in:

(a) 150 mm and 30 mm lengths
(b) 600 mm and 1000 mm 

lengths
(c) All of the above (d) None of the above

1109 Shrinking rules are the scales used in foundry shop and:

(a) Forging shop (b) Pattern making shop (c) Welding shop (d) All of the above

1110 The desirable qualities of steel rule are:

(a) Good quality spring steel and clearly engraved Lines
(b) Reputed make and 

Metric on two edges

(c) Thickness should be 

minimum
(d) All of the above

1111 The joints locate the legs is a straight line during service and also allow the rule to fold into a convenient length.

(a) Measuring Tip (b) Folding Rule (c) Hook Rule (d) None of the above

1112  The degree of accuracy which can be obtained measurements with a steel rule or scale depend:

(a) Quality of the rule (b) Skill of the user (c) Both of the above (d) None of the all

1113 Intended for use in tailoring or dress making are typically made of flexible cloth or plastic:

(a) Folding rule (b) Holding rule (c) Measuring Tip (d) All of the above

1114 It is a metal plate with an optically flat surface which is as a plane of reference:

(a) Angle plate (b) Surface plate (c) Both of the above (d) None of the above

1115 The setting of the surface plate is done with the help of screws jack or:

(a) Nut & Bolts (b) Nails (c) Adjusting Screws (d) None of the above

1116 The straightness can be measured by the method of:

(a) Straight edge methods and the wedge method (b) The level method
(c) The autocollimator 

method
(d) All of the above

1117 It consists a scaled glass tube, which contains ether vapour in the form of a bubble:

(a) Engineering parallels (b) Spirit levels (c) Dial indicator (d) All of the above

1118 Engineers parallels are available:

(a) Solid type (b) Box type (c) Adjustable type (d) All of the above

1119 Combination set the squaring and scale cube used for:

(a) Height measurement (b) Depth measurement (c) Both of above (d) None of all

1120 Graduated measuring instruments incorporate graduate spacing representing known:

(a) Circles (b) Squares (c) Distance (d)None of the above

1121 The verification of the measuring accuracy of the instruments after appropriate intervals is called:

(a) Calibration (b) Random (c) Inspection (d) None of the above

1122 Measurement includes the estimation of a physical quantity such as:

(a) Distance (b) Energy (c) Temperature or Time (d) All of the above

1123 A scribing tool consisting of one divider and one caliper leg is also known as:

(a) Odd leg caliper (b) Hermooheradite caliper (c) Both of above. (d) None of the all

1124 Hand tool used in the metal trades to mark on work piece is known as:

(a) Divider (b) Scriber (c) Scale (d) None of the above

1125 It consists simply of a rod of high carbon steel in its hardened state, that has been sharpened:

(a) Scriber (b) Divider (c) Both of the above (d) None of the above

1126 The scriber block may also be used in place of a:

(a) Surface Gauge (b) Dial test indicator (c) Both of the above (d) None of the above

1127 Expressing a dimension as 20.3 ± 0.02 mm is the case of:

(a) Limiting dimension (b) Bilateral dimension (c) Unilateral dimension (d) All of the above

1128 Basic hole and basic shaft are those whose upper deviation and lower deviation respectively are:

(a) Zero, Zero (b) Minimum, Minimum (c) Minimum, Maximum (d) None of the above

1129 The difference between the maximum limit of size and the minimum limit of size called:

(a) Size tolerance (b) Tolerance zone (c) Standard tolerance (d) All of the above

1130 The two extreme permissible sizes between which the actual size is contained is called:

(a) Maximum limit of size (b) Minimum limit of size (c) Limit of size (d) None of the all

1131 In limits and fits System, basic shaft system is one whose:

(a) Minimum clearance is zero
(b) Maximum clearance is 

zero

(c) Lower deviation is 

Zero
(d) Upper deviation is zero

1132 Which of the following methods is not used for testing straightness:

(a) Spirit level method (b) Autocollimator (c) Interference method (d) Beam comporator

1133  Expressing a dimension as 50.5/50.5 mm is the case of:

(a) Bilateral tolerance (b) Unilateral tolerance (c) Limiting dimension (d) None of the above

1134 The diameter of very large bores can be measured accurately by:

(a) Keil part gauge (b) Cylindrical gauge
(c) Swinging a pin 

gauge in the bore
(d) All of the above

1135 A feeler gauge is used to check:

(a) Surface roughness (b) Screw pitch (c) Surface roughness (d) Thickness of clearance

1136 In wire gauge the slots has been numbered it is available from gauge 1 to 10.

(a) 20 (b) 30 (c) 40 (d) 50

1137 A gauge is a tool to used to measure the readings of an object is called:

(a) Diameter Gauge (b) Radius Gauge (c) Feeler Gauge (d) All of the above

1138 The vernier height gauge may be used in metal to mark items for machining at the specific.

(a) Depth (b) Diameter (c) Height (d) None of the above

1139 The plate of holes of various sizes, which have been drilled by an are equal to different sizes bits:

(a) Pin Gauge (b) Dove tail gauge (c) Sheet metal gauge (d) Drill gauge

1140 The diameter of large bore cannot be easily measured by micrometer or vernier etc. can be measured by:

(a) Height Gauge (b) Snap Gauge (c) Pin Gauge (d) All of the above

1141 The moderation of neutrons by hydrogen atom is used as the basis for moisture detection in the instrument of:

(a) Profile Gauge (b) Nuclear moisture gauge (c) Dead weight gauge (d) All of the above

1142 The two slip gauges in precision measurement are joined by:

(a) Sliding (b) Slipping (c) Assembling (d) None of the above

1143 Which of the following is not accessory of slip gauges:

(a) Measuring jaws (b) Holder (c) Base (d) Calipers

1144 The following type of gauge has gauging sections combined on one end:

(a) Limit gauge (b) Fixed gauge (c) Progressive gauge (d) Go and No Go gauges

1145 Zero to negative allowance, assemblies are selective and not interchangeable:

(a) Tight fit (b) Shrink fit (c) Wringing fit (d) Sung fit

1146 It is imaginary line running longitudinally through the centre of the screw.

(a) Form of thread (b) Creast of thread (c) Root of thread (d) Axis of a thread

1147 Crest of threadd is defined as the prominent part of thread, whether it be external or:

(a) Right-hand (b) Left hand (c) Internal (d) None of the above

1148 These are straight edges which connect the crest with the root.

(a) Flank angle (b) Flanks of thread (c) Angle of thread (d) All of the above

1149 It is the axial distance moved by the thread part:

(a) Pitch (b) Lead (c) Lead angle (d) Helix angle

1150 It is the distance from the crest or trip of the thread to the root distance:

(a) Depth of thread (b) Angle of thread (c) Helix angle (d) Axial thickness

1151 For an external thread, it is defined as the radial distance between the major and pitch cylinder.

(a) Dedendum (b) Adendum (c) Major diameter (d) Minor diameter

1152 It is often referred to as the outside diameter crest diameter or full diameter of external threads:

(a) Major diameter (b) Minor diameter (c) Effective diameter (d) Functional (virtual) diameter

1153 The American national standards institute (ANSI) has established the classed of fits are:

(a) 6 (b) 7 (c) 8 (d) 10

1154 No movement under lad is intended and no shaking is wanted, it is the tightest fit that can be assembled by hand:

(a) Free fit (b) Medium fit (c) Wringing fit (d) Sung fit

1155 Pick up the correct statement. A comparator:

(a) Needs to be calibrated (b) Need not be calibrated (c) Contains a calibrated scale(d) Is highly accurate over its complete measuring range.

1156 The microscope had been in use since early century of:

(a) Seventeenth (b) Eighteenth (c) Nineteenth (d) Twenteenth

1157 It has small number of moving parts:

(a) Optical comparator (b) Electrical comparator (c) Pneumatic comparator(d) All of the above

1158 Electrical comparators are also known as:

(a) Mechanical measuring system
(b) Pneumatic measuring 

system

(c) Electro-mechanical 

measuring system
(d) Vertical caliper



1159 Which of the following instruments is most accurate:

(a) Mechanical comparator (b) Optical projector (c) Slip gauge (d) Vertical caliper

1160 Optical gauge works on the principle of:

(a) Reflection (b) Refraction (c) Interference of light rays(d) Polarization

1161 Which comparator utilizes the principle of a button spinning on a loop of string:

(a) Optical comparator (b) Zeiss comparator (c) Aramson comparator (d) None of the above

1162 A comparator for its working depends on:

(a) Optical devices
(b) Accurately calibrated 

scale

(c) Determining zero 

error of scale correctly
(d) Comparison with standard such as slip gauges

1163 For general use the measuring tip of comparator should be:

(a) Sphercial (b) Flat (c) Conical (d) Concave

1164 Eden-Rolt comparator is a popular instruments:

(a) Measurement of slip gauges
(b) Calibration of slip 

gauges

(c) Measurement of 

linear movement
(d) Measurement of angles

1165 Name the instrument to measure height of block step.

A. Tube micrometer B. Outside micrometer C. Depth micrometer D. Inside micrometer

1166 An outside micrometer has a negative error. The correct reading can be taken by:

A. adding twice the negative error in the actual reading 
B. adding the negative error 

in the actual reading 

C. deducing the 

negative error from the 

actual reading 

D. deducting twice the negative error from the actual reading 

1167 A Vernier scale is good enough to read in _____ after the decimal.

A. One digit B. Two digits C. Three digits D. Four digits

1168 Which of the following is a type of direct measuring instrument?

A. Scriber  B. Divider C. Vernier calliper  D. Oddleg calliper 

1169 Least count of vernier caliper in metric system is

A. 0.001 mm B. 0.01 mm C. 0.05 mm D. 0.02 mm

1170 The least count of Vernier bevel protractor is ____ 

A. 10’ B. 1’ C. 5’ D. 2’
1171 Which of the following elements is a metal?

A) Nitrogen B)        Oxygen C) Sodium             D) Sulphur
1172 Which of the following is a non-metal?

A) Sodium             B) Magnesium C) Calcium             D) Phosphorus
1173 Which of the following metals is the most reactive metal among the following?

A) Lead                             B) Iron C) Copper              D) Mercury
1174 When cinnabar (an ore of mercury) is heated in the presence of oxygen, the gas evolved is:

A) O2 B) SO2 C) SO3           D) CO2
1175 An alloy is a mixture of:

A) Metals B) Metals and non-metals C) Non-metals D) Both [a] and [b
1176 The unwanted materials or impurities present in the ores are called:

A) Mineral              B) Alloy C) Gangue D) Corrosion
1177 Rusting of iron can be prevented by:

A) Painting             B) Galvanisation

C) Greasing 

                       D) All the above
1178 Which of the following is an alloy of mercury?

A) Brass                 B) Solder C) Amalgam           D) Cinnabar
1179 Which one of the following metals is used for making ornaments

A) Gold                             B) Silver

C) Platinum                  

      D) All the above
1180 An element X reacts with oxygen and forms oxide of X which turns red litmus Solution blue. An element X is a:

A) Non-metal                      B) Metal C) Plastic               D) Either [a] or [b]
1181 The gas released when metals react with water:

A) Nitrogen B)                    Oxygen C) Hydrogen           D) Chlorine
1182 Which one of the following statements is incorrect?

A) Potassium reacts with oxygen to form basic oxide. B) Copper reacts with dilute 

hydrochloric acid to form 

copper chloride and 

hydrogen gas.

C) Magnesium nitrate is 

formed when 

magnesium reacts with 

dilute nitric acid.

D) All the above

1183 Which one of the following is correct about aqua-regia?

A) It is a mixture of one part of concentrated nitric acid and three parts of concentrated hydrochloric acid.

B) It is a mixture of one part 

of dilute nitric acid and three 

parts of concentrated 

sulphuric acid.

C) It can dissolve all 

metals. D) Both [a] and [c]
1184 Few metals are given below.  Zn, Sn, Ag, Na, Ca Arrange the above given metals from least reactive to most reactive.

A) Sn<Na<Zn<Ca<Ag B) Ag<Zn<Sn<Na<Ca C) Ag<Sn<Zn<Ca<Na D) Zn<Sn<Ag<Ca<Na
1185 Which one of the following metals is more reactive than hydrogen?

A) Ag                                B) Au C) Pb                    D) Hg
1186 In the given chemical reaction, which metal is more reactive? FeSO4+Zn→ZnSO4+Fe

A) Fe                                 B) Zn C) O2 D) All the above
1187 In which one of the following displacement reaction does not occur?

A) Copper metal with silver nitrate solution.

B) Copper metal with sodium 

chloride solution.

C) Silver metal with iron 

sulphate solution. D) Both [b] and [c]
1188 An element Y reacts with oxygen to form oxides of Y which turns blue litmus solution to red. Element Y is:

A) A metal             B) A non-metal C) Either [a] or [b] D)        Plastic
1189 Which one of the following will displace hydrogen from acids to form salts?

A) Cl                                 B) P

C) S                            

      D) Mg
1190 Which one of the following forms a basic oxide on reacting with oxygen?

A) Iodine                B) Potassium C) Fluorine             D) Neon
1191 Which one of the following is incorrectly paired?

A) Bass - Cu and Zn B) Bronze - Cu, Zn and Sn C) Solder - Pb and Sn D) Duralumin - Al, Cu, Mg and Zn
1192 Number of valence electrons in potassium is:

A) 2                                  B) 1

C) 3                             

     D) 4
1193 Which one of the following statements is correct?

A) All metals are electropositive in nature.

B) Metals are good reducing 

agents.

C) All alkali metals can 

be cut by a knife. D) All the above
1194 Which one of the following is a semi-metal?

A) Ge                            B) Si C) Sb                         D)     All the above
1195 Which one of the following is a redox reaction?

A) Zn+Cl2→Zncl2 B) 2Ca+H2→2CaH2 C) Mg+2H2O→Mg(OH)2+H2D) All the above
1196 The metal which forms hydride with hydrogen is:

A) Sodium             B) Potassium

C) Calcium 

                        D) All the above
1197 A metal having electronic configuration 2, 8, 8, 3 is:

A) Calcium             B) Potassium C) Silver                D) Scandium
1198 Bauxite is an ore of which metal?

A) Iron                               B) Aluminium C) Copper              D) Tin
1199 Which one of the following vigorously react with acidic solution to give hydrogen?

A) Barium  B) Zinc C) Copper              D) Mercury
1200 Which one of the following reacts vigorously with water?

A) Copper              B) Mercury C) Sodium D) Gold
1201 Which one among the following is an amphoteric oxide?

A) Al2O3  B) P2O5 C) N2O D) Fe2O3
1202 Which one of the following metals exists in liquid state at room temperature

A) Ag                                B) Cr C) Hg                    D) Br
1203 An element M forms an oxideM2O. An  aqueous solution ofM2O 0 turns n litmus paper blue. The nature of the oxideM2O is:

A) Neutral oxide                  B) Acidic oxide C) Basic oxide        D) Either [b] or [c]
1204 In which one of the following pairs of reactants displacement reaction will takes place?

A) CaSO4+Pb→ B) FeSO4+Pb→ C) NaSO4+Ca→ D) FeSO4+Zn→
1205 Which one of the following is the best electrical conductor?

A) Copper              B) Silver

C) Aluminium               

      D) Xenon
1206 Hydrogen behaves as a metal

A)  At low temperature B)  At low pressure C)  At high temperature D)  At high pressure  
1207 Which of the following alloys is ferrous alloys

A)  Bronze           B) Brass C)  Invar                       D)  Duralumin
1208 Metals

A)  have luster B)  have 1,2 or 3 electrons 

in the outermost shell

C)  are malleable D)  all of these  

1209 Aluminium reacts with caustic soda to form

A)  Sodium meta aluminate   B)  Alumining hydroxide C)  Aluminium oxide D)  Sodium tetra aluminate
1210 Alloy formation gives rise to

A)  Decrease in corrosion- B)  Increase in hardness

C)  Decrease in 

conductivity D)  All are correct  
1211 The second most abundant metal in the earth?s crust is

A)  Copper                                B)  Aluminium C)  Iron                         D)    Zinc
1212 Metallurgy is a process of extracting

A)  metal from its mineral B)  metal from its ore

C)  pure metal from its 

ore   D)  metal from its pure ore
1213 Which of the following element is most metallic?

A)  P                                            B)  As C)  Sb                          D)         Bi  
1214 Which of the following' is an ore of aluminium?

A)  Cryolite           B)         Feldspar C)  Bauxite           D)         All of these  
1215 The chemical formula of bauxite is

A)  Al2O3 B)    Al2O3.2H2O C) Na3AlF6 D)Al2Cl6
1216 The metals that cannot be obtained by electrolysis of the aqueous solution of their salts are

A)  Ag                          B)         Mg C)  Cu                          D)         Al
1217 Which of the following pair is correct?

A)  Melachite           Copper B)  Siderite          Iron C)  Galena                    

Lead

D)  All of these  

1218 Aluminium is used in thermite welding because it

A)  is a light metal B)  has more affinity for 

oxygen  

C)  is a strong oxidising 

agent

D)  is a reactive metal

1219 Ammonium dichromate on heating gives

A)  chromic oxide and nitrogen  

B)  chromic acid and 

ammonia

C)  chromic acid and 

nitrogen D)  chromic oxide and ammonia
1220 Phosphorus is stored in

A)  water                                     B)  ammonia C)  alcohol           D)         kerosene oil
1221 Aluminium does not oxidise readily in air because

A)  it is high in the electrochemical series B)  it is low in the 

electrochemical series

C)  the metal does not 

combine with oxygen D)  the metal is covered with a layer of oxide which does not rub off  
1222 Aluminium is extracted by

A)  heating sodium aluminium silicate to a high temperature

B)  treating cryolite with 

sodium hydroxide solution 

under pressure

C)  heating aluminium 

oxide with coke in a 

furnace D)  the electrolysis of molten aluminium oxide in fused cryolite  
1223 Identify the ore of zinc.

A) Calamine

B) Dolomite                        

    C) Haematite  D) Cryolite  
1224 Which of the following elements liberate hydrogen on reacting with diluted nitric acid?

A) Zn and Mg                         

B) Mn and 

Sn                         C) Mg and Mn        D) Mn and Fe               
1225 Which of the given metals is stored under kerosene to prevent oxidation?

A) Copper                               

B) Potassium                      

   

C) Magnesium  

                     D) Calcium      
1226 In Which property of a metal helps it to bear a lot of strain?

A) Hardness                            B) Tensile strength              C) Ductility      

                        

D) Malleability      

1227 Which of the following metals is obtained from its ores by reduction method using carbon?

A) Zinc                                      

B) Calcium                         

      C) Magnesium       D) Gold                   
1228 Which of the given metals does not react with sulphuric acid?

A) Iron                                       B) Gold                     C) Zinc         

                             

D) Magnesium

1229 Which metals are used to make solder?

A) Lead                                     B) Tin                        

C) Copper       

                         D) Both (a) and (b)
1230 Which pair of metals are extracted just by heating with their sulphide ores in air?

A) Mercury and copper B) Mercury and magnesium C) Silver and mercury D) Iron and mercury
1231 dentify the constituent metals o sterling silver.

A) Silver and copper B) Copper and zinc C) Silver and gold D) Silver and aluminium
1232 Which type of ores are subjected to roasting?

A) Oxide ores B) Silicate ores C) Sulphide ores D) Carbonate ores
1233 In which of the following is thermite welding done?

A) Girders B) Railway tracks

C) Cracked machine 

parts            D) All of the above
1234 Identify an alloy that is used in the making of pressure cooker.

A) Magnalium       

B) Duralumin                      

   

C) AInico        

                          D) Nickel steel        
1235 Pure gold is soft. Which metal is added to 22 carat gold to make ornaments?

A) Platinum                            

B) Aluminium                      

  

C) Copper      

                          D) Iron
1236 Which is the best process for the refining of metals?

A) Liquation                            B) Cupellation

C) Polling     

                             D) Electrolytic refining
1237 Which of the following is a metalloid?

A) Carbon                                B) Silicon                 

C) Germanium  

                     D) Tin       
1238 Which is the lightest metal?

A) Beryllium                           

B) Aluminium                      

  

C) Lithium      

                          D) Caesium
1239 Which metal expands on solidification?

A) Type metal                       

B) Gun 

metal                         

C) Fuse metal   

                      D) Bell metal
1240 What happens when a mixture of powdered iron and copper (II) oxide are heated in a crucible?

A) Iron (II) oxide and copper are formed.

B) Copper (III) oxide and 

iron (II) oxide are formed.

C) Iron (III) oxide and 

copper sulphate are 

formed. D) No reaction takes place.
1241 Which of the following statements is correct?

A) All metals are ductile. B) All non-metals are ductile. C) Generally, metals are 

ductile.

D) Some non-metals are ductile.

1242 Which one of the following is the most malleable metal?

A)  Ag B)  Au C)  Zn D)  Rb
1243 The metals which can be cut with the knife is:

A)  Na B)  At C)  Ca D)  Rb
1244 The mixture of iron oxide and aluminium powder is called:       

A)  Thermite B)  Gunpowder              C)  Cryolite D)  Malachite             
1245 The iron obtained by mixing steel scrap with melted pig iron is called:

A)  Wroutiron B)  Pig iron                       C)  Cast iron D)  Molten iron    
1246 Metal which does not form amalgam is

A)  Zn                          B)    Ag C)  Cu              

                           

D)  Fe  

1247 Axels are made by heating rods of iron embedded in charcoal powder. This process is known as

A)  tempering          B)  annealing C)  case hardening     D)         hardening
1248 Nitriding is a process of heating steel in atmosphere of

A) NH3 B)   N2    C)  Oxygen          D)         Carbon dioxide
1249 Which one of the following metals is present in german silver?

A)  Ni                           B)         Zn C)  Cu                          D)         All of these  
1250 Bronze statues mainly contain

A)  iron B)  copper and zinc C)  copper and nickel D)  copper and Zn  
1251 The percentage of silver in german silver is

A)  2.0 %                    B)         10% C)  20 %                      D)         zero  
1252 The element which is alloyed with copper to form brass?

A)  Pb                          B)         Bi C)  Zn                          D)         Sb
1253 Mercury is transported in containers made of

A) Ag B) Pb C)Al D)Fe
1254 The metal used for making radiation sheild is

A) Al B) Fe C) Zn D) Pb
1255 Which of the following pair of elements form alloy?

A)  Zn and Pb           B)  Fe and C C)  Hg and Ag       D)         All of these  
1256 Which of the following elements shows allotropy?

A)  Mg                                        B)  Cs

C)  Sn                          

  D)         Zn
1257 Solder is an alloy of

A)  Cu and Zn           B)  Pb and Sb C)  Cu and Ni       D)         Pb and Sn  
1258 German silver is an alloy of

A)  Cu, Ni and Zn      B)         Cu and Ag C)  Cu and Sn       D)         Cu, Zn, Ag
1259 Cinnabar is an ore of

A)  Zn                          B)         Sn C)  Pb                          D)         Hg  
1260 Nitrates of all metals are

A)  unstable B)  coloured C)  insoluble in water D)  soluble in water  
1261 Which of the following is a ferrous alloy?

A)  Solder B)  Invar   C)  Type metal D)  Magnalium
1262 High purity copper is obtained by

A)  carbon reduction process B)  hydrogen reduction 

process

C)  electrolytic 

reduction process  

D)  thermite process

1263 Number of unpaired electrons in Fe+3 ion is

A)  1                                             B)  2 C)  3                

                              

D)  0

1264 Steel is mainly an alloy of iron and



A)  chromium          B)  nickel C)  manganese       D)         carbon  
1265 If steel is heated bright red hot, and is then cooled slowly, the process is called          

A)  quenching           B)  annealing              C)       tempering D)  smelting        
1266 The metals that cannot be obtained by electrolysis of the aqueous solution of their salts are

A)  Ag                          B)     Mg C)  Cu                          D)     Al
1267 Aluminium is used in thermite welding because it

A)  is a light metal B)  has more affinity for 

oxygen  

C)  is a strong oxidising 

agent

D)  is a reactive metal

1268 Aluminium does not oxidise readily in air because

A)  it is high in the electrochemical series

B)  it is low in the 

electrochemical series

C)  the metal does not 

combine with oxygen D)  the metal is covered with a layer of oxide which does not rub off  
1269 Aluminium is extracted by

A)  heating sodium aluminium silicate to a high temperature B)  treating cryolite with 

sodium hydroxide solution 

under pressure

C)  heating aluminium 

oxide with coke in a 

furnace

D)  the electrolysis of molten aluminium oxide in fused cryolite  

1270 In which of the following minerals, aluminium is not present?

A)  Cryolite               B)  Mica   C)  Feldspar          D)         Fluor spar

1271 Full form of PU paint___________

(a) Poly Urethane (b) Poly Urea (c) Paint Urethane (d) Paint Urea

1272 Poly Urethanes are______________

(a) Themosetting (b)Thermoplastics (c) Both (a) & (b) (d) None of the above

1273 Two-pack paint based on polyurethane substances include_______________  

(a) Base & Hardner (b) Pigment & Binder (c)  Binder & Solvent (d) Solvent & Additives

1274 Indian Railways have adopted______________

(a) Epoxy Painting (b) Urethane Painting (c) Epoxy cum Polyurethane Painting(d) None of the above

1275 Which type of painting phased out in Indian Railways ___________________

(a) Epoxy (b) Alkyd (C) PU (d) All the above

1276 MLR Full form___________

(a) Mid Life Rehabilitation (b) Mid Life Relief (c) Maintenance linked Relief(d) None of the above

1278 Span of MLR_____________ 

(a) 5 Years (b) 10 Years (c) 10 to 15 Years (d) 12 to 15 Years

1279 CMLR full form _______________

(a) Coach Mid Life Rehabilitation (b) Center for  Mid Life Rehabilitation(c) Central  Mid Life Rehabilitation(d) None of the above

1280 Composition Of Paint____________

(a) Pigment (b) Binder (c) Solvent & Additives (d) All the above

1281 Schedule 'A' span__________ days

(a) 5 (b) 7 (c) 9 (d) 4

1282 Schedule 'C' span___________days

(a)6 (b) 5 (c) 3 (d) 1

1283 First Paintless train in India____________

(a) Antyodaya Express (b) Garib Rath (c) Duronto express (d) Rajdhani Express

1284 RDSO Sketch No : CSC ___________ gives the exterior colour scheme of the coaches

(a) 1723 (b) 1800 (c) 1700 (d) 1975

1285 Pigments contribute __________ in the paint

(a) Colour (b) Texture (c) Film (d) Thickness

1286 Binder is the ___________ forming component of paint

(a) Colour (b) Texture (c) Film (d) Thickness

1287 The main purpose of the Solvent is to adjust the _______________

(a) Colour (b) Texture (c) Viscosity (d) Dissolve

1288 To modify surface tension _____________is used

(a) Pigment (b) Binder (c) Solvent (d) Additives

1289 Removal of  old paint is done on _________ day in 'A' Schedule

(a) First (b) Second (c) Third (d) Fourth

1290 Red Oxide Zinc chromate primer is given on_____________day  in 'A' Schedule

(a) First (b) Second (c) Third (d) Fouth

1291 Number of Zinc chromate primer coatings applied_____________

(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4

1292 One coat of brush filler followed by spot putty to fill up holes/dents is done on____________ day  in 'A' Schedule

(a) First (b) second (c) Third (d) Fourth

1293 Filler second coat including spot putty is applied on ______________day  in 'A' Schedule

(a) Third (b) Fourth (c) Fifth (d) Sixth

1294 Rubbing down with silicon carbide water proof paper Gr. 120 & 220 is done on_____________day  in 'A' Schedule

(a) First (b) Fourth (c) Fifth (d) Sixth

1295 One coat of under coat is applied on ____________ day  in 'A' Schedule

(a) Fourth (b) Fifth (c) Sixth (d) Seventh

1296 Flat with silicon Carbide water proof Paper Gr.320 and one coat of enamel finishing is done on____________day  in 'A' Schedule

(a) Fifth (b) Sixth (c) Seventh (d) Eighth

1297 Flat with silicon Carbide water proof Paper Gr.400 and apply a second coat of synthetic enamel finishing on ____________ day  in 'A' Schedule

(a) Sixth (b) Seventh (c) Eighth (d) Ninth

1298 Lettering with Golden yellow and miscellaneous work (cleaning window glasses etc) is done on ____________ day  in 'A' Schedule

(a) Sixth (b) Seventh (c) Eighth (d) Ninth

1299 Cleaning with soap solution or any other cleaning solution and washing thoroughly with water and touching up damaged portion with primer is done on _______________ day in 'c' schedule

(a) First (b) Second (c) Third (d) Fourth

1300 Spot putty if necessary and one coat of under coat is done on _______________ day in 'C' Schedule

(a) First (b) Second (c) Third (d) Fourth

1301 Flat with silicon carbide water proof paper Gr. 120 & 220 and one coat of finishing enamel is applied on_____________day in 'C' Schedule

(a) First (b) Second (c) Third (d) Fourth

1302 Flat with silicon carbide water proof Gr. 400 and applying a second coat of synthetic enamel finishing is done on _______________day in 'C' Schedule.

(a) First (b) Second (c) Third (d) Fourth

1303 Lettering with Golden yellow and miscellaneous work (cleaning window glasses etc) is done on ____________ day  in 'C' Schedule.

(a) First (b) Second (c) Third (d) Fifth

1304 The coach surface shall be swabbed with___________________ solvent IS:1745 to remove all traces of paint remover.

(a) Petroleum Hydrocarbon (b) Acid (c) Poly Urethane (d) None of the above

1305 Zinc Chromate primer should be applied to a minimum DFT of _______________ microns

(a) 10 (b) 25 (c) 30 (d) 35

1306 The entire coach should be applied with the first coat of brushing filler to IS 110-83 by spray/brush to a DFT of ____________microns minimum.

(a) 10 (b) 25 (c) 30 (d) 35

1307 A coat of enamel finishing to IS 8662-93 should be applied to a DFT of ________________ microns minimum.

(a) 10 (b) 20 (c) 30 (d) 40

1308 The process of propelling abrasive media material with centrifugal or mechanical force is known as______________.

(a) Shot blasting (b) Sand blasting (c) Rubbing (d) Grinding

1309 _______________ is propelling very fine bits of sand at high-velocity to clean or etch a surface.

(a) Shot blasting (b) Sand blasting (c) Rubbing (d) Grinding

1310 Aluminum window frames should ______________.

(a) Not be painted (b) be painted (c) may or may not be painted(d) All the above

1311 If Aluminum windows are very dirty, they should be removed and cleaned with_____________.

(a) Sulphuric acid (b) Oxalic acid (c) Phosphuric acid (d) Nitric acid

1312 FRP windows should be painted with_______________ paints to RDSO specification No. M&C/ PCN/100/ 96 (Chapter IV).

(a) Polyurethane (b) Alkyd (c) Bituminous Paint (d) Anti Corrosive paints

1313 FRP stands for______________

(a) Fibre Reinforced Plastic (b) Fixed Reinforced Plastic (c) Fractional Reinforecd Plastic(d) Force Relief Plastic

1314 Laminated panels should be polished with _______________to restore luster and also to provide a protective coating.

(a) Silicon Paste (b) Gypsum Paste (c) Coal dust (d) All the above

1315 DFT Full form________________

(a) Dry Film Thickness (b) Di Film Thickness (c) Dye Film thickness (d) None

1316 Anti telescopic coach end walls should be marked with _______________.

(a) Red stripes (b) Blue Stripes (c) Yellow Stripes (d) Black Stipes

1317 The capacity of the dynamo and light/fan loads to be stenciled on _______________.  

(a) Side Panels (b) End Panels (c) Both (a) & (b) (d) None

1318 Return date showing the month and year in which the coach is required to be returned to the owning railway workshop for POH is on  _______________.

(a) Right Side of end panel (b) Left Side of end panel (c) Right Side of Side panel(d) Right Side of side panel

1319 Size of the block containing return date showing the month and year in which the coach is required to be returned to the owning railway workshop for POH is_______________.

(a) 350x250mm (b) 300x200mm (c) 100x250mm (d) 400x200mm

1320 Size of stenciled letters showing the month and year in which the coach is required to be returned to the owning railway workshop for POH is_______________.

(a) 20 mm (b) 25 mm (c) 30 mm (d) 10 mm

1321  _______________ is painted on illuminated panel of compartments permanently reserved for ladies

(a) LADIES (b) WOMEN (c) woman’s figure head (d) None

1322 DFT is measured using ______________________  

(a) Glossmeter (b) Elcometer (c) Ford cup (d) Shade card

1323 Epoxy Zinc Phosphate primer is applied using____________________.

(a) Airless spray (b) Air spray (c) Brush (d) Knife or spatula

1324 Glossiness of Paint is measured using ________________.

(a) Glossmeter (b) Elcometer (c) Ford cup (d) Shade card

1325 Viscosity of Paint is measured using____________________.

(a) Glossmeter (b) Elcometer (c) Ford cup (d) Shade card

1326 Initial Gloss Retention after painting should be _______________  units at 60 °

(a) 95 (b) 100 (c) 90 (d) >85

1327 After one year of painting the gloss retained Should be ____________________ % of initial gloss.

(a) 60 (b) 70 (c) 80 (d) 90

1328 After two years of painting the gloss retained Should be ____________________ % of initial gloss.

(a) 60 (b) 70 (c) 80 (d) 90

1329 After three years of painting the gloss retained Should be ____________________ % of initial gloss.

(a) 60 (b) 70 (c) 80 (d) 90

1330 ________________ is a useful tool to help choose the perfect colour and / or make a selection of multiple colours for future projects

(a) Glossmeter (b) Elcometer (c) Ford cup (d) Shade card

1331 Unsaturated Polyester Putty is applied using _____________.

(a) Airless spray (b) Air spray (c) Brush (d) Knife or spatula

1332 PU surfacer is applied using _____________.

(a) Airless spray (b) Air spray (c) Brush (d) Knife or spatula

1333 PU full gloss enamel is applied using _____________.

(a) Airless spray (b) Air spray (c) Brush (d) Knife or spatula

1334 Touch up painting is done for ______________damages.

(a) Major (b) Minor (c) Both (d) None

1335 Complete PU Top coat is done if______________.

(a) Warranty period is over (b) gloss reduces to 60% of initial gloss(c) coach has undergone heavy corrosion repair(d) All the above

1336 Complete PU Top coat is done after every _____________years or earlier if the condition so warrants.

(a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 3 (d) 5

1337 Complete PU top coat is done, if damaged paint surface area is up to _____________% on account of flaking, peeling off, mechanical damage etc.

(a) 15 (b) 25 (c) 30 (d) 50

1338 Maximum drying time of paint is______________ hours.

(a) 6 (b) 8 (c) 10 (d) 12

1339 Procedure used to remove the paint upto bare metal is_______________.

(a) Grit (b) Slot (c) Sand (d)any one of the above

1340 Epoxy zinc Phosphate primer colour is_______________.

(a) Red (b) Grey (c) Blue (d) Either red or grey

1341 The necessary waiting time taken to recoat or spray once a first coat is applied on a material is called______________________.

(a) waiting time (b) Flash off time (c) Spray time (d) Recoat time

1342 Primer used in paint shop is of _________________.

(a) Iron oxide (b) Zinc chromate (c) Both (a) & (b) (d) None

1343 The Brake Pipe is painted with______________ enamel. 

(a) White (b) Black (c) Green (d) Red

1344 The Feed Pipe is painted with ______________enamel. 

(a) White (b) Black (c) Green (d) Red

1345 The New Scheme of ICF painting is known as________________ painting.

(a) Utkrisht (b) Saksham (c) Duronto (d) None

1346 Utkrisht Painting Colours are_____________.

(a) Yellow & blood red (b) apricot yellow & blood red (c) satin blue & aircraft blue(d) None

1347 Indicators are painted with ________________colour.

(a) Blood red (b) Signal red (c) brown (d) yellow

1348 Stenciling is done with ________________ Colour.

(a) Aircraft blue (b) Satin blue (c) Cobalt blue ink (d) Steel blue

1349 ICF coaches celing is painted with________________ colour.  

(a) Yellow (b) White (c) smoke grey (d) middle buff

1350 Interior Side walls are painted with ________________ colours.

(a) Smoke grey (b) white (c) middle buff (d) (a) or (c)

1351 Bogie & bogie components are painted with ______________.

(a) Red oxide (b) Bituminous black (c) Red (d) Green

1352 Interior Painting of non AC coaches is done with________________ colour.

(a) White (b) Smoke grey (c) Middle buff (d) yellow

1353 Interior Painting of AC coaches is done with________________ colour.

(a) White (b) Smoke grey (c) Middle buff (d) yellow

1354 Fan dooms & lights are painted with_________________ colour.

(a) White (b) Smoke grey (c) Middle buff (d) Silver

1355 Mild steel hand drills are painted with________________colour

(a) Golden yellow (b) Blue (c) middle buff (d) None



1356 Stainless steel hand drills are painted with________________colour

(a) Golden yellow (b) Blue (c) middle buff (d) None

1357 Stainless steel items in bathroom are cleaned by________________.

(a) Sand blasting (b)shot blasting (c) Grit blasting (d) Buffing

1358 ________________ paint coat is provided on roof outside which reflects the sun rays.

(a) Silver (b) Aluminum (c) (a) or (b) (d) None

1359 Bubbles or pimples, appearing on the top coat film is known as____________.

(a) Peel effect (b) Blistering (C) Run down (d) Dry spray

1360 Granular texture or rough feel on the surface leads to _______________ defect.

(a) Peel effect (b) Blistering (C) Run down (d) Dry spray

1361 Dried Paint Film looks like the Peel of an Orange due to______________.

(a) Peel effect (b) Blistering (C) Run down (d) Dry spray

1362 Incorrect spray viscosity and Incorrect spraying technique leads to________________.

(a) Peel effect (b) Blistering (C) Run down or Sagging (d) Dry spray

1363 Due to insufficient drying time of undercoat or incorrect mixing ratio________________ occurs.

(a) Peel effect (b) Blistering (C) Run down (d) Slow drying

1364 _______________ is the time from mixing the two packs together to the point at which the mixed paint is no longer useable.

(a) Pot life (b) Shelf life (c) Real Life (d) None

1365 ______________ is the length of time that a commodity may be stored without becoming unfit for use, consumption, or sale.

(a) Pot life (b) Shelf life (c) Real Life (d) None

1366 The old paint scheme i.e., Alkyd system had_______________system. 

(a) Single pack (b) Two pack (c) Three pack (d) Four pack

1367 The new paint scheme i.e., epoxy polyurethane system has_______________system. 

(a) Single pack (b) Two pack (c) Three pack (d) Four pack

1368 Life of Alkyd paint is________________years.

(a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 5

1369 Life of PU paint is________________years.

(a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 5

1370 Accelerated weathering test and humidty test are performed on_______________.

(a) Epoxy zinc chromate primer (b) Full gloss PU enamel (c) Unsaturated polyster putty(d) PU surfacer

1371 Diagonal yellow or satin blue stripes on ICF coach indicates_____________ coach.

(a) Sleeper (b) general unreserved (c) 3 AC (d) 2 AC

1372 An________________works by pumping paint at a very high pressure, up to 3,000 psi, through a hose and out a tiny hole in the spray gun tip.

(a) Air Sprayer (b) Airless sprayer (c) Both (a) & (b) (d) Vaccum sprayer

1373 ______________ can be defined as largely organic coating applied to surfaces to provide both decorative and protective functions.

(a) Paint (b) Polyster Putty (c) Surfacer (d) Thinner

1374 _________________ has been defined as the detruction of a metallic or non metallic body by chemical or electro-chemical action, which starts unintentionally from its outer surface.

(a) Scaling (b) Pitting (c) Corrosion (d) None

1375 Opacity of paint is tested by __________________ method.

(a) Stripping (b) Viscosity (c) Chequer board (d) Glossimeter

1376 Higher the pigmention,_______________ is the gloss value.

(a) Higher (b) Lower (c) Independent (d) (a) or (b)

1377 Gloss value is measured by glossometer of _____________angle

(a) 45° (b) 50° (c) 60° (d) 90°

1378 What violations are most commonly cited by OSHA?

A. Hazard communications B. Scaffolding C. Fall protection D. Respiratory protection
1379 What is the leading cause of death on construction sites?

A. Struck by object B. Falls C. Caught-in or -between D. Electrocutions
1380 The following symbol is used when something in your workplace is a:

A. Chemical Weapon B. Biohazard C. Toxic Substance D. Radiation Danger
1381 Which of the following is not a chemical-related health hazard?

A. Carcinogenicity B. Reactivity C. Corrosivity D. Toxicity
1382 A container holding a hazardous material must include which of the following

A. Identity of the hazardous chemical only B. Identity of the hazardous chemical, instructions on how to useC. Identify of the hazardous chemical, names of employees authorized to useD. None of the above
1383  If you wanted to convey the most severe type of hazard, which word would you use?

A. Warning B. Notice C. Danger D. Caution
1384 This symbol means which of the following:

A. Danger, ionizing radiation B. Danger, how-hanging and powerful fanC. Danger, risk of frostbiteD. None of the above
1385 This hazard symbol is used when something is:

A. Corrosive B. Almost empty C. Flammable D. Highly acidic
1386 If you transfer chemicals from a labeled container to a portable container, you don’t need to comply with standard hazardous material labeling requirements when:

A. You hand the container off to someone else B. You leave the work area before using the materialsC. You don’t use the materials before the end of your work shiftD. None of the above
1387 Ammonia becomes an immediate danger to your life and health when it is

present at the following level or greater:
1388 A. 10 ppm B. 30 ppm C. 300 ppm D. 1000 ppm

Hand & Power Tools
1389 You should wear eye, head, and face protection if you are working with which of the following tools?

A. Portable abrasive wheel tools B. Electric tools C. Pneumatic tools D. Liquid fuel tools
1390 Which of these is not a power tool safety precaution?

A. Never carry a tool by the cord or hose. B. Never yank the cord or the hose to disconnect it from the receptacle.C. Keep tools plugged in when not in use, before servicing, and when changingaccessories such as blades, bits and cutters.
1391 Which of the following is not true about powder-actuated tools?

A. If a powder-actuated tool misfires, you should try to fire it again immediately. B. They are so dangerous 

they can only be powered 

by specially trained 

employees.

C. They should never 

be loaded unless they 

are being used 

immediately.

D. They require two separate motions for firing -- one to bring to tool into position and another to pull the trigger.

1392 Hydraulic jacks exposed to freezing temperatures must:

A. Be filled with adequate antifreeze liquid B. Be warmed up before use C. Be tagged and immediately removed from serviceD. None of the above
1393 OSHA requires that electric tools:

A. Have a three wire cord with ground and be grounded B. Be double insulated C. Be powered by a low-voltage transformerD. Any of the above
1394 18You should not use a wedge if it has:

A. Pointed head B. Triangular head C. Mushroomed head D. Flat head
1395 The Occupational Safety & Health Administration requires employers to have Hearing Conservation Plans if the average 8-hour noise exposure is more than:

A. 1000 decibels B. 500 deceibles C. 105 decibels D. 85 decibels
1396 A normal conversation registers at about:

A. 0 to 10 decibels B. 10 to 20 decibels C. 30 to 40 decibels D. 50 to 60 decibels
1397 Exposure to high levels of noise can lead to which of the following:

A. High blood pressure B. Gastrointestinal problems C. Chronic fatigue. D. All of the above
1398 The most effective way to prevent hearing loss at work is to:

A. Monitor your hearing loss over time with a routine hearing test B. Always wear ear protection everywhere you goC. Monitor noise levels through engineering and administrative controls to minimizeoverexposure
1399 How many points of contact should you maintain with a ladder at all times?

A. At least two B. At least three C. One D. Four
1400 How often should ladders be inspected?

A. Before each use B. Once a week C. Once a month D. Every 6 months
1401 OSHA prohibits working on a scaffold in the presence of winds above:

A. 10 mph B. 20 mph C. 30 mph D. 40 mph
1402 Ladders should be angled so that the its base is one foot out from the wall for each ____ feet of a ladder’s height.

A. 2 B. 4 C. 8 D. 10
1403 OSHA restricts ladders from being higher than:

A. 20 feet B. 15 feet C. 12 feet D. 10 feet
1404 If you are driving a forklift and it begins to tip over, you should

A.Jump out immediately B. Stay in the vehicle with your seatbelt unfastenedC. Stay in the vehicle with your seatbelt fastenedD. Stand up with a tight grip on the steering wheel
1405 A forklift or industrial truck is unattended if the operator is:

A. More than 25 feet away from the vehicle B. More than 18 feet away from the vehicleC. More than 8 feet away from the vehicleD. More than 3 feet away from the vehicle
1406 Which of the following information is not found on a forklift nameplate?

A. Fuel type B. Load capacity C. Names of licensed operatorsD. Weight of the forklift
1407 While carrying a load downhill on a forklift, you should:

A. Zig-zag down the hill slowly B. Drive forward with the fork pointing downhillC. Drive in reverse with the fork pointing uphillD. None of the above
1408 While lowering a load with a forklift, you should not do which of the following?

A. Tilt the mast backward to stabilize the load B. Stop the truck and put the mast to vertical positionC. Move the truck 8 to 12 feet away from the stackD. Lower the load so that its lowest point is 6 to 8 inches from the ground
1409 What is OSHA’s maximum capacity for a manlift?

A. 500 lbs, 2 people B. 500 lbs, 3 people C. 400 lbs, 2 people D. 200 lbs, 1 person
1410 On which of the following types of surfaces should a Class B fire extinguisher not be used?

A. Paint B. Grease C. Oil D. Plastic
1411 On which of the following types of surfaces should a Class A fire extinguisher not be used?

A. Cloth B. Wood C. Paper D. Electrical equipment
1412 Which type of fire extinguishing system is most commonly used to protect areas containing valuable equipment such as data processing rooms,telecommunications switches, and process control rooms?

A. Fixed extinguishing systems B. Portable extinguishing systemsC. Hose extinguishing systemsD. It’s up to the discretion the employer
1413 Which class of fire extinguishers should you use on electrically energized fires?

A. Class A B. Class B C. Class C D. Class D
1414 The acronym “PASS” used for fire extinguisher operation stands for:

A. Pick up, Aim, Squeeze, Squirt B. Push, Alarm, Swirl, Sweep C. Pull, Aim, Squeeze, SweepD. Pull, Aim, Swirl, Swat
1415 If you need to wear glasses with your eye or face protection, which of the following options is acceptable:

A. Wearing prescription spectacles with side shields and protective lenses that meet safety requirements and also correct your vision B. Wearing goggles that fit 

comfortably over your 

glasses

C. Wearing goggles that 

have corrective lenses 

mounted behind the 

protective lenses

D. All of the above

1416 Which helmet provides electrical protection from high-voltage conductors?

A. Class A helmets B. Class B helmets C. Class C helmets D. Class D helmets
1417 Which of the following helmets should you not use around electrical hazards?

A. Class A helmets B. Class B helmets C. Class C helmets D. Class D helmets
1418 Rubber insulating gloves need to be tested:

A. Before first use and then every 6 months B. Before first use and then once/weekC. Before first use and then once/monthD. Before first use only
1419 Which of the following conditions is least likely to prevent you from wearing a

respirator?
1420 A. Having sideburns B. Wearing glasses. C. Having a beard. D. Wearing contact lenses

Electrical
1421 If you see this sign in your workplace you should:

A. Not work near in area if it can be avoided B. Always assume the line is liveC. Avoid using tools like ladders and scaffold poles that might touch the power linesD. All of the above
1422 Portable space heaters can be a danger in the workplace, and therefore, must:

A. Be approved by the Plan Administrator B. Have tip-over protection that shuts off the heater if it tips overC. Have adequate clearance between the heater and any combustiblesD. All of the above
1423 The most dangerous place to use electrical equipment is:

A. Near a ladder B. Outdoors C. Near water D. Near other electrical equipment
1424 The safest ladder to use around electricity is:

A. Wood B. Aluminum C. A smaller step stool D. Fiberglass
1425 Flexible cords may not be be used for which of the following:

A. Wiring of cranes and hoists B. Elevator cables C. To prevent transmission of noise or vibrationD. As a substitute for permanent wiring
1426 The effects that an electrical shock has on your body can depend on:

A. Its current B. The presence of moisture in the environmentC. Its duration D. All of the above

1427 Capacity of air reservoir (AR) of the coach is ____________________________________

(a) 150 Lit. (b) 200 Lit (c) 250 Lit. (d) 300 Lit.
1428 In twin pipe system, the time taken for releasing of the brake is _______________________________

(a) 45 sec  (b) 27 sec (c) 75 sec (d) 120 sec
1429 ‘A’ dimension of a passenger train (Non AC coach) is________________________

(a) 45 sec (b) 16+2/-0 mm (c) 16± 4 mm (d) 18 ± 2 mm
1430 In an AC coach, ‘A’ dimension should be_______________________________

(a) 18± 2 mm (b) 20± 2 mm (c) 22± 2 mm (d) 22+ 2/-0 mm
1431 In a passenger train ‘e’ dimension is_______________________________

(a) 378± 20 mm (b) 375±25 mm (c) 370±10 mm (d) 380±20 mm
1432 In the passenger train, the diameter of brake pipe & feed pipe is_______________________________

(a) 20.0 mm (b) 25.0 mm (c) 28.0 mm (d) 30.0 mm
1433 In the passenger train, the diameter of branch pipe is_______________________________

(a) 15.0 mm (b) 18.0 mm c) 20.0 mm (d) 22.0 mm
1434 How many angle cocks are provided in a vehicle in twin pipe system?

(a) Two (b) Three (c) Four (d) Six
1435 What is the diameter of branch pipe attached to PEAV?

(a) 15.0 mm (b) 25.0 mm (c) 30.0 mm (d) 20.0 mm
1436 What is the diameter of branch pipe in between PEAV to PEASD?

(a) 10.0 mm (b) 25.0 mm (c) 30.0 mm (d) 20.0 mm
1437 BP pressure in working train is________________________________

(a) 6.0± 0.1Kg/cm2 (b) 5.5± 0.1 Kg/cm2 (c) 5.0± 0.1 Kg/cm2 (d) 5.2± 0.1 Kg/cm2
1438 During charging position, Air pressure in Auxiliary reservoir is__________________________

(a) 6.5 Kg/cm2 (b) 6.1 Kg/cm2 (c) 6.0 Kg/cm2 (d) None of the above
1439 During full service application, Brake pipe pressure is dropped to _________________________________

(a) 2.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 1.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 3.0 Kg/cm2 (d) 1.5 Kg/cm2
1440 The en route brake power percentage of mail train should be_______________________

(a) 80% (b) 75% (c) 95% (d) 90%
1441 The full form of BP is _______________________

(a) By pass (b) Brake pipe (c) Bent pipe (d) None of the above
1442 In twin pipe system, the AR pressure should be_______________________

(a) 5.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 6.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 7.0 Kg/cm2 (d) 8.0 Kg/cm2
1443 Full form BC is _______________________

(a) Brake control (b) Beside coach (c) Brake cylinder (d) Branch cylinder
1444 At originating station the brake power percentage for mail/express train should be_______________________

(a) 85% (b) 90% (c) 100% (d) 75%
1445 What is the piston stroke of air brake coaching train_______________________

(a) 60±10 mm (b) 80±10 mm (c) 85±15 mm (d) 85±5 mm
1446 Cut off angle cock can be fitted to_______________________

(a) FP (b) BP (c) BP&FP both (d) None of the above
1447 What is the diameter of bogie mounted brake cylinder_______________________

(a) 220 mm (b) 210 mm (c) 202 mm (d) 200 mm
1448 Dimension ‘A’ of the slack adjuster of the high-speed coach is _______________________

(a) 16.0 mm (b) 20.0 mm (c) 20±2/0 mm (d) 18.0 mm
1449 In conventional air brake system, the No of brake cylinder is(per bogie)___________________

(a) 3 (b) 2 (c) 1 (d) 4
1450 Cut off angle cock fitted on the brake pipe is painted_______________________

(a) Black (b) Yellow (c) Green (d) White
1451 The brake cylinder diameter of conventional air brake system is_______________________

(a) 205 mm (b) 1305 mm (c) 325 mm (d) 305 mm
1452 The piston stroke of air brake system when brake blocks are touching to wheel is _______________________

(a) 50-100 mm (b) 88-100 mm (c) 50-70 mm (d) 75-100 mm
1453 The rate of air leakage in single car testing should not be more then _______________________

(a) 0.02 Kg/cm2 /min (b) 1.0 Kg/cm2 /min (c) 0.2 Kg/cm2 /min (d) 0.1 Kg/cm2 /min
1454 In emergency application the brake cylinder pressure rises from 0-3.6 kg/cm2 in _______________________

(a) 15-20 sec (b) 5-10 sec (c) 3-5 sec (d) 8-10 sec
1455 Brake should not apply during insensitivity test with in_______________________

(a) 50 sec (b) 60 sec (c) 40 sec (d) 30 sec
1456 During release after full service application, release time of Mail/Express coach is_______________________

(a) 5 to 10 Sec (b) 10 to 15 Sec (c) 15 to 20 Sec (d) 20 to 30 Sec
1457 Check valve with choke allows air from_______________________

(a) BP to FP (b) FP to CR (c) FP to AR (d) AR to BC
1458 Feed pipe diameter of Rajdhani coach is _______________________

(a) 20.0 mm (b) 25.0 mm (c) 30.0 mm (d) 35.0 mm
1459 When brake is manually released by QRV, which pressure will be vent out_______________________

(a) BC pressure (b) AR pressure (c) BP pressure (d) CR pressure
1460 What is the pressure of control reservoir in coaching trains?

(a) 6.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 5.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 6.0 to .2 Kg/cm2 (d) 4.8 Kg/cm2
1461 In coaching trains, auxiliary reservoir is charged to_______________________

(a) 5.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 6.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 4.8 Kg/cm2 (d) 5.5 Kg/cm2
1462 Brake pipe throughout the length of train is charged with compressed air at _______________________

(a) 6.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 5.8 Kg/cm2 (c) 5.0 Kg/cm2 (d) 4.8 Kg/cm2
1463 Feed pipe throughout the length of train is charged with compressed air at

(a) 6.0 kg/cm2 (b) 5.5 kg/cm2 (c) 5.0 kg/cm2 (d) 4.8 kg/cm2
1464 After brake application, the control reservoir is disconnected from the

(a) Brake pipe (b) Auxiliary reservoir (c) Brake cylinder (d) Feed pipe
1465 After the brake application, the auxiliary reservoir is however continuously charged from feed pipe at

(a) 5.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 4.8 Kg/cm2 (c) 5.8 Kg/cm2 (d) 6.0 Kg/cm2
1466 Reduction in BP pressure for minimum application is

(a) 1.0 to1.5 Kg/cm2 (b) 0.8 to 1.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 0.5 to 0.8 Kg/cm2 (d) 0.1 to 05 Kg/cm2
1467 Reduction in BP pressure for service application is

(a) 1.0 to 05 Kg/cm2 (b) 1.0 to 1.5 Kg/cm2 (c) 0.5 to 0.8 Kg/cm 2 (d) 0.8 to 1.0 Kg/cm2
1468 Reduction in BP pressure for full service application is -

(a) 1.0 to 1.5 Kg/cm2  (b) 0.8 to 1.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 0.5 to 0.8 Kg/cm2 (d) 0.1 to 05 Kg/cm2
1469 Reduction in BP pressure for emergency application is -

(a) 1.0 to 1.5 Kg/cm2 (b) 1.5 to 3.8 Kg/cm (c) 0.5 to 0.8 Kg/cm2 (d) 3.8 to 5..0 Kg/cm2
1470 After brake released, isolate the brake cylinder from the auxiliary reservoir by the -

(a) Distributor valve (b) Control reservoir (c) Brake pipe (d) Feed pipe
1471 The colour of brake pipe in coaching trains is -

(a) Black (b) Yellow (c) Green (d) White
1472 The colour of feed pipe in coaching trains is -

(a) Black (b) Yellow (c) Green (d) White
1473 Cut off angle cock fitted on the feed pipe is painted

(a) Black (b) Yellow (c) Green (d) White
1474 How many air brake cylinders are fitted in under frame mounted air brake system on every coach?

(a) One (b) Two (c) Three (d) None of the above
1475 How many dirt collectors are fitted with under frame mounted air brake system on every coach?

(a) Two (b) One (c) Three (d) None of the above



1476 What is the choke diameter of guard’s emergency brake valve?

(a) 4.0 mm (b) 5.0 mm (c) 6.0 mm (d) 8.0 mm
1477 A device provided in the brake rigging for automatic adjustment of clearance/ slack between brake block and wheel it’s called -

(a) Brake cylinder (b) Brake Regulator (c) Distributor valve (d) Control Reservoir
1478 What type of slack adjuster is used in passenger coaches?

(a) DRV-600 (b) None (c) IRSA-450 (d) IRSA- 600
1479 For testing C3W DV, the AR charging time from 0 to 4.8 kg/cm2 is –

(a) 170 ± 10 sec (b) 175 ± 30 sec (c) 280 ± 30 sec (d) 210 ± 20 sec
1480 For testing KE type DV, the AR charging time from 0 to 4.8 kg/cm2 is-

(a) 160 to 210 sec (b) 210 to 260 sec (c) 260 to 280 sec (d) 180 to 200 sec
1481 For testing C3W DV, the CR charging time from 0 to 4.8 kg/cm2 is –

(a) 170 ± 10 sec (b) 165 ± 20 sec (c) 160 ± 10 sec (d) 210 ± 20 sec
1482 For testing KE type DV, the CR charging time from 0 to 4.8 kg/cm2 is –

(a) 170 ± 10 sec (b) 160 ± 40 sec (c) 160 ± 10 sec (d) 210 ± 20 sec
1483 The three-branch pipe attached to common pipe bracket, where the middle pipe lead to

(a) CR (b) DV (c) BC (d) AR
1484 The help of cut of angle cock, the air pressure in train pipe is exhaust or close-

(a) True (b) False (c) None of the above
1485 For testing C3W / KE type DV, after full service application. The brake cylinder filling time from 0-to 3.6 kg/cm2 is

a) 3 to 5 sec (b) 5 to 10 sec (c) 10 to 15 sec (d) 12 to 8 sec
1486 For testing C3W / KE type DV, after releasing the brake cylinder release time from max BC pressure from 3.8 ± 0.1 kg/cm2 to 0.4 kg/cm2 is –

(a) 3 to 5 sec (b) 5 to 10 sec (c) 10 to 15 sec (d) 15 to 20 sec
1487 For testing C3W / KE type DV, after emergency application, the brake cylinder filling time from 0 to 3.6 kg/cm2 is –

(a) 3 to 5 sec (b) 5 to 8 sec (c) 8 to 10 sec (d) 10 to 15 sec
1488 During brake release, air from BC goes to

(a) AR (b) CR (c) DV (d) Atmosphere
1489 What type of isolating cocks are provided in the passenger coaches

(a) Ball type (b) Wall type (c) Done type (d) C3W type
1490 The diameter of ball in internal ball valve of cut of angle cock is

(a) 15 mm (b) 13 mm (c) 17 mm (d) 10 mm
1491 At what interval, check for ‘A’ and ‘e’ Diamension of passenger coach

(a) Every trip (b) Two month (c) Three month (d) Six month
1492 At what schedule, the manual brake release test is carried out on every coach of the rake?

(a) ‘C’ schedules (b) ‘A’ schedule (c) ‘B’ Schedule (d) Special schedule
1493 At what schedule, testing of pressure gauge and replacement of the defective or accurate gauge (for SIR/ guard compartment)?

(a) ‘C’ schedules (b) ‘A’ schedule (c) ‘B’ Schedule (d) Special schedule
1494 What type of grease to be used after cleaning and inspection all parts of slack adjuster?

(a) Servo-gem-4 (b) Graphite grease (c) Servo- germ-RR-3 (d) None of the above
1495 The type of dirt collector, used in bogie mounted passenger coach is -

(a) 2- way (b) 4-way (c) 3-way (d) Single way
1496 The total no. of MU washer used in a twin pipe passenger coach in a rake is -

(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 2 (d) 6
1497 At what schedule, when single car test is carried out -

(a) ‘C’ schedules (b) ‘A’ schedule (c) ‘B’ Schedule (d) None of the above
1498 In single car leakage test, the air pressure drop should not exceed –

(a) 0.35kg/cm2 /min (b) 0.2 kg/cm2 /min (c) 0.28 kg/cm2 /min (d) 0.3 kg/cm2 /min
1499 At what interval, test rig or with a locomotive testing is carried out -

(a) Every round trip (b) One month (c) Three month (d) Six month
1500 When DV is working condition the position of DV handle is

(a) Horizontal (b) Inclined (c) Vertical (d) Parallel
1501 As per population of air brake stock the percentage of distribution valve should be kept as spares –

(a) 10% (b) 5% (c) 2% (d) 10%
1502 The en-route brake power percentages of M/E BG coaching train is –

(a) 85% (b) 90% (c) 100% (d) Not specified
1503 What shall be the identification next to the coach number at the coach side shall be painted; Air coaches with 24 V?

(a) Y (b) AY (c) A (d) No marking
1504 What is the capacity of control reservoir of passenger coach?

(a) 6.0 litre (b) 7.0 litre (c) 9.0 litre (c) 9.0 litre
1505 Length of air braked Hose is –

(a) 790 mm (b) 660 mm (c) 839 mm (d) 844 mm
1506 What should be the effective maximum pressure in brake cylinder during full service application is

(a) 3.6 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2 (b) 3.7 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2 (c) 3.8 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2 (d) 4.1 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2
1507 DV is directly mounted on -

(a) AR (b) Brake pipe (c) Brake cylinder (d) Common pipe bracket
1508 Which component supplies compressed air to DV?

(a) FP (b) AR (c) BP (d) Main valve
1509 Which one of the following valve in DV controls charging of CR?

(a) Main valve (b) Cut off valve (c) Quick service valve (d) Limiting device
1510 Arrange the following parts of BC in the sequence they are arranged in BC assembly-

(i) Dome cover (ii) Wear ring (iii) Spring (iv) Piston packing
1511 (a) i,iii,ii,iv (b) i,ii,iv,iii (c) iv,iii,ii,i (d) iv,i,ii,iii 

‘A’ dimension of high speed air brake coach is-
1512 (a) 24 +4/-0 mm (b) 26+3/-0 mm (c) 22+4/-0 mm (d) 20±5 mm

The angle cock of wagon can be fitted on coach provided it is having?
1513 (a) Nut (b) Nut & Bolt (c) Reducer (d) Reducer with inner &outer threads

Cut of angle cock is open position of handle is –
1514 (a) Central reservoir (b) cylindrical reservoir (c) Control reservoir (d) None of the above

Full from of AR is –
1515 (a) Accident reservoir (b) Axle reservoir (c) Auxiliary reservoir (d) None of the above

In air brake system of coach, the following is fitted?
1516 (a) 1 BP 1FP 1DC (b) 1BP 2FP 1DC (c) 1BP 1FP 2DC (d) 2BP 2 BP 2DC

In air brake system of one coach, How many MU washers are fitted?
1517 (a) Four MU washer (b) Three MU washer (c) Two MU washer (d) None of the above

Control reservoir in air brake system is –
1518 (a) To control FP pressure (b) To control DV valve (c) To control Brake system(d) None of the above

Auxiliary reservoir is assisting in –
1519 (a) Charging of DV (b) Charging of BP (c) Sending air to BC (d) Charging of CR

Air hose can be connected to –
1520 (a) FP cut of angle cock (b) BP cut of angle cock (c) BP & FP cut of angle cock(d) None of the above

The Driver reduced the BP pressure by 1.2 Kg/cm2, then it is called?
1521 (a) Full Service application (b) Service application (c) Emergency application(d) None of the above

Dirt Collector should be cleaning within –
1522 (a) At the time of IOH (b) At the time of ‘A’ schedule (c) At the time of POH (d) At the time of ‘B’ schedule

In air brake system, brake should apply when the rate of drop of air pressure in BP is –
1523 (a) 0.6 Kg/cm2 /min in six sec (b) 0.3 Kg/cm2 in one sec (c) 0.4 Kg/cm2 in one sec(d) 0.1 Kg/cm2 in one sec

In air brake system, brake should not apply when the rate of drop of air pressure in BP is
1524 (a) 0.3 Kg/cm2 in 60 sec (b) 0.4 Kg/cm2 in 4 sec (c) 0.5 Kg/cm2 in 30 sec (d) 0.8 Kg/cm2 in 8 sec

The function of main valve of C3W type DV is to supply requisite amount of pressure into the brake cylinder when –
1525 (a) BP pressure is reduced (b) FP pressure is reduced (c) CR pressure is reduced(d) BP & FP is also reduced

The main valve in DV exhausts pressure from brake cylinder to atmosphere, when –
1526 (a) BP pressure is raised (b) BP pressure is reduced (c) FP pressure is reduced(d) FP pressure is raised

The function of non-return valve used in air brake system is –
1527 (a) To reduce BP (b) To prevent flow of air from AR to FP(c) To prevent CR to be charged(d) To prevent flow of air from CR to BP

The trouble shooting for twin pipe system is -
1528 (a) By pass AR (b) Isolate DV and release brake(c) Release BC and open vent plug(d) Isolate AR,DV and release brake

What do you mean of SCTR?
1529 (a) Single Car test rubber (b) Sliding car test rig (c) Single car test rig (d) None of the above

What do you mean of SCTD?
1530 (a) Single Car test device (b) Single container tensile data(c) Schematic car test data(d) None of the above

The last step of releasing in conventional air brake system brake after brake binding is
1531 (a) Open vent plug of BC (b) Take out pin of palm end (c) Rotate SAB (d) Take out pin of SAB

For releasing brakes, SAB is rotated to -
1532 (a) Clock wise (b) Towards trolley in anti clockwise(c) Towards trolley in clockwise(d) Anti clockwise

To uncouple BP or FP air hose it is essential to –
1533 (a) Close adjacent angle cocks (b) Open adjacent angle cocks(c) Close supply of air from loco(d) None of the above

BC vent plug is used for -
1534 (a) Brake application (b) Air leakage to stop (c) Brake release (d) Air pressure maintenance

What shall be function of check valve of C3W distributor valve?
1535 (a) Charging the CR (b) To prevent back flow of AR(c) Charging the BC (d) None of the above

Cut of angle cock can be fitted with
1536 (a) Brake pipe (b) Feed pipe & brake pipe both(c) Feed pipe (d) None of the above

The control reservoir is mounted on the face of -
1537 (a) Distribution valve (b) Common pipe bracket (c) Brake pipe (d) Auxiliary reservoir

The function of dirt collector is to segregate dirt particle from the air -
1538 (a) After coming DV (b) Before coming DV (c) Both (a) & (b) (d) None of the above

The MR pressure of engine should be
1539 (a) 8.0 to 10.0 Kg/cm2 (b) 6.0 to 8.0 Kg/cm2 (c) 10.0 to 12.0 Kg/cm2 (d) 12.0 to 15.0 Kg/cm2

In air brake system branch pipe of DV to BC via common pipe bracket is –
1540 (a) At the top (b) At the bottom (c) In middle (d) None of the above

The position of handle to open angle cock is
1541 (a) Parallel to pipe line (b) Perpendicular to pipe line (c) Center to pipe line (d) None of the above

The position of handle to closed cut of handle
1542 (a) Perpendicular to pipe line (a) Parallel to pipe line (c) Center to pipe line (d) None of the above

If there is leakage of air from out let Guard van valve when handle is in off position than the reason can be –
1543 (i) Ball seat arrangement is sticky (ii) Ball fitting is eccentric(iii) Ball has developed scratches. (iv) Seat rings are damaged.

(a) i,ii,iii (b) ii,iii,iv (c) iii,iv,i (d) iv,i,ii
1544 If there is leakage from drain plug of dirt collector than the reason can be –

(a) Filter choked (b) Gasket damaged (c) Hexagonal nut not full damaged(d) Sealing washer damaged
1545 Slow charging from outlet of dirt collector can be due to –

(a) Filter choked (b) Gasket damaged (c) Hexagonal nut not full damaged(d) Sealing washer damaged
1546 In a SAB double acting means

(a) Provided braking action on both the brake shoes (b) Correct the clearance on both brake shoes
1547 (c) Spindle inside the barrel moves in both direction (d) Brake shoes clearance is adjusted to its correct value both ways

What is the function of SAB?
1548 (a) To developed automatic adjustment (b) Regulate working of BC.

(c) To provided extra support to brake block (d) To transfer the push of piston rod.
1549 If in BC the piston movement is sticky in both application and release than it can be due to –

(a) Piston return comp spring week (b) Hexagonal nuts not equally tighten.
1550 (c) Piston rubber packing running dry (d) Piston rubber packing cut or worn out.

If in brake cylinder there is leakage from front cover joint during brake application than it can be due to –
1551 (a) Piston return comp spring week. (b) Piston cover not sealed properly.

(c) Piston rubber packing running dry. (d) Piston rubber packing cut of worn out
1552 If the handle of cutoff angle cock rotates all around and does not stop at specific position that the reason can be –

(a) Leaf spring has lost its compression effect. (b) Rubber seats are not properly placed
1553 (c) “O” ring defective. (d) Stopper lug of cap broken or stopper plate defective

If there is a leakage from vent hole in an open position from cutoff angle cock than it can be due to –
1554 (a) Rubber seal are not properly placed. (b) Both or any of the seal surface is defective.

(c) Any foreign particle sticking on the surface of the ball. (d) Defective “O” ring has been assembled
1555 What is the function of leaf spring provided in the handle of cut-off angle cock?

(a) To avoid leakage from pipe. (b) To keep operating handle in off-on position firmly
1556 (c) To maintain properly and easily working of cutoff angles cock (d) None of the above

What is the function of seating washer in air hose?
1557 (a) Provide strength, which prevent the coupling to open during normal running. (b) Leak proof joints

(c) To provided support to pipe (Hose) for strength (d) Supply air to various components.
1558 The vent hole, provided in the cut off angle cock to (when angle cock is closed)

(a) Exhaust air pressure of air hose into atmosphere (b) The amount of vacuum
1559 (c) None of the above

POH periodically of DV is
1560 (a) 3 year or 8 lacks km which ever is earlier (b) 5 year or 6 lacks km which ever is earlier

(c) 4 year (d) 4 year or 4 lacks km which ever is earlier
1561 If DV is having leakage

(a) Close the isolating cock of the AR (b) Close the isolating handle of DV
1562 (c) Close the isolating cock of the BP branch pipe (d) None of the above

Air hose pipe are connected to
1563 (a) Feed pipe cut of angle cock (b) Brake pipe cut of angle cock

(c) Brake pipe and feed pipe cut of angle cock (d) None of the above
1564 The function of return spring provided in a brake cylinder is

(a) To push the spring out side the piston (b) To push the piston inside the cylinder
1565 (c) To push the dead lever (d) To push the control rod

‘E’ dimension is measured to –
1566 (a) From protection tube to ‘V’ grove made on the spindle rod. (b) From control rod to anchor pin

(c) From SAB barrel tube ‘V’ grove to control rod. (d) None of the above
1567 What is the function of SAB?

(a) To maintain the slacks between pull rod and wheel (b) To maintain the slack between piston and BC.
1568 (c) To maintain the slack between brake bloke and wheel treads (d) None of the above

Measured ‘A’ dimension between-
1569 (a) Control rod head to anchor pin (b) Pull rod to anchor pin

(c) Pull rod to control rod head (d) Control rod head and barrel face
1570 If the ‘A’ dimension of the SAB is reduced-

(a) Piston stock is increase. (b) Piston stock is reduced.

(c) Pistons stock shorter the control rod. (d) None of the above
1572 Warranty period of distributor valve is –

(a) 24 month from the date of delivery or 34 months for date of fitment whichever is earlier

(b) 36 month from the date 

of delivery or 24 months for 

date of fitment whichever is 

earlier

(c) 48 month from the 

date of delivery or 24 

months for date of 

fitment whichever is 

earlier (d) 36 month from the date of delivery or 12 months for date of fitment whichever is Earlier

1573 Auto brake is applied by the pressure of

(a) Main Reservoir (b) Auxiliary Reservoir (c) Control Reservoir (d) Horn Reservoir
1574 A valve assembly fitted between two air bellows Auxiliary Reservoir is called

(a) Duplex check valve (b) Pilot valve (c) Leveling valve (d) None of the above
1575 In-coming air pressure in EP limiting valve on EP application--

(a) 4.8 kg/cm2 (b) 5.0 kg/cm2 (c) 3.5 kg/cm2 (d) MR pressure at that time
1576 Height of an air bellow with full air pressure—

(a) 255mm (b) 240 mm (c) 200 mm (d) None of the above.
1577 Air flows from ASS reservoir to air bellow through

(a) Graduating valve (b) Leveling valve (c) Guide Valve (d) Installation lever.
1578 To pick-up starting Relay it needs---

(a) Only control governor active (b) Only Equipment governor active

(c) Both CG & EG active (d) None of these
1579 Control reservoir supply air pressure to –

(a)EP units (b) Auto units (c) Leveling valves (d) Tap changer air chambers.
1580 Colour of MR metal pipe in conventional coaches--

(a) Green (b) Red (c) Yellow (d) White
1582 EP brake is applied by the pressure of -

(a) Control reservoir (b) Auxiliary reservoir (c) Main reservoir (d) None of the above
1583 In-coming air pressure of additional limit valve---

(a) 3.5 kg/cm2 (b) 4.8 kg/cm2 (c) 5 kg/cm2 (d) 2 kg/cm2
1584 What is the pressure setting of EP limit valve

(a) 2.0 kg/cm2 (b) 3.6 kg/cm2 (c) 1.2 kg/cm2 (d) 1.6 kg/cm2
1585 What is the pressure build up time of ACP

(a) 10-12 mins (b) 12-15 mins (c) 6 -8 mins (d) 7-9 mins
1586 What is the pressure setting of EP unit safety valve

(a) 3.6 kg/cm2 (b) 3.5 kg/cm2 (c) 3.9 kg/cm2 (d) None of these
1587 At present what is the brake cylinder stroke length—

(a) 40 mm (b) 50 mm (c) 55 mm (d) 45 mm
1588 What is the maximum stroke length of Brake cylinder—

(a) 90 mm (b) 95 mm (c) 100 mm (d) None of these
1589 What is the pressure setting of duplex check valve

1.5 ± 0.15 kg/cm2 (b) 1.2 ± 0.15 kg/cm2 (c) 1.5 ± 0.12 kg/cm2 (d) 1.2 ± 0.12 kg/cm2
1590 Average life of M/C brake block

50 days (b) 45 days (c) 60 days (d) None
1591 How many types of brakes are there in AC EMU ?

(a) 3 (b) 4 (c)5 (d) 6
1592 “Normally air leakage from EP unit & Binding occurred” – How to attend?

(a) Isolate BPIC (b) Isolate MRIC (c) Isolate EPIC & ICA (d) Isolate CIC

1593 The maximum wheel gauge of passenger BG coaching stock is

(a) 1600 mm (b) 1601 mm (c) 1598.5mm (d) 1602 mm

1594 trammelling of bogie is carried on which shop

a) bogie repair shop b) yard shop c) wheel shop d) air brake shop

1595 shot blasting is done on the following 

a) BSS hangers b)anchor links c)equalizing stay rod d) all of the above

1596 attention of bogie frame done in which shop

a)bogie repair shop b)yard shop c)air brake shop d)wheel shop

1597 BSS hangers inspected through which test

a) MPT b)_ DPT C) ZYGLO d) none of the above

1598 FIAT bogie wheel base

a)2896mm b)2560mm c)2260mm d)2160mm

1599 ICF bogie wheel base

a)2896mm b)2560mm c)2260mm d)2160mm

1600 In LHB coaches which bogie is used

a)ICF B)FIAT C)both d)none of the above



1601 In ICF primary suspension is

a)dashpot b)hydraulic c)both d)none of the above

1602 In FIAT bogie primary suspension is

a)dashpot b)hydraulic c)both d)none of the above

1603 In wagons which bogie is used

a)ICF b)FIAT c)CASNUB d)all of the above

1604 Snubber springs are used in 

a)ICF b)FIAT c)CASNUB d)all of the above

1605 CASNUB bogie wheel base

a)2560mm b)2896mm c)2260mm d)2000mm

1606 CASNUB bogie axle capacity

a)24t b)26t c)22.9t d)25t

1607 Double row self aligned spherical roller bearing is used in 

a)FIAT b)ICF a)FIAT b)ICF

1608 CTRB bearing used in

a)FIAT b)ICF a)FIAT b)ICF

1609 Length over body of ICF BG coaches is –

(a) 2334 mm (b) 2310 mm  (c) 21337 mm (d) 22132 mm

1610 The max clearance between bogie frame to body bolster is

a)60mm b)65mm c)73mm

1611 The leverage ratio of 16.25 tonns axle load bogies

a)1:1 b)1:1.5 c)1:1.376 d)1:2

1612 The max clearance between bolster and bogie frame under tare weight

a)35mm b)40mm c)45mm d)50mm

1613 The condemning size of wearing plate ofside bearer of coach

a)8mm b)8.5mm c)9mm d)9.5mm

1614 The condemning size of hanger block

a)7.5mm b)8mm c)8.5mm d)75mm

1615 The condemning diameter of BSS pin

a)36mm b)37mm c)35.5mm d)38mm

1616 Lateral movement of bolster in ICF bogies is controlled by ?

a)Transom b)Anchor link c)axle guide d)Equilising stay rod

1617 The free height of AC bolster spring

a)395mm b)405mm c)400mm d)405mm

1618 The crown clearance of AC coaches on tare weight

a)36 b)40 c)20 d)25

1619 Longitudinal movement of bolster in ICF bogie is controlled by

a)Anchor link b)Equilising stay rodc)axle guide d)Transom

1620 Alignment to Axle guides should be measured with reference to

a)center pivot b)wheel base c)head stock d)BSS bracket

1621 Axle end holes should be checked with _____ gauge for correct size

a)Thread plug b)Thred ring c)feeler d)snap

1622 BSS hangers are to be tested to a transile load of

a)6 tonnes b)4 tonnes c)8 tonnes d)12 tonnes

1623 How much oil is required for one side bearer oil bath

a)1 lit b)1.5 lit c)1.75lit d)2 lit

1624 What is the quanitiy of oil in each Dashpot for modified axle guide ?

a)1.4 litres b)1.2 litres c)1.6 litres d)1.8 litres

1625 What is the vertical weight transmitted through each centre pivot in ICF design

a)50% b)30% c)0 d)45%

1626 What is thickness of Plunger face plate ?

a)9mm b)10mm c)11mm d)12mm

1627 What is the weight of the AC Bogie ?

a)5.2 tonnes b)6.2 tonnes c)7.2 tonnes d)8.2 tonnes

1628 The standard diameter of BSS pin

a)36mm b)37mm c)38mm d)40mm

1629 What is the condemn size of hangers in a ICF bogie?

a)380mm b)390mm c)385mm d)397mm

1630 What is the coefficient of friction of cast iron brake block ?

a)0.10 to 0.12 b)0.12 to 0.14 c)0.14 to 0.16 d)0.16 to 0.18

1631 What is the capacity of stock absorber fitted on ICF bogie

a)900kg b)1200kg c)400kg d)600kg

1632 What is the period for POH of departmental coach?

a)24 month                  b)36month                     c)40month                   d)30month

1633 In coach, the load transmission takes place through

a)center pivot b)bogie c)side bearer d)wheel

1634 Yellow strips on end body of ICF indicate is

a)Anti telescopic b)Dual brake c)In built air brake d)non anti tescopic

1635 What is Codal life of steel bodied coaches (Including dining / pantry cars)

a)40 years b)30 years c)25 years d)22 years

1636 All newly built coaches shall be given IOH after

a)1month b)6month c)after one year d)2 year

1637 The height from rail level of ICF/ RCF coach is

a)3886mm b)4025mm c)3991mm d)3251mm

1638 Over all width of ICF/ RCF coach is -

a)3250mm b)3251mm c)3245mm d)3991mm

1639 The maximum standard buffer height above rail level to center of buffer is

a)1085mm b)1100mm c)1105mm d)1030mm

1640 The minimum permissible buffer height above rail level to center of buffer is –

a)1105mm b)1045mm c)1015mm d)1030mm

1641 Standard buffer projection from Headstock is

a)650mm b)635mm c)620mm d)645mm

1642 What is the maximum buffer plunger stroke in mm?

a)127mm b)129mm c)131mm d)133mm

1643 How the weight of the body is transferred on trolley in ICF coach?

a)journal b)wheel c)side bearer d)dashpot

1644 The ICF buffer plunger is made of –

a)mild steel b)cast iron c)cast steel d)al alloy

1645 In loaded condition, the minimum permissible height of buffer in ICF coach is –

a)1090mm b)1105mm c)1030mm d)1100mm

1646 The draw & buffing force transmission in coach is through -

a)center pivot b)bogie c)side bearer d)wheel

1647 Hauling capacity of H type CBC is -

a)7000 ton b)8000 ton c)9000 ton d)10000 ton

1648 What is the weakest link of the ‘H’ type tight lock center buffer coupler?

a)draft gear b)knuckle c)lock d) yoke pin

1649 Destruction tube is provided inside the –

a)buffer b)head stock c)under sole bar d)none

1650 Sole bar of ICF coach consists of

a)Z section b)I section c)U section d)E section

1651 Which type brake system, external slack adjuster have been eliminated?

a)bmbc b)umbs c)bmbc&umbs d)none of the above

1652 The color code of helical spring of ICF bogie is –

a)yellow,white,red b)yellow,blue,green c)yellow,white d)all of the above

1653 Which type of grease used in roller bearing in ICF coach?

a)servo-20 b)servo-40 c)lithium base d)grapite

1654 What quantity of grease filled per axle box of SKF make bearing?

a)1.75kg b)2 kg c)2.25kg d)2.5kg

1655 LHB coaches are provided with what type of bearing?

a)spherical plain bearing c)CTRB d)none of the above

1656 What is the means of WSP?

a)wheel speed protection b)wheel slide protection c)wheel solid profile d)none of the above

1657 Lateral movements of wheels are controlled by –

a)axle guide b)journal center c)roller bearing d)dashpot

1658 Riding Index of ICF Coach is

a)3.5 b)4.5 c)4 d)5.25

1659 Maximum Speed of LHB Coach is -------------KMPH

a)110 b)130 c)160 d)100

1660 . Axle Load of Non- AC coach is -------------ton.

a)16 b)13 c)20 d)10

1661 Axle  load of Accoach is -----------ton

a)16 b)13 c)20 d)10

1662 Material of Floor sheet of BOXR wagon is

a)mild  steel b)corten steel c)stainless steel d)none of the above

1663 Greasing of equalizing stay rod is done in--------------schedule.

a)A b)B c)C d)D

1664 ------------ bearing is used in UIC Bogie

a)cylindrical b)spherical c)CTRB d)none of these

1665 .Lateral & longitudinal guidance of fiat bogie is made by………….

a)dashpot b)articulated control arms c)side bearer d)none of these

1666 New Wheel dia of fiat bogie is……………mm

a)940 b)825 c)1000 d)915

1667 Condemning wheel dia in FIAT bogie is………..mm

a)825 b)815 c)845 d)830

1668 Type of coach body shell used in hybrid coach is:

a)ICF b)FIAT c)BEML d)none of these



1669 . FIAT bogie is capable to negotiate the curve of 100 at the speed up to:

a)100kmph b)60kmph c)40kmph d)30kmph

1670 The other name of pilot valve is –

(a) PESAD (b) PEASD (c) PDEAS (d) EPASD
1671 Cut off angle cock can be fitted to-

(a) FP (a) FP (c) BP&FP both (d) None of the above
1672 During brake release, air from BC goes to

(a) AR (b) CR (c) DV (d) Atmosphere
1673 The type of dirt collector, used in bogie mounted passenger coach is -

(a) 2- way (b) 4-way (c) 3-way (d) single way
1674 What is the capacity of control reservoir of passenger coach?

(a) 6.0 litre (b) 7.0 litre (c) 9.0 litre (d) 10.0 litre
1675 DV is directly mounted on -

(a) AR (b) Brake pipe (c) Brake cylinder (d) Common pipe bracket
1676 Dirt collector of a wagon should be cleaned within-

(a) At the time of ROH (b) 2 month (c) 6 month (d) 3 month
1677 The standard wheel gauge of passenger BG coaching stock is –

(a) 1602 mm (b) 1601 mm (c) 1600 mm (d) 1598 mm
1678 In coach, the load transmission takes place through -

(a) Center pivot (b) Bogie (c) Side bearer (d) Wheel
1679 Rigid wheelbase of ICF BG trolley is –

(a) 2896 mm (b) 2803 mm (c) 2990 mm (d) 2837 mm
1680 The maximum standard buffer height above rail level to center of buffer is –

(a) 1085 mm (b) 1100 mm (c) 1105 mm (d) 1030 mm
1681 The minimum permissible buffer height above rail level to center of buffer is –

(a) 1085 mm (b) 1100 mm (c) 1105 mm (d) 1030 mm
1682 Flange thickness of new BG wheel coach is –

(a) 28.0 mm (b) 28.50 mm (c) 29.50 mm (d) 26.00
1683 The function of anchor link is to take

(a)Lateral forces (b)Draw and braking forces (c)To absorb vertical shocks(d)Lateral movement
1684 Equalising stay in a bogie is fitted between_____________& bolster

(a)Lower spring plank (b)Transom (c)Centre pivot (d)Side Frame
1685 Axle end holes should be checked with _____ gauge for correct size

(a)Thread plug (b)Thread ring (c)Feeler (d)Snap
1686 Cut off angle cocks are painted ____ and ______ respectively on feed and brake pipes.

(a)Green and white (b)Yellow and green (c)White and green (d)Green and yellow
1687 How much oil is required for one side bearer oil bath

(a)1 litre (b)1.5 litre (c)1.6 litre (d)2 litre 
1688 The draw & buffing force transmission in coach is through

(a) Centre pivot (b) Bogie (c) Side bearer (d) Wheel
1689

(a) Buffer (b) Head stock (c) under sole bar (d) None
1690

(a) Yellow, blue, green (b) Yellow, red, green (c) White, blue, green (d) White, red, green
1691

(a) BMBC (b) UMBS (c) BMBS & UMBS (d) None of the above
1692

(a) ‘A’ schedule (b) ‘B’ schedules (c) ‘C’ schedule (d) Special schedule
1693 The full name of PEAV is –

(a) Power energy valve (b) Passenger entrance valve (c) Passenger emergency alarm valve(d) Pipe emergency valve
1694

(a) Yellow (b) Green (c) oxford blue (d) White
1695

(a) Yellow (b) Green (c) oxford blue (d) White
1696

(a) Yellow (b) Green (c) oxford blue (d) White
1697 What is the means of WSP?

(a) Water speed protection (b) Wheel slide protection (c) Wheel solid profile (d) None of the above
1698 WRA is –

(a) Water raising apparatus (b) White race assistance (c) Water recording agreement(d) None of the above
1699

(a)High density polyethylene (b)Fibre reinforced platic (c)Both (d)None
1700 Annealing is a process

(a)To harden the materials (b)To soften the materials (c)Both A & B (d)None
1701 Ferrous metals are

(a)Aluminium (b)Zinc (c)Lead (d) Cast iron
1702 CO2 welding is an example of

(a)TIG Welding (b)MAG Welding (c)MMA Welding (d) None
1703 Current is measured in

(a)Amperes (b)Volts (c)Ohms (d) None
1704 TIG welding is preferred for

(a)mild steel (b)aluminium (c)silver (d) all of the above
1705

(a)Black colour (b)White colour (c)Maroon colour (d)Yellow
1706

(a)TIG (b)MIG (c)Thermit (d)Laser
1707

(a)IRS-M-40 (b)IRS-M-41 (c)IRS-M-42 (d)IRS-M-42
1708

(a)Inner ring (b)Outer ring (c)Roller (d)Cage
1709

(a)Pressing machine (b)Hammer (c)Hydraulic dismounting (d)Heaters
1710

(a)Spherical rollers (b)Ball bearings (c)Roller bearing (d)None
1711

(a)Water (b)Air (c)AC (d)Dust
1712

(a)Hitting with sledge hammer (b)Mechanical screw type puller(c)Pressing machine (d)Heating
1713

(a)Bosch tank (b)Jet cleaning (c)A closed chamber with conveyer(d)All of the above
1714

(a)Magnifying glass with light (b)Only light (c)Only magnifying glass (d)None
1715

(a) 24 month (b) 36 month (c) 42 month (d) 60 month
1716

(a) AR (b) CR (c) IC (d) RA
1717

(a) Antitelescopic (b) Dual brake (c) In built air brake (d) Non-Antitalescop
1718

(a) Internal crack (b) external crack (c) Air flow crack (d) None of the above
1719

(a) 40 years (b) 30 years (c) 25 years (d) 22 years
1720

(a)10 to 12 year (b)12 to 15 year (c) 15 to 18 year (d)18 to 20 year
1721

(a)9 months (b)12 months (c)6 months (d)None of the above
1722

(a)Buffer (b)Head stock (c) under sole bar (d)None
1723

(a)Two (b)One (c) Three (d)None
1724

(a)Z section (b) I section (c) Y section (d)U section
1725

(a)APRT type (b)AARP type (c) AAR type (d)ARPA type
1726

(a)Cap (b) Roller bearing (c) Journal (d) None of the above
1727

(a) Yellow (b)Black (c) Green (d)White
1728 A ring gauge is used to check

(a)bore (b)outside dia (c) taper (d)pitch
1729

(a)running fit (b)interference fit (c) sliding fit (d)press fit
1730 Smaller jobs are machined in

(a)Turret lathe (b)Capstan lathes (c) Vertical turret lathes (d)special purpose machines
1731

(a)Apron with gloves (b)Blue Drill Over all (c) Cap (d)All the above
1732

(a)Foundry Shop (b)Machine Shop (c) Smithy Shop (d)Wagon Shop
1733 Riding index of icf coach is

(a)3.5 (b)4.78 (c) 5.8 (d)2.2
1734

(a)24 (b)12 (c) 18 (d)54
1735 Axle is checked by ________

(a)DPT (b)UST (c) Wheel gauge (d)None of the above
1736

(a)36 (b)70 (c) 75 (d)130
1737

(a)Cylindrical (b)Spherical (c) CTRB (d)None of the above
1738

(a)5 (b)6 (c) 3.8 (d)4
1739

(a)wheel defect (b)Buckle defect (c) cbc defect (d)door defect
1740

(a)455±30 (b)250±30 (c) NIL (d)1500
1741 Oil is used in dashpot guide?

(a) Servo RR-3 (b)Servoline 68 (c) Lithium base grease (d)None of these
1742 The full form of BP is –

(a)By pass (b)Brake pipe (c) Bent pipe (d)None
1743

(a)Dash pot (b)side bearer (c) CBC (d)Spring
1744

(a)Lathe (b)Milling (c) Grinding (d)Slotting
1745

(a)Class A fire (b)Class B fire (c) Class C fire (d)All of the above
1746

(a)Soda acid (b)Vaporizing Liquid (c) Foam (d)Dry Chemicals
1747

(a)Class A fire (b)Class B fire (c) Class C fire (d)All of the above
1748

(a)Fuel, Light and Oxygen (b)Fuel, Heat and Oxygen (c) Fuel, Heat and Carbon dioxide(d)Fuel, Light and Nitrogen

1749 The following is wheel defct

a)thin flange b)sharp flange c)deep flange d)all of the above

1750 flat tyre limit of coach is

a)50mm b)60mm c)30mm d)40mm

1751 flat tyre limit of wagon is

a)50mm b)60mm c)30mm d)40mm

1752 Thin flange condemning limit is

a)20mm b)13mm c)16mm d)10mm

1753 sharp flange condemning limit is

a)10mm b)12mm c)5mm d)none of above

1754 what is value of slope provided to wheels

a)1in 30 b)1in 20 c)1in40 d)1in15

1755 what can be done to prevent ofhoging of rails?

a)tilting of rails b)shovel packing c)scabbing of rails d)interchanging of rails

1756 In which tpe of defect patches of metal fall the rail table?

a)scabbing of rails b)hogging of rails c)wheel burns d)corrugation rails

1757 what causes wheel burns

a)slipping of wheel b)falling of chunks c)manufacturing defects d)high speed

1758 which of following locations are less likely to develop wheel burns

a)steep gradients b)heavy breaking incidents c)near water columns d)on flat gradient

1759 which of the following defect occur because of heavy bearing pressure on small area of contact? 

a)sheeling and black spots b)scabbing of wheels c)hogging of wheels d)corrugation of wheels

1760 what can be done for removing corrugation

a)grinding the rail head b)shovel packing c)tilting of rails d)scabbing of rails

1761 what is objective coning of wheels?

a)to save the material b)for easy manufaccturing of wheelsc)for easy movement on curvesd)for aesthetic look

1762 Standard distance between wheel flangs is

a)1602mm b)1600mm c)1601mm d)1599mm

1763 Mounting of roller bearing is done by heating the bearing on

a)direct heating b)furnace c)water heater d)induction heating

1764 what is hot axle temperature?

a)60 b)70 c)80 d)65

1765 The bearing should be kept in induction heating system for a period of minutes to attain 120 degree

a)1to 2 b)2to3 c)3to4 d)5to7

1766 Removing of axle box from wheel is done by _____

a)hitting withsledge hammer b)mechanical screw type pullerc) pressing machine d)heating

1767 The length of the bolt should be ______ than that of tapped axle end holes

a)more b)equal c)less d)double

1768 speed lathe is a ---------lathe machine

a)low production b)medium production c)high production d)special purpose

1769 The machine used for making the hole in the workpiece by forcing the nonrotating tool into rotating workpiece is called as

a)drilling machine b)boring machine c)lathe machine d)all the above

1770 The shape of turret in turret lathe is

a)rectangle b)square c)hexagon d)triangle

1771 The part of lathe machine is

a)head stock b)tailstock c)carriage d)all the above

1772 _______is a type of lathe

a)speed lathe b)bench lathe c)turret lathe d)all the above

1773 Engine lathe is known as--------

a)motor lathe b)turning lathe c)center lathe d)none of these

1774 In lathe machine , the tool has

a)one type of motion b)two type of motion c)three type of motion d)no motion

1775 ________is not a part of lathe machine

Fire is a combination of_________

________ gms Grease is used in CTRB

With what the lateral and longitudinal guides of ICF bogie is mounted?

Machine is used to manufacturing gear teeth_________

Water is used to extinguish___________

________is best suited to extinguish oil or flammable liquid fire

Following class of fire Occurs in electrical equipments

___________ is checked with tyre defect gauge

Sole bar of ICF coach consists of –

What type of center buffer coupler used in Indian Railway?

What is an integrated portion of the axle?

The colour coding of distributor valve of air brake goods stock is –

The fit between the piston and cylinder is______.

Protective Clothing for the Welder

Forge Welding is carried out at:

POH of icf coach is done at at the interval of ________ months

Proof loading capacity of enhanced screw coupling is __________ tonns

_______ bearing is used in casnub bogie

Brake Pressure is ___________kg/cm2

How many dirt collectors are fitted with under frame mounted air brake system on every coach?

Removing of axle box from wheel is done by _____

To clean axle boxes, axle box cleaning plant requires __________

Visual inspection of dismounted roller bearing requires ____

What is the period for POH of departmental coach?

What is the Transportation code of inspection carriage (Administrative)?

Yellow strips on end body of ICF indicate is –

For finding what defect UST is done?

What is Codal life of steel bodied coaches

Rehabilitation of coaching stock is carried out between –

What is the periodicity for IOH of ICF coaches?

Destruction tube is provided inside the –

Roller bearing section should have clean surroundings and __________ free atmosphere.

At what schedule, the over hauling and testing of alarm chain apparatus is done

What is co lour code of ‘A’ group coil spring is

What is co lour code of ‘B’ group coil spring is

What is co lour code of ‘C’ group coil spring is

Plastic push cocks are made up of

The oxygen cylinder is usally painted with

The welding process which uses consumable electrode is

Which is the specified standard for corten steel ?

Roller bearings are named according to the shape of

Roller bearings are extracted / dismounted by using

Roller bearing with spherical rollers are called as

Which type brake system, external slack adjuster have been eliminated

Destruction tube is provided inside the –

The color code of helical spring of ICF bogie is



a)bed b)carriage c)column d)lead screw

1776 To cut threads using a lthe machine _________is required

a)tool post b)lead screw c)head stock d)all of the above

1777 During grooving operation on alathe machine ,the tool moves_________the axis of the workpiece

a)perpendicular to b)parallel to c)along d)none of these

1778 In facing operation on a lathe ,the tool is held in______

a)tool post b)head stock c)tail stock d)none of above

1779 _________is a long threaded shaft on the lathe

a)spindle b)lead screw c)cross s;ide d)all of the above

1780 In drilling operation on alathe ,the tool is held in_________

a)tool post b)head stock c)tail stock d)none of the above 

1781 Lathe bed is made of__________

a)cast iron b)steel c)aluminium d)all of the above

1782 In lathe machine ,during operation mthe workpiece_________

a)rotates b)reciprocates c)oscillates d)all of the above

1783 lathe bed is made of_________

a)plastic b)aluminium c)wood d)none of the above

1784 To remove material in form of large chips__________is used

a)lathe b)drill c)mill d)all of the above

1785 To remove material in form of large chips__________is used

a)lathe machine b)soldering c)brazing d)none of the above

1786 To support the long length job on lathe machine ___________is used

a)carriage b)steady rest c)follower rest d)tail stock

1787 The tails tock and carriage in a lathe are guided on_________

a)different guideways b)rails c)same guide way d)none of the above

1788 The angle between lathe center is________

a)15 b)30 c)45 d)60

1789 __________is a accessory of the lathe machine

a)tail stock b)head stock c)carriage d)all of the above

1790 which of the following lathe operations requires that the cutting edge of a tool bit be placed exactly on the work center line

a)boring b)drilling c)turning d)facing

1791 Interna or external tapers on a turret lathe can be turned by-------

a)face turning attachment b)taper turning attachment c)sliding attachment d)offsetting attachment

1792 Lathe center are provided with the following standard taper---------

a)morse b)british c)metric d)sharpe

1793 lathe spindle has got ___________

a)internal threads b)external threads c)taper threads d)no threads

1794 point to point system are used for _________

a)facing b)parting c)reaming d)grooving

1795 In part programming , interpolation is used for obtaining __________trajectory

a)helicoidal b)zig-zag c)pentagonal d)triangular

1796 part programming mistakes can be avoided in 

a)CNC b)NC c)both a and b d)none of the above

1797 In how many ways cnc machine tool systems can be classified?

a)3 b)5 c)4 d)2

1798 In CNC systems multiple microprocessors and programmeble logic cotroller work_________

a)in series b)in parallel c)for 80% of the total machning time

d)one after the other
1799 which of the follpwing is not a advantage of CNC machine?

a)rduced scrap rate b)improved strength of the componentsc)higher flexibility

d)improved quality
1800 feed is measured in units of __________

a)velocity b)length c)length/revolution d)degree/revolution

1801 CNC machining operations do not include operations like________

a)welding b)tapping c)millimg d)boring

1802 IN Machining of aworkpiece the material is removed by________

a)shearing acting b)using brittleness of the materialc)drilling action d)melting  action

1803 The depth that the tool is plunged into the surface is called as_______

a)depth of cut b)working depth c)depth of tool d)feed

1804 In the bock diagram of the CNC machine , data processing and control loop are a part of__________

a)speed and position sensor b)feedback system c)machine control unit d)input device

1805 speed and position in CNC can be controlled using________

a)slide table and spindle b)machine code unit c)feedback system d)graphic user interface

1806 The punch tape reader in CNC machine is__________

a)feedback system b)input device c)program d)driving system

1807 What is the full form of CNC ?

a)computer numerical control b)computer number control c)computer network controld)computer numbers count

1808 What does CNC used to control motion and speed ?

a)numerical b)programs,as well as computer keyboard ,graphical interfacec)feedback system d)GUI

1809 The collar should not be dismounted unless it is ________

a)found ok b)damaged c)rigid d)none

1810 _________fit is used for joining the wheel and axle

a)clearance fit b)transition fit c)interferance fit d)none of the above

1811 what is wheel pressing force limit ?

a)50-70 b)60-80 c)50-100 d)72-106

1812 Automatic roller bearing cleaning equipment to clean roller bearing requires ________

a)pre wash b)wash c)water sinsing d)all of the above

1813 Bearing should be handled carefully avoiding ____ to the bearings

a)bruising b)contact c)rubbing d)none

1814 How the roller bearing is fit on the axle journal

a)press fit b)slide fit c)shrunk fit d)none

1815 In induction heating system, bearing is placed around _______

a)primary circuit b)yoke c)shaft d)none

1816 In ICF Design passenger coaches, how many bearings are used in each axle box

a)1 b)2 c)3 d)4

1817 How many rollers are there in SKF roller bearing

a)28 b)29 c)30 d)32

1819 What is the size of inner ring bore of roller bearing no. 22326/C3

a)125mm b)130mm c)135mm d)140mm

1820 To detect minute cracks in roller bearing ________ is required

a)dye penetration test b)ordinary lighting c)ultrasonic test d)light with magnifying

1821 To clean axle boxes, axle box cleaning plant requires _______

a)bosch tank b)jet cleaning c)a closed chamber with conveyord)all the above

1822 What is the offical language of Union of India?

a. Hindi b.English c.sanskrit d. urdu

1823 In which part and in which Article of the Constitution Provision regarding the Language to be used for transaction of business in Parliament exists?

 (a)Article 120 of Part V of the Constitution (b)Article 121 of Part V of the Constitution  (c )Article 120 of Part VI of the Constitution

1824 In which part and in which Article of the Constitution Provision regarding the Language to be used for transaction of business in State Legislature exists? 

(a)Article 120 of Part V of the Constitution (b)Article 121 of Part V of the Constitution (c )Article 120 of Part VI of the Constitution

1825  In which part of the Constitution and in which Article Provision regarding on Official Languages Exists?

 (a)Part XVII and Article 340 of the Constitution  (b)Part XVII and Article 443 of the Constitution  (c )Part XVII and Article 344 of the Constitution 

1826 Constitution Provision regarding Official Language exists in ________ of the Constitution

 (a) Part XVII (b) Part XVI  (C ) Part XVIII (d) None of the above 

1827 Part XVII of the Constitution contains provision regarding Official Language and it was passed by the Constituent Assembly on ____________ 

(a)14-09-1949 (b)18-05-1948 (c )12-06-1949 (d)12-06-1949

1828 Article ___________ of the constitution contains provision regarding the Official Language of the Union of India? 

(a)344 and 346 (b)343 and 344 (c )321 and 323 (d)326 and 328

1829 Article _________ of the Constitution contains provision regarding the Language to be used in the Courts etc?

(a)344 and 346 (b)343 and 344 (c )348 and 349 (d)326 and 328 

1830 Which article of the Constitution contains Provision regarding the Official Language of States? 

(a)Article323 (b)Article 343 (c )Article 345 (d)Article 346

1831 At present how many languages are enlisted in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution?

 (a)Eleven (b)Eighteen (c )Thirteen (d)Fifteen

1832 When the Constitution was adopted, only _________languages were included in the Eighth Schedule initially and In 1963 Sindhi was added to that list and in 1992 Nepali, Konkani and Manipuri were added.

 (a)12 (b)16 (c )18 (d)14

1833 According to Article 343 (1) of the Constitution, Hindi in _____Script is the Official Language of the Union of India.

(a)Bengaluru (b) Devnagari (c ) Ranebennur (d)Copala

1834 As per the Constitution, when should Hindi have become the Official Language of the Union of India?

 (a)26.01.1965 (b)27.02.1966 (c )25.03.1967 (d)28.04.1968

1835 Who was the Chairman of the Official Language Commission Constituted under Article 344 (1)? 

(a)Shri Govind Vallabh Pant  (b) Shri Jawaharlal nehru (c )Shri Bal Gangadhar Kher (d) None of these

1836 Who was the Chairman of the committee of Parliament on Official Languages constituted Under article 344 (4)?

(a)Shri Govind Vallabh Pant  (b)Shri Bal Gangadhar Kher  (c ) Shri Jawaharlal nehru  (d) None of these

1837 How many sections are there in the Official Language Act 1963 as amended in 1967?

(a) 9 Sections  (b) 11 Sections  (c ) 8 Sections  (d) 13Sections

1838 To which state of India are the Official Languages (use for Official purposes of the Union) Rules 1976 not applicable? 

(a)Kerala (b)Tamil Nadu (c )Uttar Pradesh (d)Rajasthan

1839 When the Hindi Day is celebrated every year?

(a)14th September1976 (b)15th April 1976 (c )16th March 1988 (d)17thApril 1988

1840 What is the periodicity of the meetings of the Town Official Language Implementation Committee? 

(a)Once in a year (b)Once in 4 months (c )Once in Six Months (d)Oncein 8 months

1841 What is the periodicity of the meetings of the Official Language Implementation Committee?

a) Once in a year (b)Once in a week (c ) Once in 6 months twice in a year (d)Once in three months four in a year 

1842 What is the periodicity of the meetings of the Hindi Salahakar Samiti? 

(a)Once in three months, four in a year. (b)Once in a year (c ) Once in a week (d) Once in 6 months twice in a year

1843  Which are the three regions as per the provisions made in the Official Languages Rule? 

(a) Region A, B & D. (b) Region A, B & F. (c )Region A, B & C (d) Region R, Y & B.

1844 Region A comprises Bihar, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh and Union and also __________.

 (a)Territories of Delhi and Andaman and Nicobar Islands  (b) Gujarat, Maharashtra and Punjab(c ) Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh (d) None of these

1845 Region B comprises _____ _____ &__________ and the ________

 (a)Territories of Delhi and Andaman and Nicobar Islands (b)Gujarat, Maharashtra and Punjab & the Union Territory of Chandigarh  (c ) Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh

1846 Region C comprises States and Union Territories and other than those referred in Region A & B like _________ ,

 (a)Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh (b)Maharashtra (c ) Gujarat  (d) Union Territories of Delhi

1847 In which regions is Tamilnadu situated?

 (a) Region A (b) Region B (c ) Region C (d) None of these

1848 What are the cases where Regional Language, Hindi and English should be used?

 (a) General Order (b) Administrative and Other Reports(c ) All Name Boards and Sign Boards; Forms used by the public; Station Announcements

1849 What is the order of language used in the Name/ Notice Boards?

 (a) Regional Language, Hindi, English (b)Hindi, English, Regional Language,(c ) English, Regional Language, Hindi, (d) Regional Language, English, Hindi

1850 What is the order of Language in the above cases?

 (a) Hindi on top English at Bottom  (b ) Hindi on top Kannada at Bottom(c ) English on top Hindi at Bottom(d) Kannada on top English at Bottom 

1851 Hindi examinations conducted at the Government Officers are

(a) Prateek, Pradhant & Priya (b)Prabodh, Praveen & Pragya.  ( c) Parwati, Pawan & Prerana (d) None of these

1852 How many prizes are given under the Collective Cash Award Scheme for doing official work in Hindi?

 (a) Six (b) Five (c ) Three (d) Saven

1853 What is the foreign language included in the Eighth Schedule?

 (a)Nepali (b)Bengali (c )Hindi (d)Sanskrit

1854 To reduce wear and tear in machine parts uses___________oil?

a)      Lubricating b)     Kerosene c)      Coconut d)     Water

1855 Scrap material to be kept..........

a)      On the floor b)     In the nominated bin c)      In gunny bags d.None of the above

1856 _________________used for material movement

a)      Fork lift b)     Platform truck c)      Pallet truck d)     All of the above

1857  While using Grinding machine following PPE to be used

a)      Hand Gloves b)     Goggle c)      Both a and b `

1858  Measuring Dia. 100 mm Rod Use...........

a)      Outside Micrometer b)     Inside Micrometer c)      Dial gauge d)     None of the above

1859  To work safely, employee need to wear...........
a)      Helmet b)     Hand gloves c)      Safety shoes all the above

1860 The first step before drilling any workpiece........

a)      Load job on machine b)     Study the drawing/sample piecec)      Direct machining d)     None of the above

1861 Deburr the sharp corners by........

a)      cutting b)     heating c)      filing d)     None of the above

1862 …………………….used to clamp work piece on the machine bed

a)      Machine Vice b)     Fixture c.both a & b d)     None of the above

1863  For machining a work piece in Milling machine………………….required.

a)      Single point cutting tool b)     Grinding wheel c)      Milling cutter d)     None of the above

1864  Which machine is having Ram?

a)      Drilling machine b)     Shaping machine c)      Milling machine d.None of the above

1865 Always use tested……………………………..while handling the material.

a)      Webbing sling b)     chains c)      lifting tackles d)     All the above



1866 The proper place of marking work piece on........

a)      The floor b)     Marking table c)      Both a and b d.None of the above

1867 The calibration of Air pressure gauge is carried out by...........

a)      Dead weight Tester b)     Bench pressure calibrator c)      Both a and b d)     None of the above

1868  In pressure calibrator……………………….used to compare test Gauge.

a)      Master Gauge b)     Any Test gauge c)      Both a and b d)     None of the above

1869  The unit of pressure is.......

a)      Kg/cm b)     Kg/cm2 c)      Kg/cm3 d)     None of the above

1870   The fluid using in pressure calibrator.......

a)      Glycerine b.Water c)      Both a and b d)     None of the above

1871  The reason to remove worn out sleeves from brake beam end.......

a)      Remove ovality b)     To fit new sleeve c)      Both a and b d)     None of the above
1872 The purpose of brake beam in Bogie is.......

a)      To run fast b)     Brake application c)      Add strength d.None of the above

1873 ………………………paint used to paint inside the water tank.

a)      Bituminous Black b)     Wall paint c)      Cement paint d)     None of the above

1874  .......... design using in Non-Ac coach Aluminium water tank.

a)      Single piece b)     Two piece c)      Three piece d)     None of the above

1875  How to check the squareness and alignment of guides in conventional Bogies?

a)      Using Measuring tape b)     Using trammelling gauges c)      Using scale d)     None of the above

1876  Which one is not a brake gear component?

a)      Brake head b)     Lever hanger c)      Lower spring seat d.None of the above

1877 …………………………..process used to remove the rivets from buffer plunger assembly.

a)      welding b)     Gas cutting c)      Hammering d.None of the above

1878  The purpose of DPT teat to buffer plunger assembly is................

a)      To check strength b)     To detect any flaws, cracks, blowsc)      To check hardness d)     None of the above

1879 required for DPT test.

a)      Cleaner b)     Penetrant c)      developer d.all the above

1880 used for cleaning and scrapping purpose.

a)      Wire brush b)     Scrapper c)      Both a and b d)     None of the above

1881 The measuring instrument.........

a)      Micrometer b)     Vernier caliper c)      Scale d)     All the above

1882 1 inch is equal to..........

a)      23.4 mm b)     24.4 mm c)      25.4 mm d)     None of the above

1883   Ferrous scrap material bin colour code............

a)      Red b)     orange c)      Yellow d)     Green

1884  Non-Ferrous scrap material bin colour code............

a)      Red b)     orange c)      Yellow d)     Green

1885  The green colour bin indicates............

a)      Ferrous scrap b)     Non Ferrous scrap c)      Bio-degradable waste d)     Muck and dirt

1886 The Blue colour bin indicates............

a)      Ferrous scrap b Non Bio-degradable waste c)      Bio-degradable waste d)     Muck and dirt

1887 The Black colour bin indicates............

a)      Ferrous scrap b)     Non Bio-degradable waste c)      Bio-degradable waste d)     Muck and dirt

1888  Cotton waste material bin colour code............

a)      Red b)     orange c)      Grey d.Green

1889  Miscellaneous material bin colour code............

a)      Red b)     Black c)      Orange d)     Green

1890 Which one of the following is a cutting operation?

a)      Casting b)     Turning c)      Forging d. Rolling

1891  Which one of the following is not a cutting operation?

a)      Drilling b)     Turning c)      Forging d. Planning

1892 The Lathe is a type of…………………machine?

a)      Drilling b)     Turning c)      Milling d.Planning

1893   The screw thread is used for...............

a)      Fasten the parts together b)     Transmit motion c)      Transmit Power d)     All the above

1894 The Whitworth thread is………………………..form of thread

a)  V b)     Square c)      Both a and b d)     None of the above

1895 The Whitworth thread angle...............

a)      60 degree b)     50 degree c)      55 degree d. 45 degree

1896 Indian standard-V thread angle...............

a)      45 degree b)     50 degree c)      55 degree d.  60 degree

1897 The screw thread is always considered as unless otherwise specified.

a)      Left hand b)     Right handc)      Both a and b d. None of the above

1898 ………………………..is fastening element comprising of a head at one end and a threaded portion at other end.

a)      Rivet b)     Bolt c)      Pin d)     All the above
1899 Example for Temporary Fastener is............

a)      Rivet b)     Bolt c)      Screw Both b and c

1900  Example for Permanent Fastener is............

a)      Rivet b)     Bolt c)      Pin d)     Screw

1901 …………………………….fastener used in locking of Nut.

a)      Split pin b)     Lock nut c. Spring washer d)     All the above

1902     A………………………is a cylindrical rod threaded at both the end and left plain in the middle.

a)      Bolt b)     Pin c)      Stud d.Screw

1903  For securing heavy machines to concrete floor uses...........

a)      Eye Bolt b)     Foundation bolt c)      Hexagonal Bolt d)     None of the above

1904  Plunger barrel and face plate assembly carried out by..........

a)      Welding joint b)     Bolt and nut c)      Rivet joint d)     None of the above

1905  The amount of variation permitted for the basic size is called...........

a)      limits b)     tolerance c)      Fit d)     None of the above

1906  The maximum and minimum permissible sizes within which the actual machined size lies...........

a)      Tolerance b)     limits c)      Fit d)     None of the above

1907    The functional relationship between the two adjacent parts achieved by the specified tolerance is called................

a)      limits b)     Fit c)      Tolerance d)     None of the above

1908  For a basic size of shaft Ø30±0.1 mm, the Maximum limit is................

a)      Ø29.9 mm b)     Ø30.0 mm c)      Ø30.1 mm d. None of the above

1909  For a basic size of shaft Ø30±0.1 mm, the Minimum limit is................

a)      Ø29.9 mm b)     Ø30.0 mm c)      Ø30.1 mm d)     None of the above

1910  For a basic size of shaft Ø30±0.1 mm, the Tolerance is................

a)      0.1 mm b)     0.2 mm c)      0.3 mm d)     None of the above
1911 Fit established when a Hole size is more than the mating Shaft size.

a)      Transition b)     Clearance c)      Interference d)     None of the above
1912 Fit established when a hole size is less than the mating shaft size

a)      Transition b)     Clearance c)      Interference d)     None of the above

1913 Interference Fit obtained by.........

a)      applied force b)     heating and subsequent coolingc)      both a and b d)     None of the above

1914 The conventional ICF/RCF (Non-AC) coach Aluminium water tank capacity.........

a)      455 Litre b)     390 Litre c)      685 Litre d)     None of the above

1915 The conventional ICF/RCF (Non-AC) coach Aluminium water tank testing pressure is.....

a)      0.25 kg/cm2 b)     0.35 kg/cm2 c)      0.45 kg/cm2 d)     None of the above
1916 ……………………...is provided in water tanks for easy facilitation of water filling and avoid bulging of  tanks

a)      Hose pipe b)     Air vent c)      Dummy air vent d)     None of the above

1917 Lower spring seat leakage testing pressure........

a)      5.5 Kg/cm2 b)     6.5 Kg/cm2 c)      7.5 Kg/cm2 d)     8.5 Kg/cm2

1918  Lower spring seat used in……………….suspension of Bogie.

a)      Primary b)     Secondary c)      Both a and b d)     None of the above

1919 Threads can be produced by means of…………….

a)      Taps b)     Dies c)      Lathe machine d)     All of the above

1920    The axial advancement in one rotation of the screwed part is known as……………………_ of the threads.

a)      Pitch b)     Lead c)      Pitch diameter d)     Helix

1921 Filing on the machined surface is done to………………………

a)      Remove burrs b)     Finish feed marks c)      To make the sharp corners perfectly squared.All of the above

1922 An operation performed for enlarging an existing hole up to only a limited length from its one end

a)      Boring b)     Drilling c)      Counter-boring d)     Counter-sinking

1923   A Turret (square) tool post can accommodate ______________________ tool(s)

a)      One b)     Two c)      Three d.Four

1924 In which of the following type of lathe, lead screw is provided for thread cutting?

a)      Centre b)     Turret c)      Capstan d.All of the above

1925 In which of the following type of lathe, very high skill of labour is required?

a)      Centre b)     Turret c)      Capstan d)     All of the above

1926 Which of the following operation, we can’t perform on drilling machine?

a)  Reaming b)  tapping c)  lapping d)  none of the above

1927 Which of the following method is not used for holding tool?

a)  by a sleeve b)  by chucks c)  by a socket d.none of the above

1928 The drilling machine was primarily designed to originate a…………………………..

a)  flat surface b)  cylindrical surface c)  taper surface d)  none of the above

1929 ………………………………...is the speed at which the metal is removed by the tool from the work piece

a)  Feed b)  cutting speed c)  depth of cut d.none of the above

1930 Which of the following represent the unit of cutting speed?

a)  Meter*minute b)  meter*meter*minute c)  meter / minute d)  none of the above

1931 ……………………._ is the distance the tool advances for each revolution of the work

a)  Feed b)  depth of cut c)  metal removal rate d)  none of the above

1932 Which of the following is the unit of the feed?

a)  mm / minute b)  mm / revolution c)  mm * minute d)  none of the above

1933 The movement of radial arm in radial drilling machine is………………………….

a)  manual b)  powered c)  either manual or poweredd)  none of the above

1934 Which of the following is not true for radial drill?

a)  it can work with jobs, which are odd shaped b)  the tubular column is very thick and has small diametersc)  drill is mounted on drilling spindled)  none of the above

1935 Which of the following is true for radial drill machine?

a)  Drilling spindle is subjected to rotation b)  the entire drilling head is mounted on radial armc)  the gap between the drill and job is known as stroke lengthd.all of the mentioned

1936 The main parts of shaper are  …………………

a)  base and body b)  ram and tool head c)  crossrail and body d)  all of the mentioned.
1937 In shaper Drive mechanism consists of  …………………….

a)  main drives b)  the gear box c)  quick return mechanismd)  all of the mentioned

1938 during milling, the cutter usually moves

a)  Perpendicular to its axis b)  Parallel to its axis c)  Inclined to its axis d)  Any of the above

1939 Peripheral milling is well suited to the cutting of

a)  Deep slots b)  Threads c)  Gear teeth d)  All of the above

1940 A milling cutter may have surfaces made of

a)  High speed steel b)  Cemented carbide c)  Aluminium oxide d)  Both a and b

1941 The use of coatings on milling cutters will increase the………………..of the tool.

a)  Surface hardness b)  Corrosion resistance c)  Surface finish d)  Melting point

1942 The grinding operation is a………….

a)  shaping operation b)  Forming operation c)  Surface finishing operationd)  Dressing operation

1943 The silicon carbide abrasive is chiefly used for grinding

a)  Cemented carbide b)  Ceramic c)  Cast iron d.All of these

1944 In grinding irregular, curved, tapered, convex and concave surfaces, the grinder used is

a)  Cylindrical grinder b)  Internal grinder c)  Surface grinder d.Tool and cutter grinder

1945 Which is the backbone of lathe machine?

a)      Lathe bed b)     Tool post c)      Tail stock d.Carriage

1946  Jig and Fixture are made in such type that

a)      To guide the cutting tool b)     To hold the job strongly c)      To prevent the job from slippingd)     To get the maximum production in short time

1947 Main use of coolant on machine tool

a)      To minimize the friction between two mating parts b)     To cool the parts of machinec)      To wet the two mating partsd)     To save the machine tool from heating

1948   Counter boring is done for

a)      Accommodating socket head screws b)     Finishing bored holes c)      Enlarging holes to accurate sized.Deburring hole ends

1949 Quick return mechanism is provided on shaper to reduce the time required for………….
a. Forward stroke b.)      Return strokec)     Forward and Return stroked)      None of these

1950  The size of a planer is determined by the maximum length of the………………..

a)      Housing b)     Work piece c)      Stroke d)     Bed

1951 The cutting tool used in planning machine is…………..

a)      Multipoint cutting tool b)     Single point cutting tool c)      End mill cutter d)     None of the above

1952    The proper length of arc may be judged by:

A.     The sound of the arc. B.     The appearance of the arc.C.     The appearance of the weld.D.    All of the above.

1953   If the electrode is moved too fast when arc welding:

A.     A wide bead will result B.     Not enough metal will be deposited.C.     Excessive weld metal will be usedD.     The bead will be too high.

1954  Which of the following is not a recognized welding position?

A.     Diagonal B.     Overhead C.     Vertical D.    Horizontal

1955   Straight polarity is when:

A.     Work is positive and the electrode is negative. B.     Both the work and the electrode are positive.C.     The work is negative and the electrode is positive.d. Both the work and the electrode are negative.

1956 The tensile strength of an E-8018 electrode is _ pounds psi. 

  A.3500 B.8000 C.80000 D.   701,000

1957   Porosity describes the condition of:

A.     Non-fused nonmetallic substances in a weld. B.    Gas pockets and voids in the metal.C.     The weld at the place the heat is supplied.D.     A depression in the face of the weld.

1958   Mild steel is considered to have:

A.     No carbon content B.     Low carbon content C.     Medium carbon content.D.     High carbon content.

1959    The duty cycle of an arc welding machine refers to the:

A.     Electrical requirements of the machine. B.     UL rating of the amperage switchC.     Continuous operating time in a ten minute period.D.     Output capacity of the machine.

1960 What shade of lens is used in arc welding?

A.     Five B.     Eight C.     six D.    none of the above

1961   Which two welds are known as “fillet” welds?

A.     Butt and T-weld B.     T-weld and lap weld C.     Lap and butt weld d.Corner and butt weld

1962   What is the first bead made when welding two pieces of metal together called?

A.     Root pass B.     Filling pass C.     Capping pass d.None o the above

1963   Medium Arc length means, the length of the arc should be:

A.     ¼ inch B.     Equal to the electrode lengthC.     Equal to the width of the base metalD.     Equal to the electrode diameter.

1964   When welding pieces that are of unequal thickness:

A.     Maintain a short arc. A.     Use a long arc B.     Increase the speed of travelPoint the electrode towards the thicker piece.

1965   When welding vertical up, you should have:

A.     A short arc length B.     A long arc length C.     The amperage set higher than normalNone of the above answers are correct.

1966  When selecting an electrode for a welding job it is best to:

A.     Choose the electrode based on welding position.  B.     Choose a electrode based on the thickness of base metalC.     Choose a rod that is made of metal which is as similar to the base metal as possible.D.    All the above.

1967  The slag which remains on top of the weld will_________cooling rate of weld.

A.     Slow b.Increase c.No effect D.    none of the above

1968   The two methods of striking an arc are:

A.     Scratching and itching B.     Digging and scratching C.     Rubbing and scratchingd.Scratching and tapping.

1969 AWS means

A.     American Welders United B.     American Society for WeldersC.     American Welders societyd.American Welding Society

1970  What kind of hammer should be used to remove slag?

A.     Ball peen hammer B.     Claw hammer C.     Chipping hammer D.     Sledge hammer

1971 Diameter of the electrode means

A.     The diameter of flux coating on the electrode. B.     The length of the electrode.C.     The diameter of the core wire of electrode.D.     None of the above

1972  The output of a welding machine is relatively:

A.      Low voltage and high amperage B.      High voltage and low amperageC.       High voltage and high amperageD.      Low voltage and low amperage.

1973 Placing a small weld at each end of a joint is called:

A.     Bead welding B.     Fillet welding C.     Tack welding d.Groove welding

1974 Eye hazards found in welding operations include:

A.     Flying particles B.     Radiation C.     Smoke and fumes d.All of the above

1975  Protective equipment suitable for eye and face protection from arc welding radiation includes:

A.     Welding helmets/screen with proper filter glass B.     Clear safety goggles C.     Safety goggles with clear glassD.    Protective screens with low shade glass

1976 Which of the following gases can be used as shielding gases for CO2 welding?

A.      Pure Carbon dioxide B.     Carbon dioxide and Argon mixtureC.     Carbon dioxide and oxygen mixtureD.    None of the above

1977  In a completed weld, the term for the junction between the weld face and the base metal is:

A.     Root B.     Toe C.     Leg D.     Weld edge

1978  Which alloying element is commonly added to steel to improve its corrosion resistance?

A.     Carbon B.     Aluminum C.     Silicon d.Chromium

1979   What will be the result if you are using too low of an amperage when arc welding?

A.     The joint will be well fused B.     Undercutting will occur C.     The penetration of the base metal will be excessive.d.None of the above

1980  Arc welding can be performed in almost any position, but welding is most easily done if the weld is in the…………………..position.

A.     Overhead B.     Vertical C.     Flat d.Horizontal

1981   A___________ is also known as a fillet weld.

A.     T-weld B.     Butt weld C.     Corner d.None of the above are correct

1982   What does the abbreviation GMAW stand for?

A.     General Machining And Welding B.     Gas Metal Arc Welding C.     Gas Motion Arc WeldingD.     General Metal Arc Welding

1983 Porosity in a weld might be caused by_______________.

A.     Insufficient surface preparation of base metal B.     Welding too slow C.     Too short of an arc D.    Both B and C

1984 The appearance and strength of a bead are influenced by the:

A.     Amperage setting of the welding machine. B.     Angle that the electrode is held.C.     Travel speed when making the weld.d.All of the above

1985 When welding with a direct current machine Reverse polarity, the electrode holder would be:

A.     Positive B.     Negative C.     The current from both directionsd.The current flows from the electrode holder all the time

1986 The output of an MMA welding machine is commonly expressed in terms of:

A.     Voltage B.     Hertz C.     Wattage d. Amperage

1987   Which of the following is NOT a cause of undercutting?

A.     Amperage set too low B.     Amperage set too high C.     Electrode held at incorrect angled. None of the above

1988  Which of the following characteristics is not important in determining the type of welding electrode to select?

A.     The kind of metal being used B.     The thickness of the metal C.     The welding position d. The weight of the metal

1989 Why is a change in polarity useful in electric arc welding?

A.     Reduces spatter B.     Reduces slag deposits C.     Controls heat and depth of penetration D.     Reduces ultraviolet and infrared light rays.

1990   In the GMAW welding process, the “consumable” electrode is in the form of a:

A.     3.15 diameter electrode B.     Continuous consumable filler wireC.     Tungsten electrode d. None of the above

1991 The first two digits in the AWS electrode classification number designates the:

A.     Welding position B.     Tensile strength C.     Type of flux coating D.     Special characteristics of the electrode

1992  In the shielded metal arc welding process, impurities are floated out of the molten puddle to form a deposit known as______________.

A.     Slag B.     Flux C.       Both a and b D.    None of the above

1993  You must know the kind of metal to be welded before you can select an electrode. Which of the following is an example of a ferrous metal?

A.     Copper B.     Aluminum C.     Steel d. Porcelain

1994   What term is used to describe the continuous running time for which a welding machine was designed?

A.     Duty rating B.     Running specification c.     Duty cycle d. Ambient cycle

1995   Which electrode should be used for welding of coach under frame

A.     A class b. B class. c. D class (4) none of the above

1996 First material known to be used by man_________________

(a) Cotton (b) Bronze (c) Iron (d) Rock

1997  First metal known to be used by man



(a) Iron (b) Bronze (c) Silver (d) Aluminium

1998 Which one of the following is not basic component of Materials Science?

(a) Cost (b) Properties (c) Structure (d) Performance

1999  Figure out the odd statement about ceramics in the following
a) Good insulators of heat and electricity (b) Usually less desire than metals(c) Ductile in nature (d) Contains both metallic and nonmetallic elements

2000 Pick the composite from the list

(a) Wood (b) Steel (c) Nylon (d) Mica

2001  Not an example for actuator
a.Optical fiber (b) Shape memory alloys c) Magneto-strictive materials(d) Electro-/Magneto-rheological fluids

2002  Strong and ductile materials
(a) Polymers (b) Ceramics (c) Metals (d) Semiconductors

2003  Presently most used metal in the world
(a) Aluminium (b) Gold (c) Steel (d) Silver

2004 Detrimental property of a material for shock load applications

(a) High density (b) Low toughness (c) High strength (d) Low hardness

2005  Democratic material
a.Diamond (b) Titanium (c) Iron (d) Gold


